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Abstract

ABSTRACT

Due to the need for maintenance and corrosion protection, the use of galvanized

steel in the fabrication of latticed structures has become an expensive process.

To avoid these problems Advanced Composite Materials (ACM), such as Fibre-

Reinforced Polymers (FRP) have been introduced. A new technology developed

by Cormorant Composites and University of Manitoba was used to fabricate

tower segments using a specially constructed collapsible mandrel and a

continuous muliiple roving filament winding process. The ANSYS Finite Element

Analysis Program was used to design the optimal cross sectional properties. A

non - linear finite element analysis of a full scale guyed tower prototype was

pedormed using wind loads outlined ín CSA-S37-O1. The dynamic response of

the wind was included by using a gust factor method in which a gust factor was

applied to the wind pressure of a static loading. The finite element results were

validated through laboratory testing of an 8.53 m (28 ft) long tower segment. The

test conditions were created to resemble actual restraints and loading conditÍons

acting on the tower. ln Phase-1, static testing of the 8.53 m (28 ft) tower segment

was conducted, using a "Whiffle Tree" arrangement, to simulate a uniformly

distributed wind loading. Static testing in Phase-1 provided insight ínto the FRP

connection performance, which was significantly improved for the dynamic

testing. ln Phase-2, dynamic testing of 8.53 m (28 ft) tower segment in an upright

position was conducted to obtain natural frequencies of vibrations, which were

confÍrmed through a mathematical model and through ANSYS Modal and
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Harmonic analyses. The dynamic test results showed that the undamped natural

frequency of the vibrating tower segment was 4.31 Hz' Also, the modal analysis

of a full scale model was carried out in order to compare its dynamic findings with

the results obtained through testing of the 8.53 m (28 ft) tower segment' The first

natural frequency of vibration of full scale tower was 0.219 Hz which was lower

than the natural frequency of the tested FRP tower segment by the factor of 20'

A full dynamic analysis of the FRP tower was also conducted using the patch

load method, recommended by csA-s37-01(CSA, 2OO1)' Twelve different patch

load cases were used in the FEM ANSYS 8.1 (ANSYS, 2004) program. After the

dynamic analysis using the patch load method it was concluded that the gust

factor method and the patch load method with the detailed scaling predict the

peak response of the FRP tower well. Finally, design considerations for FRP

towers were developed. The effect of fibre volume fraction on the mechanical

properties of the FRP tower was illustrated through an example. lt was found that

by increasing the fibre volume fraction of lamina by 28-2% resulted in a reduction

in the tip deflection of the FRP tower by 7.5%. The strength performance of the

FRP tower was also evaluated using the Maximum stress non interactive

criterion and the Tsai-wu interactive criterion. The maximum combined stress

from static analysis was -68'22 MPa (-9.89 ksi) which was well below the

compressive strength of FRP material. An estimation of the compressive buckling

strength of the chord members, based on the model developed by Rosen (1964)

for unidirectional composites, was obtained. The result showed that local

buckling of chord members was not the critical mode of failure'

lil
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INTRODUCTION
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1.1 GENERAL

Latticed towers are mainly used as supporting structures for transmission of radio

and telecommunication antennas and to support transmission lines that transmit

and distribute electricity. Latticed towers can be further classified into two

categories: self-supporting towers: which can be either radio and

telecommunication towers, Fig.1.1, or transmission towers, Fig.l.2, or guyed

towers, Fig.1.3. The guyed towers are commonly used to support communication

equipment such as microwave antennas.

Fig.1.1 Self supporting radio and telecommunication towers

(photo courtesy of WIBE Mast and Tower Systems, Harstad, Norway and Storuman, Sweden)

Latticed structures are also used in transformer substation structures, Fig.1.4.

ln this case they are used as supporting beams for electrical insulators

distributing power.
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Fig.1.2 Self supporting transmission towers

(photo courtesy of www.answers.com/topic/ electric-power-transmission, Little Rock, Arkansas)

Fig.1 .3 Guyed telecommunication towers

(photo courtesy of WIBE Mast and Tower Systems, Falun, Sweden)
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Fig.1.4 Transformer substation
(photo courtesy, Dino Philopulos, Winnipeg, Manitoba)

Self-supporting telecommunication towers are usually three legged or four-legged

space-trussed structures, with a heights up to 120 m (394 ft). The legs of the

mast are usually composed of 90 deg. angles (in four legged towers) and 60 deg.

schifflerized or cold formed angles (in three legged towers). Tubular or round

solid sections are also very common. The web system by which the legs are

connected can be with and without horizontals. The web system may consist of

single diagonals, diagonals with midspan horizontals and tension - compression

diagonals (cross - braced diagonals). Self supporting transmission towers

usually have a square body configuration and are constructed with asymmetric

angle sections that are eccentrically connected. Guyed telecommunícation

towers consist of a single mast of constant triangular or square cross section.

The legs are made similarly to self-supporting towers and are usually bolted with
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horizontal and diagonal braces to form a 3-D truss structure. The tower is

supported laterally along its span by a system of pretensioned inclined guy

cables connected to concrete foundations buried in soil, as shown in Fig'1.5.

Fig.1.5 Typical Guyed Tower ( units are in mm)

To decrease the lateral deflections of the tower, supporting cables can be

prestressed to 10% of their breaking strength. To limit the tower twist at the

location of microwave antennas, star mounts are installed. The guyed towers are

lighter than free standing towers of the same height. Therefore, they have smaller

cross sections and smaller members. They are more economical to transport,

easy to assemble on site, and require smaller foundations.
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1.2 NEED FOR ¡NVESTIGATION

The use of steel for the fabrication of latticed structures has its drawback due to

the need for maintenance and corrosion protection. The hot galvanizing process

used to coat steel members has its limits since the size of galvanized members is

restricted by the size of the galvanic bath available. Latticed structures have

shown significant deterioration of the galvanized coating caused by weathering.

Such deterioration exposes the steel area to weather and triggers a decrease of

cross sectional area of the members over time. A decreased area means

decreased load carrying ability that could potentially lead to structural failure.

Canadian (CSA, 2001) and American (T|A-222F,2003) codes of practice require

additional corrosion preventing measures such as: galvanizing, epoxy coating,

electric isolation and cathodic protection.

A research program was initiated at the University of Manitoba under the

sponsorship of Manitoba Hydro and NSERC-CRD to develop a latticed tower

fabricated from fibre-reinforced polymers (FRP) using the filament winding

process. The search for an alternative material for constructing latticed towers

was prompted by the need to eliminate such problems as corrosion and to

provide a maintenance-free system. By eliminating the need for galvanizing and

corrosion protection over the life span of a tower structure, significant overall cost

reduction could be achieved. Also the ease of transpoftation and erection of the

FRP towers could lead to additional savings in the early stages of the

construction.
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From several new technologies in composite latticed tower applications available

today, the composite truss tower made by lso-Truss (Przybyla, 2008) and

Composite Tower Solutions (CTS, 2003) seem to be the most advanced.

The lso-Truss is a three dimensional truss structures composed of series of

interconnecting triangles, forming outward-pointing pyramids along the length of

the tower. The lattice elements are unidirectionalfibre rovings wound on specially

designed collapsible metallic mandrel. The lso-Truss technology provides

excellent strength-to-weight ratio with an ultra low weight.

Composite Tower Solutions (CTS) introduced recently the world's first composite

lattice tilt-up{ower. CTS towers are built on lattice pattern composed of 8 FRP

longitudinal rods, running axially and interconnected with octagonal cross-section

members and helical rods of smaller diameter making the lattice faces.

The longitudinal members carry 95% of structural load, while helical members

provide stiflness to them. CTS towers are being fabricated in sections as single

parts using a specially designed winding machine. CTS technology provides

supreme weight-to-strength characteristics, resistance to hardest weather

conditions and excellent UV and corrosion resistance. They are easy to erect and

cost affordable.

The tower concept presented in this research will have the same advantages as

tso-Truss and CTS towers. The extra advantage from our tower concept lies in

simplification of lattice arrangement for tower faces and flexibility in the size of

the individual members which result in fudher weight reduction.
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1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE PRESENT RESEARCH PROGRAM

The primary objective of the research program reported here was to develop the

technology needed for the design and fabrication of filament wound latticed tower

segments which can easily be transported and assembled on site. To achieve

this objective the following four major steps were followed: Numerical analysis;

manufacturing of prototypes; laboratory testing; and, development of design

guidelines.

1.3.1 Numerical analysis

Prior to commencing the experimental component of the research program, a

numerical analysis was carried out. lt included:

a) A review of the current design standards and specifications;

b) the determination of loads according to the Canadian Standard

csA-s37-01 (csA, 2001):

c) the modeling of the tower taking into account the basic tower characteristics,

material properties, and the joint attachments;

d) defining the tower characteristics (size, configuration, cross section, etc.);

e) choosing the materials, the fibre orientation and the layer thickness; and,

f) carrying out a finite element analysis (FEA).

1.3.2 Manufacturing of prototypes

The manufacturing process included:

a) The construction of a collapsible mandrel;
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b) the fabrication of prototype tower segments;

c) the design and fabrication of lap joints; and,

d) the assembly of parts for testing.

1.3.3 Laboratory testing

The tower segment fabricated for testing consisted of four identical paÍs

interconnected by lap joints. Both static and dynamic tests were carried out.

1.3,4. Discussions of results and recommendations for the design of

composite towers

This phase of the research investigation followed the experimental stage and

involved:

a) The review of current design standards and specifications;

b) the static and dynamic FEA; and,

c) an evaluation of the results from the FEA and testing.

1.4 SCOPE

The thesis consists of seven chapters.

Chapter 1: lntroduction. This chapter includes a brief introduction to the project,

followed by the objectives and scope of the research and acknowledgement.
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Chapter 2: Literature review. This chapter

related to the design and analysis of guyed

the filament winding Process.

includes a review of the literature

towers, as well as a brief history of

chapter 3: Numerical investigation. The particulars about the tower geometry,

FRP material properties and guy cables characteristics are presented' The

mechanical properties of unidirectional lamina obtained trough the strengih of

Material Approach as well as a number of theories describing failure criteria of

composite materials are also discussed in this chapter. FEA Static modeling of

both the tested tower segment and the full-scale tower are included' The

Dynamic modal and harmonic analysis of the tower segment and the modal

analysis of the full-scale tower together with the Dynamic analysis of the full scale

tower according to csA-s37-01 are also discussed here.

chapter 4: Experimental program. Details of the experimental investigation of

the tower segment tested under static and dynamic loading are presented in this

chapter.

chapter 5: Discussion of Results The experimental results are analyzed and

compared to the theoretical results in this chapter'
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Chapter 6: Recommendations for the design of Gomposite Towers

Design Recommendations for the design of latticed composite towers are

presented here. These are based on both the experimental and theoretical

investigations.

Chapter 7: Summary and conclusions

ïhis chapter provides a summary of the work carried out along with

recommendations and conclusions reached.
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GHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
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2,1 METI{ODS OF ANALYSIS OF GUYED TOWERS -
BRIEF ¡.IISTORY

The first most comprehensive investigation of guyed towers has been carried out

by Cohen and Perrin (1957a and 1957b). ln the first paper (1957a), the authors

dealt with wind and ice loads acting on towers and provide a variety of charts that

could be used to select drag and lift coefficients for different tower cross sections

and guy arrangements. The work also included formulae to calculate design wind

loadings acting on towers. The second paper (1957b) provided a structural

analysis of multi-level guyed towers, using a mathematical model. ln this model'

the mast of the tower was treated as a continuous beam-column resting on

nonlinear elastic supports (guys), where spring constants were provided by the

lateral stiffness of the guys. A solution method based on linearized slope-

deflection equations is included in this paper. Using the moment distribution

method the final moments are computed by superposition of moments obtained

from the analysis of the shaft on rigid suppotts, the moments due to elastic

deflections, and the moment due to the eccentricity of the veftical component of

the guy forces resultant.

Rowe (1gS8) developed a theoretical model in which guy cables were treated as

bars and amplification charts were presented for stress and displacements in

guyed towers. These charts were intended to point out when advanced methods

of structural analysis were required in the design and what modification could be

made to classical method to obtain adequate results'
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Dean (1961 ) presented a catenary equation for the static guy cable. The dynamic

guy modulus was not included in the elastic stretch of the cable.

Hull (1962) provided a stability analysis of guyed towers leading to the

formulation of the critical moment of ineftia corresponding to a critical buckling

wind load. The author concluded that the most efficient way of increasing the

buckling capacity of a tower is by increasing the stiflness of the guys. The author

also stated that this method is limited and that the only way to further increase

the buckling capacity of the tower was by means of increasing the moment of

inertia of the mast itself.

Goldberg and Myers (1965) presented a method of analysis for guyed towers that

considered the non- linear behaviour end effect of wind on guy cable stiffness.

They pointed out the importance of including the wind effects on guy cables and

concluded that not including the wind effect would result in serious discrepancies

in the end moments, shears, guy tensions and lateral dispracements.

Odley (1966) presented an iterative method of analysis of high guyed towers and

may be the first time that such an analysis was implemented in computer

programming. The analysis started with assuming the value for the deflectíon of

the shaft at each guy level to be used in determining the moments and reactions.

After the reactions were established, deflections were computed and compared

to those previously assumed. The iteration process stopped when these two

values are in agreement with an allowable range and after that guy spring
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constants were evaluated and equations for the tower bending, shear and

deflection diagrams were formulated and solved'

Miklofsky and Abegg (1966) developed a method for the design of guyed towers

by interaction diagrams. ln this method the tower was analyzed as a continuous

beam on elastic supports and secondary effects such as the effect of ice and

insulators located on guys, shear deformation, and initial imperfection of the shaft

are included in the analysis. The tower was then reanalyzed with the inclusion of

amplification stresses arising from axial loads'

williamson and Margolin (1966) stressed the fact that including the shear

deformations in the analysis of guyed tower in order to achieve safe design was

very important. They also showed the way of modifying the conventional moment

distribution factors when the axial thrust and web flexibility were considered and

included an equation for computing the thickness of a fictious solid web which

has the same rigidity as flexible trussed web'

Goldberg and Gaunt (1973) presented a method for determining the lateral

loading due to an increased wind pressure at which a multi-level guyed tower

becomes unstabre. The authors used rinearized srope-defrection equations to

analyzea multi level guyed tower. ln their analysis they also included secondary

effect due to bending and axial thrust. They concluded that instability of guyed

towers may result from large lateral deformations even at small increases in the

applied load. The effect of independent varying parameters of the tower system'
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such as the moment of inertia of the shaft and the pretensioning of the guy

system, on the critical load on the tower were examined.

The effect of icing on tall communication towers was examined by

Williamson (1973). This study involved the desígn and analysis of a 457.2 m

(1500 ft) tall tower guyed at 7 levels with a signal transmitter on the top. As a

result of this study, the critical ice thickness which can lead to instability of the

tower was formulated. The author also recommended design modifications which

can account for tower icing, such as increasing initial guy tension, stiffening of the

web and guy system, and increasing the face width of the tower shaft.

Peyrot and Goulois (1978, 1979) developed an efficient method for calculating

the complex geometry of guy cables along with its end forces and its tangent

stiffness matrix. These methods, together with the developed computer program

were successfully used to analyse three dimensíonal guyed structures.

Rosenthal and Skop (1980) developed a new method forthe static analysis of

guyed towers. With the tower guy cables loaded by arbitrary distributed or

concentrated forces, or both, and with derived by hypothesis assumptions about

cable shape (catenary) and including the effect of axial forces as well as shear

deformation in the tower, integration algorithms for the nonlinear beam-column

equations were demonstrated in this paper. Cables were analysed by the Method

of lmaginary Reactions.

lssa and Avent (1991) treated guyed towers as trusses. Three truss tower

configurations were considered in which the three tower legs form the peaks of
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an equilateral triangle and the truss configuration on the faces of the tower were

either X-braced, Warren, or Vierendeel. The tower modeling was combined with

an algorithm to include the effects of the nonlinear cable/tower interaction. The

analysis was programmed for use on a personal computer. As a demonstrative

example, a 214 m (700 ft) tower was comparatively analyzed with an X-braced,

Warren, and Vierendeel configuration. lt was found that the Warren configuration

was superior to the X-braced in terms of material efficiency, while direct

comparisons with the Vierendeel could not be made without completing the detail

design for each truss configuration.

Kahla (1993) studied the behaviour of a single guy cable under both leeward and

windward wind pressure. By using a computer algorithm the author determined

the natural frequencies and mode shapes of guy cable. The findings were

validated using the developed analytical formulae.

Ekhande and Madagula (1998) included geometrical nonlinearities in their

analysis of guyed towers employing an equivalent reduced modulus of elasticity

for cables instead of continuous catenary. They also treated the tower as a

geometrically non linear element.

The dynamic analysis of guyed cables

Sparling and Davenport (1998). Using

found that the fluctuating response in

magnitude to that in the along-wind

under turbulent winds was examined by

a turbulent wind simulation, the authors

the across-wind direction was similar in

directíon. The result was a significant
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increase in the bending moment across the tower shaft, leading to larger peaks in

leg loads with less significant increases in the shear and displacements peaks.

The literature review presented here gave the insight in to the static and

mechanics of guyed tower behaviour necessary for mathematical modelling.

It provided over 50 years development of theoretical methods being used to

analyse the guyed towers.

The literature available in the area specific to guyed FRP towers analysis and

design is presently either extremely rare or not available. Presented research is

intended to fill this gap.

2.2 BRIEF HISTORY OF FILAMENT WINDING

The first ancient winding of molten glass around a soluble mandrel and a

wrapping of mummies with bandages soaked with resin took place in 1370 BC in

Egypt. From then it took almost 3000 years to develop useful resin and glass

fibres which happened in the 1930's (Peters at al., 1991). Filament winding is a

process, particularly, characterized by production of strong light weight parts,

which have better corrosion and electrical resistance. Filament winding process

was first introduced by R.E. Young and M.W. Kellog in 1947 (Peters at al., 1991 ).

The equipment they designed was very basic, performing simplest tasks using

only 2- axis of motion (mandrel rotation, and horizontal carriage). The filament

winding machine they used consisted of a beam, a few legs, and a horizontal
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carriage. The simplistic design was sufficient to create the first filament wound

parts: fibreglass-polyester rocket engine cases.

The first recorded commercial use of filament winding was the production of

lightweight FRP hoops for the Manhattan project in 1954 (Murphy, 1998).The

first commercial filament winding machines were designed and produced by

McClean and Andreson in the 1960's. The first six-axis winding machine was

designed and built by Goldsworthy Engineering for the United States Army

Aviation System Command in '1965. The first book on filament winding authored

by D.V Rosato and C.S. Grove, titled "Filament Winding: lts Development

Manufacture, Application and Design", was published in 1964 by John Willy and

Sons (Murphy, 1998).

ln the mid 1970's advancement in servo-mechanism technology and high speed

computers to filament winding machines took place. This resulted in smoother

motion and greater fibre placement accuracy. During the 1980's and 1990's there

was an introduction of programmable motion cards, and pattern generation

software which allowed winding more complex configuration parts, such as

tapered shafts, T shaped parts and non-axisymmetric parts. Because the winding

process is controlled electronically by servo mechanisms it allows for improved

accuracy of roving placements when compared to hand lay-up, Resin Transfer

Molding (RTM) and press forming.

Filament winding is well suited for pressure vessels. Therefore, it has primary

applicability for both intercontinental and tactical missile cases. Helicopter rotor
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blades and large wind turbine blades with drive shafts are now being

manufactured using this technology. As reported recently by the Society of

Plastic lndustry (SPl, 2008), the largest market for filament winding is still in

transportation (13%), followed by construction (19.7%), marine (12.4%), electrical

and electronic equipment (9.97%), consumer (5.58%) and aircraft and aerospace

(0.8%). The filament winding process of latticed tower segments presented in this

thesis is a new technology which relies on the use of a collapsible winding

machinel. A prototype FRP tower was fabricated for testing at the University of

Manitoba McQuade Structural Laboratory under static and dynamic testing.

As of today the two most advanced FRP latticed tower systems for guyed towers

applications aret lso-Truss (lso-Truss, 2008) and Composite Tower Solution

(CTS, 2008), three dimensional composite truss structures.

2.3 REVIEW OF CURRENT DESIGN STANDARDS AND

SPECIFICATIONS

The design of steel latticed towers is governed by the Canadian Standards CSA-

537-01 and the American Specifications TIA-222-F. Both codes of practice

provide guidelines regarding the wind and ice loads calculations. ln addition the

American Specifications provide guidelines for earthquake load calculations.

1 Patent is pending through Cormorant Advanced Composites.
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Both standards outline design and analysis of guy cables as well as tower

foundations. The limit state design approach is adopted as a method for

structural analysis and design in both codes. The reference wind velocity

pressure in Canadian code has a probability of being exceeded 1 in 30 years

while the reference wind speed from which the velocity pressure is calculated in

American Code has the probability of being exceeded 1 in 50 years.

Both American and Canadian Standards used so called "Gust Factor" which is

applied to wind pressure for static analysis. As both Standards deal with only

steel structures, they present strength for compression members as a function of

slenderness ratio for the member. The tensile strength for the tower members is

a function of net cross sectional area. The strength of guy wires is generally

given by manufacturer as a braking strength modified by safety factors.
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CI{APTER 3

N U MERICAL INVESTIGATION
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3.1 GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF FRP TOWER

The current research investigation focused on a medium size tower, typical of

those used to support microwave equipment .The tower, shown in Fig. 3.1a,

consisted of five 8534 mm segments and one extra section of 2134 mm at the

top. The total length of tower was 44804 mm.
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(b) Plan

Fig. 3.1 Proposed tower arrangement (units are in mm)
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The tower was supported by three sets of cables spread af 120 deg, as indicated

on Fig.3.1b. There were five guy wire cables in each set. Each cable was

connected on one anchor located on a radius of 36576 mm. At the other end the

cables were attached to the top of each of the 8534 mm tower segments. As

indicated on Fig. 3.1a, the bottom segment of the tower was selected as the test

specimen. lt consisted of four separate parts, 2134 mm in length each. Each part,

shown in Fig. 3.2 consisted of six verlical chord members and twenty four bracing

members.

.7 mm x 19.05 mm

Main chord members
19.05 mm x 19.05 mm
6 - thus

bracing (typ)

72.7 mm x 19.05 mm
bracing (typ)

Main chord members
19.05 mm x 19.05 mm
6 - thus

Section A-A

Fig.3.2 Tower Segment Elevation and Section (units are in mm)
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All these members were fabricated through a continuous filament winding

process.

Each of the main chord members, shown in Fig. 3.2, had cross sectional

dimensions: 19.05 mm x 19.05 mm (0.75 in x 0.75 in). The diagonal braces were

12.7 mm x 19.05 mm (0.5 in x 0.75 in) while the verlical braces were 12.7 mm x

19.05 mm (0.5 in x 0.75 ín). The sizes and the arrangements of the tower

members were initially selected on the basis of the maximum dimensions of a

collapsible mandrel which could be fabricated and could be manually operated.

The cost of manufacturing the mandrel, the cost of the fibres and the resin limited

the size of the tower segments that could be fabricated. The guy cables were

assumed to be 4.76 mm (3116 in) dia. Galvanized Guy Cables, designed as "Left

Hand Lay" (LHL) with 1 in 7 construction (Nello Corporation, 2006). The base of

the tower was assumed to be pin supported.

3.2 PHYS¡CAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF FRP TOWER

The continuous loop winding process was used to fabricate the tower segments.

Strings of 12 fibres were placed in the grooves of the mandrel. Because there

was no distinction of individual layers, the whole member can be described as an

unidirectional composite. This unÍdÍrectional composite member has exceptional

mechanical properties in the direction of the reinforcing fibres but has lower

strength in the direction perpendicular to the fibres. Because latticed members

are mainly two force members and bending stresses are marginal compared to
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direct axial stresses, unidirectional composites are ideal for FRP tower

applications. The following two groups of lamina properties were used for both

the analysis and design of the FRP latticed tower segment and the full scale

tower:

a) Physical properties:

Densityp:0.002 t r/**, (O.OZO tø/.r) anA Fibre votume fraction Vf :36.8%o;

b) Mechanical properties:

Et =25.44 Cf a (Z.AOx 106 psi ) ,Ez =4.24 GPa (0.615x 106 psi) , vr, =0.35 ,vr, =0.06 ,

Gt2=2.16 GPa (0.4x 106 psi).

The physical and mechanical properties were taken from tests performed by

Ungkurapinan (2005) and Burachynsky (2006). physical propertÍes were

established from the burn out test, while mechanical properties were determined

by coupon testing.

The testing of coupons is governed by ASTM Standards. Tension Tests are

outlined in D 3039/ D3039 M (2005) Standards; Compression Tests in D 3410/D

3410M-03 (2005) Standards and Shear Tests in D 5379/D 5379M-0S (2005)

Standards. Specimens tested by Ungkurapinan (2005) and Burachynsky (2006)

were fabricated using a SIab Winding Machine, built by Cormorant Composites.

The 1100 Tex Glass roving was used. The rectangular box-shaped section, was

removed from the mandrel of and sawed into four flat panels 12 in (304.8 mm)

by 36 in (914 mm).Test coupons were than cut to the dimensions outlined in the
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Standards and four grip stocks were also cut and added to each end of the

specimens. All test coupons were arranged with unidirectional parallel fibres

consolidated in resin. The coupons were fabricated using Type 30, 1100 Tex

Roving E-Glass and 105 Epoxy Resin with 205 Fast hardener manufactured by

West System lnc. The mixing ratio was (5:1). The FRP tower segments were

fabricated using the same materials as the coupons. The fibres arrangement was

also unidirectional due to filament winding procedure. The test coupons for FRP

tower segments in this study would have been identical to the test coupons

tested before. Therefore, the material properties from previous tests were used in

the FE modeling of the latticed tower.

3.3 PROPERTIES OF GUY CABLES AND TOWER BASE

The modulus of elasticity of guy cables was assumed to be 200 GPa (29000 ksi)

and the diameter of the individual wire strand was 1.83 mm (0.072 in) giving a

total cross sectional area of 18.39 mm2 (0.0285 in2) per cable. The braking

strength of each cable is listed by the supplier (Nello Corporation, 2006) as 17.75

kN (3990 lbs). Each cable weights 1 .06 N/m or 72.9 lbs per 1000 feet. Tower

base was made from steel pipes and angles with modulus of elasticity of 200

GPa (29000 ksi).
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3.4 T!.IEORIES OF FAILURE FOR UNIDIRECTIONAL LAMINA

The mechanical properties of unidirectional lamina can be obtained from

laboratory experiments which are often expensive and time consuming (Kaw,

lgg7). The alternative way of deriving the mechanical properties of lamina are

through theoretical methods. The most basic method for predicting the strength

and stiffness of lamina is the Strength of Materials Approach which is a primary

method in Micromechanics of composite materials. The assumptions made in the

Strength of MaterialApproach are as follows:

Good matrix - fibre bonding

Uniform spacing between fibres

Fibres are continuous and parallel

- The fibres and matrix are linearly elastic following Hooke's law

- Uniform strength of fibres

- The composite is free of voids and is residual stress free

The Strength of Material Approach is based on simple mechanical

deformation and force equilibrium. The modulus obtained from experimental

results tends to be of lower value due to voids and fiber misalignment.

3.4.1 Longitudinal Modult¡s

For unidirectional composites the longitudinal modulus can

the rule-of-mixture defined by Eq. 3.1.

Er=E,V,+E*V* or Er:ErV,+(-Vln*

be obtained by using
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where:

Er = Modulus of elasticity of the composite in the fibre direction

E . = Elastic modulus of the fibre

V " =Fibre volume fractionl

V*: Matrix volume fraction

E* = Modulus of elasticity of the matrix

The ratio of the load taken by the fibres to the load taken by composite is an

indicator of how much of the applied load is shared by fibres. Thus,

F" E"4 = -+v. (3.2)F"Ert

where:

Ff :for". acting in the fibres

4 :force acting in by the composite

According to Eq. 3.2, the amount of load in the fibres is directly proportional to

fibre volum e fraction V, .

3.4.2 Transverse Modul us

The transverse modulus of the unidirectional composite can be obtained from the

inverse rule-of -mixture as follows:

I -V¡ *V, or I _V¡ *(1-V*)Er- +- E. \Jr E"- +- E,

where:

5B
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Ez: modulus of elasticity of the composite in the direction perpendicular

to the fibre

The value of the transverse stiffness obtained from Eq. 3.3 compare poorly with

experimental data. Hopkins and Chamis (19S8) studied this problem and refined

the Strength of Material Approach model by introducing the method of sub-

regions. They converted a representative volume element (RVE) with a circular

fibre to an equivalent RVE having square fibres. Then, they divided the

representative volume element into sub-regions using square fibres. The

modified expression for the transverse stiffness is given by Eq. 3.4-

Ez: E*i{, - nr).
1- E "(t- E,lEr)

Alternatively, the value of the transverse stiflness

Halpin-Tsai (Kaw, 1997) semi empirical equation:

l+ tnV "F _F J' Ju2 -"m I_rtV¡

where:

(3.4)

can be obtained from the

(3.5)

(3.6)

circular fibres in square

('%^)-',:w
The term € is called the reinforcing factor and for

packing geometry, € =2.
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3.4.3. Major Foisson's ratio

The major Poisson's ratio for unidirectional lamina can be obtained from the

following equation:

Dt2= r¡V¡ + D*V.

where:

D/ : Poisson's ratio of the fibre

ur, = Poisson's ratio of the matrix

3.4.4|n Plane Shear Modulus

(3.7)

ln plane shear modulus can be calculated from the following formula:

1 - 
V, -V* rìr c _ G^G¡

oo= ,, . 
"- 

or Gn=7ß;i;q (3'8)

where:

G, = -il- is the shear modulus of the fibre (3.9)
' 2(l+ u¡)

G^ = 
^^8.- 

, is the shear modulus of matrix (3.10)m 2(l+ u*)

As in the case of the transverse stiffness, the formula for in-plane shear modulus

was improved by introducing the method of sub-regions (Kaw, 1997) and is

given by the following equation :
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(3.11)

As before, the in-plane shear modulus can be obtained alternatively from the

Halpin-Tsai semi empirical equation:

ut2=u^ 1l (3.12)

where:

('%,)-',=ffi (3.13)

The term € for circular fibres in square packing geometry is € =l

(Swanson,1997).

3,4.5 Longitudinal Tensile and Gompressive Strength

The longitudinal tensile strength using the Strength of Materials Approach is:

(or)' ,,n = (o.r),,,,vf * (t ¡),,,, E*(r -v*) e.14)

where:

(o_r),,,,: ultimate tensile strength of fibre

E- Elastic modulus of matrix

(tr),,,,: ultimate strain in fibre

This is assuming that this failure is the fírst one to occur.

The longitudinal compressive strength can be calculated from the formula:
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(or)' 
,,,, = 2l(t ,) ,,,,v, + (t 

^) ,,,,v^f

where:

(t r),,,, = ultimate tensile strain of fibre

(r^),,,: ultimate tensile strain of matrix

3.4.6 Transverse Tensile and Compressive Strength

(3.15)

The transverse tensile strength is given by the equation:

(or)',,,,: Ez(tz)' ,,,, (3.16)

where:

(tr)t ,,,,: ultimate tensile failure strain of matrix

E2 = Elastic modulus of lamina in the transverse direction

Transverse compressive strength is given by the equation:

(or),,,, = Ez(ez)',,,, (3.17)

where

("r)' ,,r= ultimate compressive failure strain of matrix

3.4.7 ln-Plane Shear Strength

Ultimate in-pane shear strength can be calculated from the following equation:

(rrr).,, : Gtzl+ Z. ( t - T)l?rr),,,,
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where:

G,r= in-plane shear modulus of lamina

(Trr),,,,= ultimate shear strain of matrix

d and s = the fiber diameter and fiber spacing ratio, respectively.

Knowing the stifnesses and strengths, failure mechanism theories for

unidirectional laminated composites can be derived.

3.4.8 Failure Mechanism ¡n unidirectional composites

Extensive research has been conducted to study the failure mechanism of

composites from the micromechanical and macromechanical points of view

(Swanson,1gg7). On the micromechanical level the failure varies widely

depending on fibre type, matrix or interface, statistical variation in strength of

fibre, matrix and interface, and local nature of failure initiation (Daniel and lshai,

1gg4). Failure predictions based on micromechanics, even when they are

accurate with regard to failure initiation at critical points, are only approximate

with regard to global failure of a lamina. Because of that, a macromechanical

approach to failure analysis is widely preferred. Several failure theories have

been proposed and are available to asses the ultimate strength of the

unidirectional lamina. They are classified into two main groups, limit or

noninteractive theories (maximum stress, maximum strain) and interactive

theories (Tsai-Hill,Tsai-Wu). These are discussed briefly in the following sections.
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3,4,8.1 Maximum Stress Theory

According to the Maximum Stress Theory for 2D lamina, no failure occurs when

the following relations are satisfied:

Fr"" <or3Fru'

F;'torsFl"

Ft" <Trr3Ft"

where:

Fr"' :longitudinal tensile strength in the fibre direction

Fro' : longitudinal compressive strength in the fibre direction

(3.1ea)

(3.1eb)

(3.1ec)

4" :transverse tensile strength in the direction perpendicular to the fibres

Fi' = transverse compressive strength in direction perpendicular to the fibres

F"' :in plane shear strength in plane 1,2 (Fig. 3.3)

or :stress for uniaxial loading in the fibre direction

øz : stress for transverse loading in the direction perpendicular to the fibres

42 = shear stress in the plane 1 ,2 (Fig. 3.3)

The Maximum Stress Theory failure envelope is shown in Fig. 3.3.
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oz

1

Fig. 3.3 Maximum Stress Theory failure envelope

3.4.8.2 Maximum Strain Theory

According to the Maximum Strain Theory for 2D

the following conditions are satisfied:

ti'3q3e',"

ti'<tr<t'|'

lr"l. r|,

where:

lamina, no failure occurs when

(3.20a)

(3.20b)

(3.20c)

s,"' : ultimate longitudinal tensile strain in the fibre direction

sí' : ultimate longitudinal compressive strain in the fibre direction

el' = ultimate transverse tensile strain in the direction perpendicular to the fibres

rí' = ultimate transverse compressive strain in the direction perpendicular to the

fibres

1,,
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Tiz :in plane ultimate shear strain (in plane 1,2) (Fi}.3.4)

sr =strain for uniaxial loading in the fibre direction

rz = stress for transverse loading in the direction perpendicular to the fibres

yr, = shear strain in ( plane 1,2) (Fig. 3.4)

The Maximum Strain Theory failure envelope is shown in Fig. 3.4.

€2

t
I
I

I

¡

I
I
Ittz

Fí9. 3.4 Maximum Strain Theory failure envelope

3.4.8.3 Tsai-Hill Theory

According to the Tsai-Hill theory (Tsai,

the following equation is not satisfied.

oi oi õtõz tl, ,1

- 

-li -------------:- - 
---------------= ; 

- 

- 
r(4'')' (F:')' (Fr'')' (F;)'

where:

1984) for 2D lamina, failure occurs when
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or = stress for uniaxial loading in the fibre direction

o-z : stress for transverse loading in the direction perpendicular to the fibres

4z : shear stress in the plane 1,2

Fr"" : longitudinal compressive or tensile strength in the fibre direction

Ff" :transverse compressive or tensile strength in the direction perpendicular to

the fibre

F"' =in plane shear strength (in plane 1,2)

Normal stress and strength in any direction must be either tensile or compressive

for this criterion.

3.4.8.4 Tsai-Wu Theory

Tsai and Wu (1971) proposed a strength criterion in which there exist a failure

surface in stress-space. The criterion takes the following form:

f,o, + fra, * l,or' + frrol + f*t| +Tf,roro, <l (3.22)

All six constants in this equation are evaluated by tests using the following

formulae:

11.Í - ___Jr - pn Fro'
(3.23a)

(3.23b)
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f,,:
F;" F;'

1

(F;f

(3.23d)

fuo = (3.23e)

l, = -),[r,,n o,
I

Jt) - 2\l Ftu',F:" F;" Fi'
(3.23Ð

These are determined by longitudinal and transverse tension and compression

tests as well as a shear test. The Tsai-Hill theory requires only one strength as

input (either compressive or tensile), while the Tsai-Wu theory requires both the

compressive and the tensile strength data as input.

The safe envelope for design of unidirectional composites, based on criteria

discussed above is shown in Fig. 3.5.

Fig. 3.5 Theories of failure combination

6z

1

1",TSAI-HI LL
INTERACTIVE

MAX STRAIN
THEORY IN
TERMS OF
STRESSES

THEORY
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All of the above theories hypothesise the failure based on cedain failure

mechanisms. ln fibre-reinforced composites the principal mechanisms of failure

are:

Matrix cracking

(Fibre-Matrix) debond ing

( I nter-Layer) delamination

Fibre fracture

Fibre pullout

Microbuckling

Kink bands (most predominant mode of failure in compression for most

FRP composites)

The non interactive theory (Maximum Strength) and the interactive theory (Tsai -

Wu) were used in this thesis to evaluate the strength of the FRP latticed tower

components.

3.5 LOADING CONDITIONS

The calculation of loadings acting on latticed towers in Canada is governed by

the current csA Standard csA-s37-01 (csA, 2001\. This standard requires that

towers are designed to be serviceable and safe from structural failure during their

useful life and provides serviceability and ultimate limit states criteria for design.

Serviceability limit states require that the structure possesses sufficient rigidity to
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ensure that the specified limits of tilt and twist, or combinations of these, are not

exceeded under the action of service loads. Ultimate limit states require that the

structure has sufficient strength and stability to ensure that the factored

resistance of its members equals or exceeds the stress due to factored loads.

3.5.1 Design Loads

The design loads required according to CSA Standard are grouped in three

categories: Dead Loads (D), lce Loads (l), and Wind Loads (W). ln addition, a

soil report, and antenna loading requirements have to be provided. The service

loads are the actual loads acting on the structure without a load factor, while the

factored loads are the service loads multiplied by an appropriate load factor

(NBCC, 2005). The soil report details the soil conditions present at the site and

helps determine what type of foundation is required. Antenna loadings cover

anything added to the tower, initially or in the future, that will be exposed to wind.

3.5.2 Loadi ngs Calcu Iations

According to CSA-S37 Standard, Clause 4.8.1, the wind load on lattice structures

with round, flat or a combination of round and flat members, without the presence

of ice, shall be calculated according to formula:

W: Px(CuxAr+Co,xA,)

where,
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W : wind load trylLm)
P - design wind pressure lPol
Cof : drag factor for flat members

Af = face area of flat members, barelm')

Co,. = drag factor for round bare members

A, : face area of round bare members[z']

ln this research project, the design wind pressure was calculated according to

Clause 4.3.1 of the CSA-S37 Standard using the formula:

P:a.xC xCrh g a
(3.25)

where:

P is the pressure of undisturbed flow, [fa] ,inOependent of drag factor, and

Çlo = Q xC",

q = the reference velocity pressure, given in the NBCC.

For Winnipeg, Manitoba, Class A terrain,

q :450 (Pa o, Nlmz)

Cu = the height factor defined as,

t -- :0-2

C" =( +l and o.s< C" <2.0' [10/

where,

H, = the height in (m) above grade

(3.26)

(3.27)
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According to Clause 4.5.2 of the CSA-S37 Standard, the average value of q, lor

one span may be used for the full span between guy levels.

ln the tower investigated here, the height factor C" was calculated for each panel

separately. Also, C" is a gust factor and its value is given by Clause 4.6.1 of the

CSA-S37 Standard as C, =2.0, for latticed structures and their attachments.

C" is a wind speed factor and, according to Clause 4.7 .1 , it is equal to 1 .0.

Because the tower being investigated consists only of flat members, as shown in

Fig. 3.6, the drag factor Co, can be calculated according to Clause 4.9.1 .1 of the

Standard, as follows:

Cor :3.4 x (A )' - 4-7 x (4) + ¡.+

where:

-R, = soliditY ratio defined as:

A^D,)l\_ --"As

where:

A,: n"tprojected area of flat member,

Ar : gross area of a panel.

Using the dimensions shown in Fig. 3.6,

(3.28)

(3.2e)
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Fig. 3.6 Actual panel assembly (units are in mm)

¿, = (593.28 x I2.l x 8) + (2147 .g3x 1 3 I .98) + (556.17 x 25.4 x 2) = 372014.5 mmz

A, = (556.17 x2147.93) = 1194614.2 mm

Thus, À" = 0.31 I , and Cor- :2.267 .

3.5.3 Galculation of Design Wind Pressure

The tower was assumed to be located in Winnipeg, Manitoba, and initially the ice

loads were neglected in the analysis. According to NBCC, the reference velocity

pressure, q , is equal to 450 Pa. The reference velocity pressure, q , for a 50-

year return period was selected. This is referring to the mean hourly wind

pressure at 10 m above the ground level, as appropriate for the site selected.

The height factor C" varies with distance above ground and was calculated

according to Eq. 3.27. The uniform gust factor Cr:2.0 was applied to wind
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pressure to account for the dynamic response, as stipulated by Clause 4.6.1 of

the CSA-S37 Standard. A panel was defined as a tower segment having a width

equal to 556.17 mm (21.89 in) and height equal to 2147.93 mm (84.56 in). Two

loading cases were investigated. Load normal to the side, shown ín Fig. 3.7 (a)

and load parallel to the side, as shown in Fig. 3.7 (b). Loading normal to the side,

was assumed as the critical condition for determining the lateral deflections.

(a) Load Case-l
Perpendicular wind

(b) Load Case-2
Side wind

Fig. 3.7 Tower loading cases

Loading parallel to the side of the tower was considered to be critical for tower

twist. The FEA requires that loading per node be computed. ln this case, the

loading per node refers to the portion of loading equivalent to a tributary area

equal to 1/B of the panel load. For the 45m (147 ft) tower, the wind loads for

Case-1 are listed in Table 3.1
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Table 3.1 Tower service load no ice, Case-1

Tower Service l-oads

Distance above the ground ( mm)

P
per panel

(N)

P
per node

(N)

42672-44806 1023.36 127.53

40538-42672 1013.44 126.69

38405-40538 1003.12 125.40

36271-38405 992.31 124.O2

34138-36271 981.0'l 122.64

32004-34138 969.22 121.17

29870-32004 956.77 1 19.61

27737-29870 943.65 117.97

25603-27737 929.77 116.23

23470-25603 915.00 114.36

21336-23470 899.25 112.41

19202-21336 882.26 110.27

17069-19202 863.84 108.00

14935-1 7069 843.74 105.47

12802-14935 821.50 102.71

10668-12802 796.59 99.55

8534-1 0668 768.03 95.99

6401-8534 734.53 91.81

4267-6401 693.43 86.70

2134-4267 639.43 79.93

o - 2134 556.65 69.57

3.5.4 Galculation of Design Wind and lce Loading

The provisions in the CSA-S37 Standard for radial ice thickness of 25 mm were

used to calculate wind loadings acting along the tower. The wind loads were

obtained with the help of Eq. 3.30.
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W : Px(CorxAt +Co,.xA, *c*xA,) (3.30)

where,

,\ - refers to the face area of radial ice and is determined according to CSA-

537-01 Standard. Other symbols in Eq. 3.30 are similar to those used in Eq'

3.24.

The calculations were performed with the help of a Microsoft Excel spread sheet.

The service wind loads for this case are listed in Table 3.2. The factored wind

loads for the tower with and without ice are listed in Table 3.3. A factor of 1.5 was

used to determine the factored wind loads2.

2 Load factor for wind loads was used according to NBCC (2005) as a principal load

factor for live loads specified in Division B, Part 4, sentence 4.1.3.2.(5).
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Table 3.2 Tower seruice load with ice, Case-1

Tower Service loads

Distance above the ground
(mm)

P
Per panel

(N)

P
per node

(N)

42672-44806 1920.30 240.03

40538-42672 1901 .66 237.71

38405-40538 1882.27 235.27

36271-38405 1862.03 232.73

34138-36271 1840.85 230.11

32004-34138 1818.66 227.35

29870-32004 1795.35 224.41

27737-29870 1770.75 221.34

25603-27737 1744.68 218.10

23470-25603 1716.97 214.63

21336-23470 1687.34 210.93

19202-21336 1655.49 206.93

17069-19202 1620.98 202.62

1 4935-1 7069 1583.26 197.90

12802-14935 1541.53 192.70

1 0668-1 2802 1494.74 186.83

8534-1 0668 1441.18 180.15

6401-8534 1378.28 172.28

4267-6401 1301.24 162.67

2134-4267 1199.86 149.99

o - 2134 1044.53 130.56
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Table 3.3 Factored wind tower loads with and without ice for Case-1

Tower factored loads

Distance above the ground
(mm)

P
per panel

(N)

No ice

P
per node

(N)

With ice

42672-44806 191 .90 360.04

40538-42672 190.03 356.57

38405-40538 188.07 352.92

36271-38405 186.07 349.14

34138-36271 183.93 345.14

32004-34138 181.71 341.00

29870-32004 175.40 336.64

27737-29870 176.95 332.O2

25603-27737 174.33 327.12

23470-25603 171.57 321.92

21336-23470 168.59 316.36

19202-21336 165.43 310.40

17069-19202 161.96 303.95

1 4935-1 7069 158.22 296.87

12802-14935 154.04 289.05

1 0668-1 2802 149.37 280.24

8534-1 0668 143.99 270.23

6401-8534 137.72 258.44

4267-6401 130.02 243.98

2134-4267 1 19.88 224.99

o - 2134 104.36 195.86

The factored and non factored loadings acting along the tower are shown in

Fig.3.8.
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3.5.5 Design Wind and lce Loads for Gase-2

Load case-2, shown in Fig. 3.7, was included in the analysis of the tower' This

load case accounts for side wind, which is critical for tower twist. Calculations of

the tower wind loads for case-2 with and without ice were performed using a

Microsoft Excel spread sheets and are included in Table 3-4.
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Table 3.4 Tower Wind Loads with and without ice for Case-2

Distance
above
ground
(mm)

Tower wind loads without
ice (N)

Towerwind loads with
ice (N)

Service Factored Service Factored

pz*
per

node

px*
per

node

pz"
per

node

px"
per

node

pz*
per

node

px"
per

node

pz*
per

node

px*
per

node

42672-44806 0 127.93 0 191 .90 0 240.03 0 360.04

40538-42672 0 126.69 0 190.03 0 237.71 0 356.57

38405-40538 0 125.40 0 r 88.07 0 235.27 0 352.92

36271-38405 0 124.02 0 186.07 0 232.73 0 349.14

34138-36271 0 122.64 0 183.93 0 230.11 0 345.14

32004-34138 0 121.17 0 181.71 0 227.35 0 341.00

29870-32004 0 119.61 0 179.40 0 224.41 0 336.64

27737-29870 0 117.97 0 176.95 0 221.34 0 332.02

25603-27737 0 116.23 0 174.33 0 218.10 0 327.12

23470-25603 0 114.36 0 171.57 0 214.63 0 321.92

21336-23470 0 112.41 0 168.59 0 210.93 0 316.36

19202-21336 0 110.27 0 165.43 0 206.93 0 310.40

17069-15202 0 '108.00 0 16r .96 0 202.62 0 303.95

14935-1 7069 0 105.47 0 158.22 0 197.90 0 296.87

12802-14935 0 102.71 0 154.O4 0 192.70 0 289.05

10668-12802 0 99.55 0 149.37 0 186.83 0 280.24

8534-1 0668 0 95.99 0 143.99 0 180.15 0 270.23

6401 -8534 0 91.81 0 137.72 0 172.28 0 258.44

4267-6401 0 86.70 0 130.02 0 162.67 0 243.98

2134-4267 0 79.93 0 1 19.88 0 149.99 0 224.99

0 - 2134 0 69.57 0 104.36 0 130.56 0 195.86

* pz and px are shown in Fig. 3.7

3.5.6 Design Wind Loads for Parabolic Antenna

According to Structural Standards for Steel Antenna Towers and Antenna

Supporling Structures (TIA-222-F, 2003), the three basic forces caused by wind

acting on an antenna are: axial force {, side force ,( and twisting moment
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M,as shown in Fig. 3.9. The values of these forces are determined from

formulae and tables in Annex B, of the American Standard TIA/E\A-222F (TlA -

222F,2003).

Positive Sign Convention for Windloads

Fig. 3.9 Wind forces on paraboloid antennas with radomes

For the purpose of the present project, a 600 mm (2.0 ft) standard industry

antenna with radome was selected. According to Nello Corporation Manual (Nello

corp.,2006) and a wind direction, alpha, varying from 0 to 180 deg the factored

forces due to a 2O0 km/h (125 mph) wind, are as follows:

Fo=725.06N(163 lb),F,:448.82(100/å) and M =ll4 N-m (76b-n. The

service loads computed for a wind speed of 95 km/h (59 mph) are:

Fo:346.96N(78 lb),F,=213.51 (48lb) and M =54 N-m (36 b-h'

These factored forces were used for the FEA of the full scale 45 m (147 ft) tower-
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3.6 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The finite element program ANSYS Version.8.1 (ANSYS ,2004) was used for

modeling of the 8.53 m (28 ft) FRP tower segment as well as the 45 m (147 ft)

tower. A Beam4 element was used to model all latticed members and a Link10

element or Combinl4 element was used to model all guy cables. The tower base

was modelled using Pipe16 element.

3.6.1 Static FEA of the 8.53 m (28 ft) FRP Tower Segment

For the purpose of obtaining lateral deflections and strains of the tower segment

tested, the Finite Element ANSYS 8.1 program (ANSYS, 2004) was used. The

tower segment model, with static loading P, applied at B locations representing a

uniformly distributed wind loading, is shown in Fig. 3-10.

Tower

Oì

C\¡

Section a-a

Fig. 3.10 Static loading of tower segment (units are in mm)

+
P P Pa'P P P P

I Set of cables

al<-l.
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L2.7 mm x 19.05 mm
bmcing (typ)

Main chord members
19.05 mm x 19.05 mm
6 - thus

Fig. 3.11 Section of trial tower segment (Global axes; all dimensions in mm)

For the purpose of modeling, the double chords at each corner of the tower,

shown in Fig. 3.11, were represented by a single member with sectional

propert¡es Io,It, and A calculated using the double chord sectional dimensions

shown in Fig. 3.11. The Continuous FEM Model was used, in which tower

sections were assumed to be fully connected. The three chord members were

modelled as BEAM4 - elements from the ANSYS library. Both the diagonal and

the vertical bracing members were modeled using BEAM4 elements. The guy

cables were represented by LlNK10 elements with the tension-only option, for

which the stiffness was removed each time the element went into compression,

simulating a hanging loosely or slack cable condition. This feature was adopted

here for static guy-wire applications where the entire guy wire was modelled as

single element. The base of the tower was modelled as a pin connection with full

moment release. The cables were also connected to pinned supports. All
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members of the tower were assumed to have orthotropic material properties

which were established through material testing (Burachynsky, 2006).

The entire program was written entirely in ANSYS command language and its

ínput batch file is given in Appendix A.

The tower segment was loaded at eight locations with eight equal forces P.

These values were calculated based on wind loading determined according to

the CSA-S37-01 (CSA, 2001). Forces P are referenced to a Wind Loading Case-

1, included in Table 3.1, and are unfactored (service loads). Detailed calculations

of wind loadings and loading cases were included in Section 3.5. To account for

the variation of the moment of inertia between global and local element

coordinate systems, a rotation angle á was introduced to the three distinctive

chord member orientations shown in Fig. 3.12.

' IYY

Fig. 3.12 Local coordinate system adjustment for chords (units are in mm)
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3.6.1.'l Distinctive Cases of Finite Element Analysis

The tower segment investigated was designed to resemble the conditions

experienced by the bottom section of a full scale tower, as shown in Fig. 3-1a'

To be able to compare the deflections of the tower segment under investigation

to the bottom segment of the full scale tower, two distinctive cases were

examined, according to the stiffness of the guy cables:

Case A: short cables length = 2.09 m (6.88 ft) for tower segment tested in

lab. This resulted in stiffness in cables k=AE/L= 1751.52 kN/m (10003

lbs/in).

Case B: long cables length = 37.56 m (123.22 ft) used in full scale tower.

This resulted in stiffness in cables k=AE/L = 97.82 kN/ m (558.67 lbs/in).

The cables stiffnesses for both cases were calculated based on cross sectional

area and modulus of elasticity taken from manufacturer specifications (Nello

Corporation, 2006).

ln Case A, the wind loads acting on the bottom section of the full scale tower

were averaged and converted to point loads applied at each node. These loads

were calculated to be P=328 N (73.74 lbs), giving a total load of I x 328 N (73.74

tbs )= 2634 N (589.92 lbs) for the 8.53 m (28 ft) long segment. With wind loads

of p=328 N (73.74 lbs), and 4.76 mm (3/16 in) dia. cables of length 2.09 m (6.88

ft), the tower segment was analysed to determine the deflected shape. The

cableswere spread at12O deg, as shown in Fig.3.10. The length of cableswas

limited by the lab space available.
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The cables in Case A were modelled as Link10 elements found in the ANSYS

element library. The results of analysís for Case A are shown in Fig. 3.13. The

maximum deflection was 11.35 mm (O.aa7 in).

By examining the results shown

shape resembles the deflections

deflection at mid span.

Fig. 3.13, it is observed that the deflected

a simply supported beam with a maximum

tn

of

t¡oDÀL solurIo¡I
STEP=l
SIJB =6
TII{E=l
ûv (ÀYc)
RSYS=0

DlÐ( =.44?û08
SlD( =.44?0ûS

maximum deflectio

I

I1 tl
ns on the midspan

JUL ?O 2007
1.0: l4: 30

a

,o4966't

li
F

ÀNÀLYSIS OF 4-section FRP Eouer nt 28'long TOÌIER-CÀBLES No Presgress

- f ''n""'
blll .2e8oo3

.34't61

- 39?338

Fig. 3.13 Case A- Cable stiffness=1751.52 kN/m (short cables)

Since the length of the cables used for the analysis in Case A is much smaller

than that used ín a full scale tower, an equivalent spring constant value equal to a

k= AE/L= 97.82 kN/m (558.671bs/in) corresponding to the actual length of cables

in full scale tower was used in the analysis. The cables in Case B were modelled

using a new element Combin14, from the ANSYS element library. Using the

same loading condition as before, the ANSYS FEA was carried out for CASE B.
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The results are shown in Fig. 3.14. The deflected shape shown in Fig. 3'14

resembles the deflection of a cantilever beam with maximum deflection UY=

30.22 mm (1.19 in) occurring at the end. This deflection shape is compared in

chapter-5 to the deflected shape of the bottom segment of the full scale model'

Fig. 3.14 Case B- Cable stiffness=47.82 kN/m (long cables)

3.6.2 Non Linear structural Behaviour of Guyed Towers

The structural behaviour of guyed towers is quite complex, primarily due to the

geometric nonlinearities arising from the sagging cables and also the

slenderness of the mast itself (p-delta effect). The non linear structural behaviour

arises from three primary causes: changing status, geometric nonlinearity and

NODÀL SOLIITIO}I

SûB =6
TIHE=l
uy (ÀvG)

RSYS=0
DlÐ( =1. 19

ÀNÀLYsI5oF4_5EGllENTFRPToúIER{28FEETLoNG}-ToU!@

*",ii.r?2.21

.rrtr,uouffi
IW

. z o+oszffi

. ., u.o, [,1
r-t

.sz1673m
Yå

.660E,4217

.?e3o1i Itt
. rr51?81 

|
' 
,o'r'r$

¡

' ,'.i

maximum deflection at the end
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material nonlinearity. For example, guy cables are both status dependent and

subjected to geometric nonlinearity, because they can be either slack or taut and

at the same time they sag due to gravity. Generally, in modelling linear elastic

structures, the response between applied loads and displacements can be

obtained in one step. However, one step solution cannot be achieved ín the case

of guyed towers. A non linear finite element analysis (ANSYS ,2004), with several

linear steps, has to be employed with incrementation scheme. ln a non linear

structure the relation between loads and response is not linear. This means that

the principle of superposition is not applicable. The major characteristic of a non

linear structure is that during loading, changes in geometries (deformation,

displacements) will have an effect on the load displacement response. This

means that with changes in the load, the structure stiffness changes, making the

load-deflection curve nonlinear, as shown in Fig.3.15. Given a nonlinear load-

displacement relationship, the objective is to find the response {u} from the

relation:{f} = lXføl{"}. fo obtain the displacement vector {ui for nonlinear

analysis, ANSYS uses the Newton-Raphson algorithm demonstrated in Fig. 3.16.

ln this iterative procedure the load was applied gradually in increments, and at

each load increments equilibrium iteration was done to drive the differences

between the external force vector (applied loads) and the internal force vector

(the loads corresponding to the element stresses) to required minimum.
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Fig. 3.15 Load displacement for non linear structure (ANSYS, 2004)

As an example, the four step Newton-Raphson procedure shown in Fi9.3.16

would be explained in detail.

Load

F

Fig. 3.16 Newton-Raphson procedure (ANSYS, 2004)

Based on the configuration of the structure depicted in Fig. 3.17 al initial

displacem ent u0, the tangent stiffnerr [K. ] it .otputed. The displacement

íncrement {n"\ is computed after that, based on the load increment{ÀF} , and

the configuration is updated toul. The internal forces (element forces) are then

computed in the updated configuration. The residual value is then calculated

{n} - {f} - {O*\. When the residuat vatue {n} becomes small, within a
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predetermined tolerance, the Newton-Raphson iterations are terminated and an

equilibrium solution is obtained

Fig. 3.17 Newton-Raphson iteration-one step (ANSYS, 2004)

Fig.3.1B describes the Newton-Raphson iteration up to equilibrium being taken

in four steps.

{F}

Ir-l

Fig. 3.18 Newton-Raphson iteration-up to equilibrium (ANSYS,2004)

The ANSYS- FEA solves the equation:

t4l {n"} - {r} -{o*}
where:

90

Å1,*,1

u0 u1

(3.31)
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IXrl= tangent stiffness matrix,

{n"\ - d isplacement increment

{f} - external load vector

{O*\: internal force vector

Iteration will continue until {f } - {O- }, the difference between external and

internal loads, is within the prescribed tolerance. ANSYS, by default uses,

force/moment and displacemenUrotation convergence criteria for determining

equilibrium convergence. A default tolerance of 0.5% for force/moment residuals

and 5o/o for displacemenUrotation increments is used. Experience suggests that

these tolerances are adequate for most problems. Force based convergence

provides an absolute measure of convergence, as it is a measure of equilibrium

between the internal and external forces. Displacement based checking should

only be used as a supplement to force based convergence.

3.6.3 Static FEA of 45 m (1 47 ft) FRP Guyed Tower

To assess the behaviour of the tower segment selected for testing, a FE model of

the 45 m (147 ft) guyed tower was developed. This tower consisted of

5 - 8.53 m (28 ft) segments supported by 3 sets of guys oriented at 120 deg as

shown in Fi9.3.1. The Continuous FEM Model was used, in which tower

sections, as well as tower segments, were assumed to be fully connected with no

splices between them. The tower was supported by means of a pinned

connection at the base providing full moment release. The wind loading acting on
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the tower was computed according to the Canadian Standard CSA-S37-01 and

the loadings are given in Table 3.2. The ANSYS 8.1 Finite Element Program was

used to model the full tower. Orthotropic material properties and BEAM4

elements similar to those used in modelling the tower segments were used to

model the full scale tower. Link10 elements were introduced to model the guy

cables. The guy cable properties were the same as these used for modelling the

tower segment in Section 3.3. The cables were modeled without a prestress

(initial strain INSTR =0). To account for the non-linear behaviour, large static

displacements were permitted which, automatically, accounted for large

deflections in the results. Automatic time stepping was triggered to allow the

program to choose the most appropriate sizes to define the load steps. lnitially,

the structure was loaded with 1/10 of the total load while forthe remaining sub

steps the load was determined on the basis of the material response to the

previous load increment. The maximum number of sub steps was limited to '1000,

causing the program to terminate if the solution did not converge after 1000

loading steps. The weight of the tower and guys were accounted for in the

program by including the densities of the materials and activating gravity acting in

the vertical direction. WÍnd loadings were not applied to guy cables because the

element they were modelled with does not allow for any surface loads. The

perpendicularwind loading pattern shown in Fig.3.19, (wind acting along zaxis)

was considered to be the most critical for lateral deflections. The wind loading

acting on the tower for deflection analysis was taken without any load safety
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factors. The side wind loading case shown in Fig. 3.19 was critical for tower

twisting

(a) Load Case-1
Perpendicular wind

(b) Load Case-2
Side wind

Fig. 3.19 Tower loadings Patterns

Based on the FEM results for wind load Case-1, the maximum deflection at

top of the tower, with no initial prestress in cables, was 259.79 mm (10.238

as shown in Fig. 3.20. The maximum deflection at the elevation of first cables

the

in),

IODÀL 5OLffiON

SEP- I
5B .6
[E.l
uz (AYG)

ruYs-0
Dü "10.228
5H -10.20?

ii
F

NÀLYsIS OF 45 H LONG FRP _ TOÛER-CNLES NO PRE5ME55 - CßE'l -SERVICE

Fig. 3.20 Deflections (in inches) of 45 m (147 ft) tower for wind load CASE-1
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was 69.19 mm (2.724 in), as shown in Fig. 3.21.
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Fi1.3.21 Deflections (in inches) of the bottom of 8.53 m (28 ft) segment of

the 45 m (147 ft) tower for wind load CASE-1

A typical input file for the full scale model is included in Appendix - A.

3,6.3.1 Deflection Gomparison between Finite Element

Analysis of Tower Segment and Full Scale Tower

From the FEA of the 8.53 m (28 ft) long bottom tower segment, shown in Fig.

3.14, the maximum deflection at the guy level was 30.22 mm (1.19 in). From the

analysis of the full scale model, shown in Fig. 3.21, the maximum deflection at

the top of the same segment was found to be 69.19 mm (2.724 in).

The difference of 38.96 mm (1.534 in) is attributed to the additional loading

exerted on the section immediately above the segment being investigated and
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the restraints provided by the continuous chord members which were not

accounted for in the FEA of the bottom segment'

ln order to account for this additional loading and the constraints acting above the

B.S3 m (2g ft) tower segment an additional load was included at the top of the

segment. From the analysis of the wind loading profile between 8.53 m (28 ft)

and 1 7.OT m (56 ft) in elevation, this additional load was calculated to be 1564.35

N (351.68 lbs). Repeating the analysis of the 8.53 m (28 ft) tower segment with

an additional load applied at the end equal to 1564.35 N (351'68 lbs) the

maximum end deflection was found to be 61.06 mm (2.404 in), as shown in Fig'

3.22. This is 8.13 mm (O.32 in) less than the deflection of the 45 m (147 ft) tower

at the same elevation. The difference is attributed to the stiffness of the

continuous tower shaft loaded with the rest of the wind profile and suppofted by

the remaining four levels of guy cables, shown in Fig. 3.23.The difference of 8.13

mm (0.32 in) which correspond to L/1050 (where L is the length of the segment)

was considered to be sufficient for assuming that FEA model of tower segment

and full scale tower model describe the tower displacement correctly. The

purpose of above comparative analysis was to calibrate the deflection of the 8.53

m (28 ft) tower segment with the deflections of the same segment in 45 m (147 ft)

tower under the same loading conditions, by adjusting guy cable stiffnesses'

By performing the above comparative analysis between the tower segment and

the full scale tower it was shown that the FEA model of the full scale tower

described tower displacements with good accuracy, and therefore, was suitable
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for use in further analysis of the composite tower under service and factored wind

and ice loadings.
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Fig. 3.23 Wind loadings under consideration
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3.6.3.2 Final Static FEM Analysis of the 45 m (147 ft) FRP Tower

Before attempting a final structural analysis of the full scale tower the following

steps were undertaken:

. Geometry definition

" Antenna selection

" Load cases preparation

" ANSYS Analysis

. Review of results

o Conclusions

These have been described in earlier sections of this Thesis. lnformation about

the tower geometry and material properties are included in Sections 3.1 to 3.3.

Antennae loadings, as well as load cases preparation, are described in Section

3.5.

Three subsequent analyses were examined for each load case using ANSYS.

These were:

. Deflection analysis under service loads

" Force analysis under factored loads

. Stress analysis under factored loads

The three cases examined are discussed in detail below.
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3.6,3.2.1 Deflection Analysis

A review of the deflection values obtained from the FEA for Load Case-1 shown

in Fig.3.19, under service loadings was carried out. The guy cables were

assumed to be not prestressed and a maximum tip deflection was found to be

259.79 mm (1 0.228 in) as shown in Fí9. 3.24. Then, the same case was analysed

with guy cables prestressed equally with a force of S= 1779.28 N (a00 lbs)

equivalent Ío 10o/o of the breaking strength of cables. This force is equivalent to

an initial strain in the cables equal to a initíar= 0.00048397. According to the

FEA, the tip deflection of the tower was equal to DMX =177.19 mm (6.976 in), as

shown in Fig. 3.25.
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Fi1.3.24 Load Case-1: Deflection with no prestress
in cables (units are in inches)
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Fig. 3.25 Load Case-1: Deflection with a prestress

= 1779.28 N (400 lb) in cables (units are in inches)

Comparing the deflections in Load Case-1 with a prestress in the cables and

without prestress, as depicted on Fig. 3.26, a conclusion can be drawn that by

introducing an equal prestress in all cables, the tip deflection of the tower without

antenna can be reduced from 206.88 mm to 177.19 mm , a decrease of 14.4%.
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Tor¡¡er Deflectíons r¡ith and uithout
prestress
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Fig. 3.26 Load Case-1: Tower deflections with and without cable prestress

By prestressing the tower cables, the overall lateral deflections of the tower can

be kept in check in order to meet strict directional criterion for telecommunication

antennae. This is however limited to a maximum prestress in the cables equal to

10% of cable breaking strength as specified by both Canadian and American

codes of practices. ln the two previous cases, the towers were analyzed

assuming no antennae were attached to the tower. By introducing a typical 610

mm (2 ft) outside diameter Standard lndustry Antenna with radome, as shown in

Fig. 3.9, to the middle of the top segment, the deflection pattern changes as

shown in Fig. 3.27, for the case of non prestressed cables, and in Fig. 3.28 for

No antenna and w¡th prestre3s
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the case when a 1779.28 N (400 lb) prestressing force was applied to the

cables. By introducing one antenna to the top of the tower with no cable

prestress the tip deflection increases from 206.88 mm (8.14 in) to 291.72 mm

(11.48 in) representing an increase of 84.84 mm (3.34 in) or 41 % over the tower

without antenna. The prestress reduces the deflection of the tower with antenna

from 291.72 mm (11.48 in) to 259.79 mm ('.l0.23 in) representing a decrease of

31 .93 mm (1 .26 in) or 11o/o, as shown in Fig. 3.26.

Antennae, therefore, make a significant contribution to overall lateral deflections

of towers due to larger area of the wind resistance.

Fig. 3.29 shows rotation values of the windward chords of the tower for Load

Case-2, under wind only and under wind plus ice. The cables in this case were

assumed to be prestressed and loads were unfactored. lt can be seen that under

wind loading only, the rotation was higher at the bottom while for wind plus ice

the rotation was higher on the top. Smaller rotation on the middle of the tower

compared to the bottom and top of the tower are due to extra restrains from guy

cables.

ln order to control tower rotation at the location of the mícrowave antennae star

mounts are introduced (Khala, 1993), as shown in Fig.3.30. By adding star

mounts extra rotational constraints are being provided to the tower chords. These

have the ability to minimize angular rotations of towers and therefore keep

antennae in alignment and within a prescribed limit.
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in cables and antenna mounted at the top (units are in inches)

Fig. 3.28 Load Case-1: Deflection at prestress= 1779-28 N (400 lb)
in cables and antenna mounted at the top (units are ¡n inches)
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Leg Rotations fdeg)

6 86 6.98

6.5 6.7 6.9 7.1 7.3 7.5

Rotations (deg)

Fig. 3.29 Case-2: Chord rotation (deg)

Fig. 3.30 Star mounts for triangular tower
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3.6.3.2.2 Force AnalYsis

Following the deflection analysis, a force analysis under factored loads was

undertaken to determine the maximum forces in the tower chords, tower cables

and also the maximum forces in the bracing members. The tower was analyzed

with a 1T7g.2g N (400 lb) prestress in the cables (10% of cable breaking

strength) and an antenna mounted at the top.

Altogether, the following four loading cases were considered:

a) Factored wind, applied perpendicular to side, as in case-'l (Fig. 3.19)

b) Factored wind plus ice, applied perpendicular to side, as in case-1 (Fig. 3.19)

c) Factored wind, applied parallel to the side, as in case-2 (Fig. 3.19)

d) Factored wind plus ice, applied parallelto the side, as in Case-2 (Fig' 3'19)

Factored wind and factored wind plus ice loads for Case-1 and Case-2 were

used to distinguish between different loads factor for those two cases-

The maximum chord forces due to factored wind load applied perpendicular to

the side (Case-1) with and without ice are shown in Fig.3.31. As indicated, the

maximum chord force occurs at the bottom of the tower and is equal to

-18.43 kN (-41 43.2 lb) for factored wind only and -34.73 kN (-7808.7 lb) for

factored wind plus ice.
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LEG {CHORD) FORCES MFRXT {kN}

-48.û0 -30.00 -20.00 -10.00 0.00

Force (kN)

Fig. 3.31 Maximum chord forces* for load Case-1

* Refers to chords 1 and2 in Fí9.3.19

The maximum chord forces due to factored wind load and also due to factored

wind plus ice applied at an angle to the tower are shown in Fig. 3.32. The

maximum chord forces are -17.61 kN (-3958.1|b) and -33.01 kN (-7420.2 lb),

respectively. These occur near the mid height of the tower. From a review of the

results in Figs. 3.31 and 3.32 it can be concluded that the wind loads

perpendicular to the side, Case-1, of magnitude of -34.73 kN (-TB0B.7 lb) are

critical for tower design.
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--+- Wnd only

+Wnd plus ice

LEG {CHORD} FORCES MFRXI (kN}

-40 00 -30 00 -20 00 - 10.00 0.00 10.00

Force {kN)

Fig. 3.32 Maximum chord forces* for Case-2
* Refers to chord 3 in Fig.3.19

The maximum factored guy forces for both cases are summarized in Table 3.5.

The maximum guy force is acting at an elevation of 34.14 m (1 12 ft) and is equal

to 17.37 kN (3906.6 lb) which is just below the maximum cable strength of 17.75

kN (3ee0 rb).
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Table 3.5 Maximum factored guy forces

3.6.3.2.3 Stress AnalYsis

A stress analysis has the predominant importance in the overall tower

performance analysis. The axial or the centroidal stress according to ANSYS is

determined as follows:

Fdtr r,lo,A

where:

Factored GuY Forces kN (lb)
(Cables prestress 400 lbs)

Case-2

Side wind

Case-1

Perpendicular windElevation

wind +ice

10.92 (2454.3\5.81 (1305.3)e.41 (2115.e)4.97 (1116.4)8.53 m (28 ft)

12.e6 (2913.3)6.e0 (1552.3)11.23 (2523.9)5.97 (1342.1)17.07 m (56 ft)

15.74 (3538.6)8.36 (1880.0)13.56 (3048.3)7.20 (1619.2)25.ô0 m (84ft)

r7.37 (3e06.6)9.18 (2063.8)15.13 (3401.e)8.0e (1820.6)34.14 m (112ft)

14.85 (3338.1)7.e5 (1788.0)13.67 (3074.0)7 .64 (1716.6)42.67 m (140 ft)
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o!" =""ntroidal stress (output as SDIR in FEA) and

F,,j= axial force (output as FX or MFRX in the FEA)

The bending stresses of a beam element, in the x -direction, at end i shown in

Fig. 3.33 are:

Fig. 3.33 Bending stresses of beam element

bndO=y'I

MxtÒtrd v.r z

z'I 
2x I

v

Mxtz,t y

2xI
z

where:

oI,o = stress in the element due to bending about the y-axis

(output as SBZ in the FEA).

ol','.! = stress of the element due to bending about the z-axis

(output as SBY in the FEA).

(3.33)

(3.34)
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M y,¡ , M ,,¡= bending moments about the element y and z axes, respectively

t",

at end i.

/ =thickness of beam element in z and y directions, respectively'
v

The maximum and minimum stresses are calculated with the help of the following

formulae:

max di¡o. -otl

min diro. -oII

*loi'll* l';11,

-l':|:l- I'i,'l,

or SMAXI = SDIR+ lsezl + lsevl

or SMINI = SDIR - lsnzl - lsevl

(3.35)

(3.36)

The maximum stresses occur at the corners of the rectangular cross sections of

the tower members where compression stresses due to axial load and bending

are additive. To be able to extract these stresses from the FEA output files, Non-

Summable Miscellaneous ltems (NMISC) variables with appropriate sequence

numbers were inserted to create ETABLES. The ANSYS program determines

stresses at nodes I and J at the beginning and end of the beam element,

respectively. NMISC 1 and NMISC 2 are associated with the maximum and

minimum bending stresses at node l, while NMISC 3 and NMISC 4 are

describing the maximum and minimum bending stresses at node J, as shown in

Fig. 3.34. Maximum stresses SMAXI and SMINJ for the chords are illustrated in

Fig. 3.3S. The stresses for the two cases shown in Fig. 3.36 were calculated for

the factored wind plus ice loads and with the antenna mounted and the cables

prestressed. The ice loading was applied to tower only. The maximum and

minimum stresses for the windward chords members under load Case-1 are
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shown in Fig. 3.37. lt was found that the maximum factored chord stress

occurred at the bottom sections of the tower and is equal to -58.65 MPa (- 8505.8

psi), as shown in Fig. 3.37.

¡l Þlrsc,1 N tvlISC,3

N t{rsc,2 I'l fvlISC,4

Fig. 3.34 Max bending stresses SMAXI and SMINJ for beam element

SBYB ON -Y SIDE OF
BEAM

Fig. 3.35 Maximum stresses SMAX¡ and SMINJ for chord members

ln local coordinate system (units are in mm)
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CASE-2
CHORD-2

CASE-1

Fig. 3.36 Tower chords annotation for Load Case-1 and Case-2

SMAX I.J-SMIN I,J
Max and Min Combined Stress {MPa}

-75.00 -60.00 45.00 -30.00 -15.00 0.00 15.00

Stress (MPa)
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Fig. 3.37 Combined stresses* SMAXI and

" Refers to chords 1 and 2 in Fig. 3.36
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According to the results from Load Case-1 it was established that the extreme

stresses occurred not in the windward chords 1 and 2, but in chord 3 as shown in

Figs. 3.37 and 3.38. According to Fig. 3.38, the maximum combined stresses in

chord 3 was -68.22 \/rPa (-9894.6 psi). This stress is the highest of both Load

Cases 1 and 2 and it will govern the design of tower.

SMAX I ,J-SMIN I,J
Max and Min Comþined Stress {MPa}

-70.00 -50.00 -30.00 -10.0û

Stress {MPa}

Fig.3.38 Combined stresses* SMAXI and SMINJ
* Refers to chord 3 in Fig. 3.36

for load Case-1
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The maximum combined stress for chord 1, load Case-2, depicted in Fig. 3.39,

was -61 .42ltLPa (-3908.9 psi) and is not governing the design of tower.

SMAX I ,J.SMIN I,J

Max and Min Combined Stress (MPa)

-80 00 -ô0.00 -40.00 -20 00

$tress (MPa)

Fig. 3.39 Combined stresses* SMAXI and SMINJ for load CASE-2
* Refers to chord 1 in Fig. 3.36
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The material properties used in this analysis were taken from tests conducted

by Burachynsky (2006) and Ungkurapinan (2005). These are included in

Table 3.6. The test coupons were fabricated using Type 30, '1 100 Tex Roving

E-Glass supplied by FAROEX Ltd., Gimli, Manitoba, Canada, and modified

polyester resin system formulated by Faroex with low viscosity between 200-

300 cps (centipoise) plus hardener in the ratio of mixing (5:1). The fibre

volume fraction was determined to be between 36.8%, using burn out test.

Table 3.6 Strength values from unidirectionaltest coupons

(Burachynsky (2006) and Ungkurapinan (2005)

Strength
Values MPa (ksi)

Burachynsky (2006) Ungurapinan (2005)

Axial or Longitudinal Strength in tension

(4"') 610.2 (88,5) 5e7.15 (86.61)

Transverse Strength in tension

(Fi )
12.2e (1.783) 18.06 (2.62)

Axial or Longitudinal strength in
compression

( F"')
342.67 (49.7) 361.56 (52.44)

Transverse Strength in compression

(F;') 6e.64 (10.1) 6e.e8 (10.15)

Shear strength

(F'' ) 37.26 (5.404) 47.02 (6.82)

ln conclusion, the maximum values of combined stresses for Case-1 are well

below the strength values shown in Table 3.6, both for tension and compression

in the chords. A more detailed analysis with reference to failure theories is given

in Section 6.3.
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ln order to evaluate the contribution of direct axial stresses and bending stresses

to combined stresses, two separate diagrams were created. The direct axial

stress acting along the tower chord members has been plotted in Fig. 3.40. The

maximum value of stress occurs, as expected, at the bottom of the tower and is

equal To -47.86 MPa (- 6941 psi). This direct stress represents B0% of combined

stress.

SDIR-Direct Axial Stress (MPa)

40 -20 0

Stress (MPa)

Fig. 3.40 Direct axial stress for load Case-1
* Refers to chord 1 and2 in Fig- 3.36

The bending stress along the chord members, shown in Fig. 3.41, was created

by subtracting from the values of maximum combined stresses (SMAXI and
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SMAXJ) values of direct axial stress (SDIR). As indicated in Fig. 3.41 for Case-1,

the maximum bending stress was 11.71 MPa (1698.3 psi) and occurred at the

bottom section of the tower. This stress represents 20% of combined stress.

COMBINED BENDING STRESSES ALONG
TowER cHoRDS 1 &2 (MPa)

E

fl)
th(t

.Et
(L,

o
s¡
rÍ
t¡,
(J

r!
.2o

-15 00 -10.00 -5 00 0.00 5 00

Stress {MPa}

1000 1500

Fig. 3.41 Bending stress for load Case-1
* Refers to chord I and2 in Fig. 3.36

The split of combined stresses into axial and bending stresses was done to show

the significance of axial stress in guyed tower design, especially when ice load is

considered.
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The maximum axial stress (SDIR) in the cross bracing members was recorded at

the windward side of the bottom section of the tower. The magnitude of maximum

bracing stress recorded was 3.68 MPa (534.26 psi), a value that was deemed to

be not critical to tower perlormance. Forces in the horizontal braces at the guy

locations are transferred to the tower by steel brackets similar to those shown in

Fig. 3.42, and therefore, are not considered critical for tower design.

Fi1.3.42 Steel brace for guyed cables connection

3.6.4 Preliminary Conclusions from the FEA of 45 m (1 47 ft)

Tower

From the FEA of a 45 m (147 ft) tower with an antenna mounted on top and

subjected to two loading cases the following conclusions were drawn:

o Deflections of an 8.53 m (28 ft) tower segment chosen for testing compare

well with deflections of the bottom 8.53 m (28 ft) of a 45 m (147 ft tower),

provided the appropriate tension is applied to guy cables of the tower

segment. Thus, test results from an 8.53 m (28 ft) segment can be used to

verify the FEA model developed for the full scale tower.
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The axial stresses in the chord members are far more significant than the

bending stresses. The maximum ratio of axial to bending stress is 4.1:1

(47.86 MPa to 11.71MPa).

For Load case -1 (factored wind loading only), the maximum stresses in

chords members are well under the maximum longitudinal strength of the

composite material in tension and compression.

For case -1 (factored wind loading only), the maximum stress in the

bracing members is well under the maximum strength of the composite

material in tension and compression.

By introducing an equal prestress of 1.78 kN (400 lb) to all cables, the

tower tip deflection without antenna is reduced by 14.4 o/o and by 11o/o for

the tower with antenna.

The maximum factored guy force with 10% guy prestress equivalent to

1.78 kN (400 lb) is equal to 17.37 kN (3.9 kips), as shown in Table 3.S,

which is just under the breaking strength of 17.78 kN (3.99 kips) of the guy

cables.

3.6.5 Development of the Sleeve Model

The comparative analysis described in the previous section, between a full scale

tower model and a tower segment was carried out using the continuous model in

which no discontinuity between tower sections was assumed. ln reality however,

tower sections are connected by sleeve brackets, as described in more detail in
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Chapter 6. Such discrete joints tend to reduce the overall stiffness of the tower

and affect its overall deflections. To account for the reduced stiffness, a new FEM

sleeve model was developed. All assumptions outlined in Section 3.6 for the

continuous model are still valid for the sleeve model except for the introduction of

sleeve bracket connectors between segment sections which were modelled in

ANSYS by beam elements. As a first step, a comparative analysis was carried

out between the two models, one assuming the tower is continuous and the other

assuming sleeve brackets are used to connect the segments. The sleeve bracket

properties were represented by beam element real constants RB. The ANSYS

parametric language variable constant called "gap" represented by letter "s" was

used to model the spacing between the segments. By adjusting spacing between

tower segments and changing geometry of sleeve connectors the required

stiffness of sleeve brackets was obtained. A comparison between the results

from the continuous and sleeve models was done using the basic wind profile

acting on the bottom segment of the full scale tower. The connectors in the

sleeve model, shown in Fig. 3.43, were represented as beam elements with an

area, A=141I.28 mmz (2.1875 ínz) , a moment of inertia 1",:4"/x¡1s mmo

(1-13ín4)andamomentofinertialr:3'74xl0smmo(0'9001;n4)'The

corresponding thícknesses were tø = 44'45 mm (r'75 in) and tb) =73'03 mm

(2.875 in).

A l¿.j mm (0.5in) fibreglass flat sheet made by Bedford Reinforced Plastics lnc.

was used in the experimental program. The recommended orthotropic

mechanical properties of the pultruded plates (Bedford Manual, 2007) are
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as followst E,= Er=8,=4-826GPa (0.7x106 psi), Gr:Gr,=Go=3'1GPa

(0.+Sx106 psi) , vxy=vyz vn=0.35 and P =0.00188 g/mmt ç0'068 tbltn3)'

The tower sections were assumed to be in contact with each other and the tower

was assumed to be supported by guy cables having a spring constant equal to

k=AE/L= 97 .82 kN/m (558.671bs/in).

Bottom sleeve bracket

Fig. 3.43 Sectional properties of sleeves at segments splices (units are in mm)

The tower segment sleeve model shown in Fig. 3.44 was loaded with 8 equal

forces p=328 N (73.74 lb). The stiffness of individual sleeve bracket was

calculated based on FEM findings as k = 83,38 kN/m (476.19 lbiin)-

The FEM resultsforthetwo models are shown in Fig. 3.45. Asthe results point

out, there is a close match in deflections along the 8.53 m (28 ft) tower segment

between the two models.
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Fig.3.44 FEM sleeve model loading condition

Deflection vs. distance at 2.62 kN (589.92 lbs)
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Fig. 3.45 Deflections along the 8.53 m (28 ft) tower segment

Therefore, introducing appropriate sleeve connectors between tower sections

makes the sleeve model equivalent to the continuous model. The sleeve model

procedure and the comparison to continuous model provides a method for

obtaining required sleeve dimensions.
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The continuous model is evaluated through comparison with experimental results

in Chapter 5.

3.6.6 Dynamic FEA of 8.53 m (28 ft) FRP Towen segment

An 8.53 m (28 ft) tower segment was also tested under dynamic loading. ln order

to verify the experimental data from this dynamic testing a vibration analysis was

carried out using the FEM program ANSYS 8.1. Two analysis techniques, the

modal and the harmonic, were used to obtain natural frequencies and associated

mode shapes. These techniques are discussed below'

3.6.6.1 Modal AnalYsis

Every structural system has, theoretically, infinite number of natural frequencies.

There is a unique pattern of displacements associated with each natural

frequency in which the structure will vibrate, called mode shape. Modal analysis,

in general, is used to determine natural frequencies and mode shapes of

continuous structures. lt is the most fundamental analysis before any other type

of dynamic analysis can be done. The general equation of motion for a vibrating

structure (ANSYS, 2OO4) can be expressed by the following equation:

lMl{ü\+ [c] {z;} * [K] {,} = {r (')}

where:
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lU):structure mass matrix

[C] = structure viscous damping matrix

[¡f] = structure stiffness matrix

{o(t)}= structure external load vector matrix

{u} ,{¡\ ,{u} =structure acceleration, velocity and displacement vectors,

respectively.

Assuming that there is no damping and ignoring any nonlinearities and any force

acting on the structure, the general equation for modal analysis becomes:

lal{ti\*[K]{"} = {o} (3.38)

Assuming the harmonic motion takes the form:

u:u cos (a¡ t) 
(3.3g)

where :

z: displacement vector; and ,

[.r: amPlitude,

the solution to equation (3.38) takes the form:

(trl - af lul){u} = {o} (3 40)

The roots of Eq. 3.40 are a ,2 , the eigenvalues ( the natural frequencies of the

system). The index i ranges from 1 to n, where n is equal to the number of
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degrees of freedom. Corresponding vectors {r\ , ure the eigenvectors which

represent mode shapes when the structure vibrates at frequencY f¡. The square

roots of the eigenvalues are út , , the structure's natural circular frequencies given

in (radians/sec). They are converted to natural frequencies in Hz (cycles/sec)

using a formula f,=a,f(2xn) and are given as an output by the ANSYS

program. The eigenvectors {"\ , represent the mode shapes, the shape

assumed by the structure when vibrating at frequen cY f¡-

3.6.6.2 Modal Analysis of Tower Segment by ANSYS

The development of a model for modal analysis, up to the solution stage, is

similar to that used for the static analysis. ln the solution stage, the only

constraint imposed on the tower segment was that zero displacements were

applied at the base of the tower as well as at the location of the three cable

anchors. A modal analysis was selected with a subspace mode extraction

method consisting of 25 modes. A solution with mode shapes 1 and 2, shown in

Fig. 3.46 and an associated damped natural frequency of f¿ :4.292 Hz , was

closely related to the experimental results presented in Chapter- 5.
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Dt3PUCffi

s.I
È0..¡?aE-05

Fig. 3.46 Modal analysis of 8.53 m (28 ft) tower segment, mode

shape -1 and 2 at O.17 Hz and 4.292 Hz

The other mode shapes and assocíated natural frequencies are shown in Figs.

3.47 to 3.49. Fig. 3.46, mode shape-1 and Fig 3.47 mode shape-4 show the first

and second rotational vibration mode in the z direction. ln Fig. 3.49 mode shape-

7 shows the first double concave bending mode shape at an associated

frequency of 23.446 Hz.

DISPNM

ru0.1I.35I
Dû.r,106

tut )

Fi1.3.47 Modal analysis of 8.53 m (28 ft) tower segment, mode

shape -3 and 4 at 4.308 Hz and 11.351 Hz

ffÌ.1

N0.{.292
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Fig. 3.48 Modal analysis of 8.53 m (28 ft) tower segment, mode

shape -5 and 6 at 12.177 Hz and 12.219 Hz

ffi!.¡
2000

Fig. 3.49 Modal analysis of 8.53 m (28 ft) tower segment, mode
shape -7 and B a123.446H2 and 23.595 Hz

3.6.6.3 Harmonic AnalYsis

A harmonic analysis is a technique used to determine the response of the

structure under a steady-state sinusoidal (harmonic) loading at a given

frequency. The entire structure is assumed to have constant stiffness, damping,

and mass properties. The equation of motion (ANSYS, 2004) in this case is as

follows:

lMl{ü\ +lc)þ;\+ [r] {z} 
: {r u \

t 2003
ffP.l

ÆQ.23.595

[¡[ßrs o¡ 2ô fT L@G
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Where lMl,lcl, and [K]were defined earlier and Fn is an applied force vector.

ln a harmonic analysis, the loading and response of the structure are assumed to

be harmonic (cyclic) and can be expressed in terms of complex numbers as:

{r} = {no 
rir\rin' (3-42)

{"\ -{uo uiø\rin' (3 43)

where:

f¿ = the excitation frequency of loading

V = lorce Phase shift

/ = displacement Phase shift

,l = square root of -1

uo = maximum disPlacement

4= maximum force

Equation 3.43 can be exPressed as

{"\ -{uo @osó+ i sin ë\eia' Q'44)

or, simply as

{"\ -{{r,}. i {ur\\eia' (3 45)

where:

{ur} ,\rr\= real and imaginary displacements vectors, respectively

Similarly, the force can be expressed as:

{r}-{tql + i{Fr}\eia' (3 46)
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where:

{4} , {tr} = real and imaginary force vectors, respectively

Substituting Eq. 3.45 and 3.46 into Eq. 3.41 yields the following characteristic

equation:

(t"l - a' lMl+ iCI[c])({,, } 
* ¡ {",})= {q } 

+ i {F,}

Equation 3.47 (ANSYS, 2004) can be solved using the Full Solution Method in

which the matrix equation is solved directly in nodal coordinates, analogous to a

linear static analysis except that complex numbers are used. Thus, using

(3.47)

(3.48)

(3.4e)

(3.50)

(3.51)

lx,l: (-t' lu l* iolcl* [i(])

{"rl:{u,+ iur}

{+}: {r,+ in,l

Eq. 3.48 is simplified to the following form:

[¡r.]{".}={+}
where, index C denotes complex matrix or vector.

3.6.6.4 Harmonic Analysis of Tower Segment by ANSyS

The model for the harmonic analysis is similar to those used for static and modal

analysis. ln the solution phase, boundary conditions had to be imposed along

with an assumed force equal to 4.45 kN (1000 lbs), applied at mid height of the

tower segment. Full harmonic analysis was used with stepped loading up to 100
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load intervals. The frequency range was set from 0 to 100

post processing monitoring of the displacements was set in

final result of the harmonic analysis, showing the amplitude

versus the frequency domain, is given in Fig. 3.50.

Hz. ln time history,

Ihe z direction. The

in logarithmic scale

P0sTZ6

À]'IPI,TTT]DE
hlode4,5
11.351 Hz ¡r¡rd
12.177 Hz

,lÀt'I t 2008
II: 00: 3?

Ìdode-2
4.292 Hz

hlode-7
23.466 Hz

50

FREO

HÀRI{ONC ÀNÀLYSIS OF 28 FT LONG FRP TOIfER SEGI.TENT

Fig. 3.50 Harmonic analysis of tower segment

By analysing the results shown in Fig. 3.50, a conclusion can be drawn that the

amplitude peak at frequency of 4 Hz corresponds well to the first natural

frequency calculated from the empirical formula based on test data discussed in

Chapter-S. lt also matches well with the second mode of shape and natural

frequency predicted by the modal analysis. The other peaks in amplitudes, at 11
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Hz, 12 Hz and 23 Hz, point out the tower segment resonances at those

frequencies. These frequencies, therefore, should be avoided or passed quickly

to avoid resonance.

3.6.7 Dynamlc FEA of 45 rn (1 47 ftl FRP Towen

ln order to gain insight into vibration characteristic of the full 45 m (147 ft) FRP

tower, a modal analysis was undertaken. As an input for modal analysis the FE

model of the full scale tower with zero displacements imposed on keypoints,

representing tower boundary conditions, was implemented. As analysis option

"Subspace method" with 25 modes extraction was selected.

3,6.7.1 Modal FEA of 45 m (1 47 ftl FRP Towen

Modal analysis using ANSYS was conducted to account for mode shapes and

associated frequencies of the full scale tower. The only constraints imposed on

the tower were zero displacements on boundary conditions. Also, the dynamic

properties of the cables were excluded since they were being treated as straight

lines with axial stiffness and density only. Because the mode shapes were

closely spaced, only the characteristic orthogonal shape modes were considered.

The results from this analysis are shown in Fig. 3.51 to Fig. 3.59 and include

tower vibrations according to a particular mode shape at a specific to this mode

natural frequency.
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The results show that the natural frequency of the full scale tower is lower than

the natural frequency of the short tower segment. This can be attributed to

increased self weight of the tower and the increased weight of guy cables in the

full scale tower.

ùN t8 2008
lott3r22

slEb PÈSTruSs 5D.2, ¡]!ENt CÀSE-I S'RVTCE

Fig.3.51 Mode shape -2 at0.219Hz
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Fig. 3.52 Mode shape -4 at O.265 Hz
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N¡LYSIS OF 45 B LNG FP-TOtER-ùt¿h pR:S1ÂÊSS

Fig. 3.53 Mode shape -7 at 0.319 Hz
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Fig. 3.55 Mode shape -13 at 0.6128 Hz
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Fig. 3.57 Mode shape -26 at 1.654 Hz

Fig. 3.56 Mode shape -20 at 1.101 Hz

Fig. 3.58 Mode shape -35 at 2.438 Hz
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Fig. 3.59 Mode shape -90 at 3.507 Hz

3.6.7.2 Numerical Model for Dynamic Analysis of 8.53 m (28 ft)

FRP Tower Segment.

Due to the fact that ANSYS 8.1 does not have the capability to perform full

dynamic analysís of a tower under fluctuating wind loadings, the dynamic

response of the 8.53 m (28 ft) FRP tower segment was investigated using a

pseudo-dynamic analytical model, as described in CSA 537-01 Standard. The so

called "Gust factor method" is based on the assumption that the tower vibrates

linearly about its static equilibrium position under the design wind pressure P

derived from Clause 4.8.1 of the CSA 537-01 Standard with a uniform gust factor

Cr:2.0 along the tower height. This modified static wind pressure is intended

to produce the same peak response as that caused by a turbulent and fluctuating

wind pressure. The deflections under the service wind loading equivalent to a

single force P=2.62 kN (589.92 lbs) applied at mid height of the tower segment
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are shown in Fig. 3.60. since this force includes the gust factor C,:2.0 , the

dynamic effect due to fluctuating wind was taken into account. Therefore, it can

be assumed that the deflected shape of the tower segment represents the

equivalent peak response to dynamic effects.

Davenport and Sparling (1992) proposed a simplified dynamic analysis, called

"Patch Load Method", which takes into account the dynamic response

characteristics of guyed towers together with special correlation of wind gust in

turbulent wind along the tower height.

Fig. 3.60 Deflected shape of 8.53 m (28 ft) tower segment under
seruice loading (units are in inches)

This method involves the use of a series of static load patterns to model

effect of turbulent winds. Because the only loads being involved are static,
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"Patch Load Method" can be programmed using conventional ANSYS B.'l

software. The Patch Load Method, outlined in the CSA-37-01 Standard was

used, and descríbed, in Section 3.6.8 to analyse the full scale 45 m (14T ft) FRP

tower.

3.6.8 Dynamic Analysis of 45m (147 ft) FRP tower accord¡ng to

CSA-37-01 Standard

ln Section 3.6.7.2 the dynamíc response of the tower segment was investigated

using the gust factor method. This method used in the current Canadian

Standard CSA-S37-01 relies purely on the static analysis of the tower

incorporating the dynamic response to the wind through a uniform gust effect

factor Ce =2.0 which is uniformly applíed to the design wind pressure P to

produce the same peak response as would be caused by dynamic loads from

wind turbulence. A most accurate dynamic analysis would be to solve equations

of motions in the form of mü + cù + ku : p (t) . More refined methods however, are

available to account for the dynamic response of guyed towers to wind

turbulence. one such approach, called "analysis of dynamic response

components", consists of performing a full dynamic analysis which takes into

account the tower response to the dynamic wind characteristics and includes the

effects of inertia forces coming from the Newton's second law (Sparling and

Davenport, 1998). According to the analysis of dynamic response components,

three major response components: mean, background and resonant, are

evaluated. The mean response component is evaluated by applying mean wind
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loads on the guyed tower and performing non-linear static analysis. Mean

bending moment components acting along the tower are than plotted.

Background response component represents the quasi-static response of the

tower to slowly varying, partially correlated wind loads, and is based on linear,

static stiffness properties of the tower taken at mean equilibrium position.

Background response components are calculated from root mean square values

(rms) of fluctuating wind load and after that staiic nonlinear analyses are

performed and the results of background bending moments are plotted' Finally,

the most difficult resonant response components are calculated by using the full

modal analysis. Between 15 to 30 tower vibration modes have to be accounted

for and the root mean square resonant response for each mode is calculated

separately and combined together to get the total root mean square response'

From this analysis the resonant bending moment components can be obtained.

Finally, the total dynamic response of the tower is determined as the algebraic

sum of all response components. The dynamic analysis of the components is

extremely time consuming, and, even with the latest high speed desktop

computers it can take several hours to complete. Therefore, significant amount of

research has been conducted to develop simplified methods of analysis which

can produce similar results as a full dynamic analysis. The Patch Load method

developed by Sparling (1995), as an extension of the work done by Gerstoft and

Dovenport (1986), has been widely adopted by Eurocode 3, the UK Standard

BSB1000-4, as well as the Canadian CSA-S37-01 (CSA ,2001) Standard. The

procedure is based on a series of static load patterns simulating the turbulent
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winds acting along the guyed tower. The analysis is performed in two distinctive

steps. ln first step, the major response component I is calculated by applying

mean wind loads on the guyed tower and running the non-liner FEA analysis.

The second step involves calculating the peak fluctuating response lrz using

the patch load method. This method involves a series of static analyses of the

tower under the static load pattern prescribed in clause H3.1.2.1-Appendix H of

the CSA-S37 -01 Standard.

The design peak response i at any location along the tower can be expressed,

using detailed scaling, as:

r: r I rptx lnx )"^x 4r" g

(3.52)

where,

v: mean response component calculated according to the

CSA-S37-01 Standard;

îr, = resultant patch load response calculated according to CSA-S37-

01 Standard;

2r,1^,4r= scaling factors for background, resonant and turbulent length,

respectively described in the CSA-S37-01 Standard;

g: a peak factor taken as 4.0.

The design response can be, conservatively, determined using simple scaling as

follows:
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For the main tower below the top guys:

î =V +3.8x rpr

For the cantilever above the top guys:

r:r*5.5xrpt

(3.53)

(3.54)

The results of the dynamic analysis using the Patch Load Method are in the

format of peak response envelopes of the mast deflections, internal forces and

stresses which are used to design particular tower components. The application

of this method is demonstrated in the following section.

3.6.8.1 Analysis of Dynamic Response of 45 m (147 ft) FRP

Tower Using the Patch Load Method

As described earlier, the Patch Load Method of analysis is conducted in two

distinctive steps. First, the static tower response to mean wind loading is

determined. Second, the static tower response to several patch load cases is

examined. The mean wind load can be calculated in accordance with Clause 4.8

of CSA-S37-01, where the design wind pressure P is replaced by the mean wind

pressure P:grC", where q is the reference wind velocity pressure. For

Winnipeg, Manitoba q:0.45kPa (0.06526 psi)and C is the height factor, as

defined in 8q.3.27.

Therefore, the wind load W is determined as,
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w :P*(c*" t) 
(3.5s)

where,

Caf : drag factor for flat members, as defined by Eq. 3.2g ; and,

Af : u face area of frat members, as defined in section 3.s.

The typical mean wind loading per node under the mean wind is shown in Table

3'7' The typical tower response to mean wind loading was obtained through the

non- linear static FEA. The minimum combined stresses due to wind on the

windward side chords are shown ín Fig.3.61. These were selected as the most

critical stresses for evaruating the tower's performance.
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Table 3.7 Typical mean wind loading per node

Distance above the
ground (mm))

P per
panel
(N)

P per
node
(N)

42672-44806 511.68 63.97

40538-42672 506.74 63.34

38405-40538 s01.54 62.68

36271-3840s 496.1 5 62.01

34138-36271 490.51 61.30

32004-34138 484.59 60.58

29870-32004 478.41 59.78

27737-29870 471.82 58.98

25603-27737 464.88 58.09

23470-25603 457.50 57.20

21336-23470 449.63 56.18

19202-21336 441.13 55.16

17065-19202 431.92 54.00

14935-17069 421.87 52.76

12802-14935 410.75 51.33

1 0668-1 2802 398.29 49.78

8534-1 0668 384.02 48.00

6401-8534 367.25 45.91

4267-6401 346.74 43.33

2134-4267 319.74 39.95

0 - 2134 278.33 34.79
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Min Combined Stress {MPa}

-14.00 -9 ûû 4.00 10û

Stress {MPa}

Fig. 3.61 sMlN l, combined windward chord stress under men wind (Mpa)

The next step in the Patch Load Analysis Method is outlined in Clause H2.1.2.1

of the CSA-S37-01 Standard. Required patch wind loading cases are assembled

and applied to the tower as shown in Fig. 3.62. Load Cases 1 to 6 correspond to

patch wind loading applied between supported lengths of tower, while Cases 7 to
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12 correspond to patch wind loading applied between the middle spans of the

supported lengths.

Load CASE-12

Load CASE-S

Load C,ASE-11

Load CASE-4

Load CASE-10

Load CASE-3

Load C,ASE-9

Load CASE-2

Load CASE-1

Part-a Part-b

Fig. 3.62 Required patch wind loading cases

The patch load wind pressure, Prr, can be computed from the Clause H3J.2.2

of the CSA 537-01 Standard from the following equation:

Ppr=2xqx¡"JC (3.56)

where,

q = the reference wind velocity pressure. For Winnipeg g:0.45 kPa

i - intensity of turbulence (varies between 0.18 - 0.27)

C, = height factor as provided by Clause 4.5 of the CSA-S37-01 Standard and

c,]
u)
@

m
lr)
æ
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calculated at midheight of the load patch in question.

Ther patch loads were calculated for the tower and are included in Tables 3.8

and 3.9.

Table 3.8 Patch Wind Load Cases Part- a

* Refer to Fig. 3.62

Patch Wind Loads

Patch
Load
Case*

Distance above the
base (mm)

Mid-height of
patch load
Elevation

(mm)

Patch load
wind

pressure

(w l**')

Load
per panel

(N)

Load
per node

(N)Bottom
end

(mm)

Top
end

(mm)

Case-1 0 8534 4267 223.16 751.65 23.49

Gase-2 8534 1 7068 12802 249.08 838.93 26.22

Case-3 1 7068 25602 21336 262.13 882.90 27.59

Case-4 25602 34136 29870 271.10 913.12 28.53

Case-5 341 36 42672 38404 278.00 936.35 29.26

Case-6 42672 44806 43738 281.64 237.15 29.64
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Using the patch wind loads listed in Tables 3.8 and 3.g twelve independent static

non-linear analyses were carried out to determine the maximum absolute values

of the combined windward chord stresses under the patch loading. Values of

minimum stress ís considered to be SMIN I , the most critical for tower design.

These values, along with appropriate patch loads are shown in Figs. 3.63 to 3.75.

Table 3.9 Patch Wind Load Cases part-b

Patch Wind Loads

Patch
Load
Case*

Distance above the
base (mm)

Mid-height of
patch load
Elevation

(mm)

Patch load
wind

pressure

(ul**')

Load I Load
per panel I Rer nooe

I(N) I (N)Bottom
end

(mm)

Top
end

(mm)

Case-7 0 4267 2134 208.22 349.15 21.82

Case-8 4267 12802 8534 239.18 805.60 25.17

Gase-9 12802 21336 1 7069 256.35 863.42 26.98

Gase-10 21336 29870 25603 266.95 899.15 28.10

Case-11 29870 38405 341 38 274.74 925.39 28.92

Gase-12 38405 44806 41605 280.23 709.62 22.18

* Refer to Fig. 3.62
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From each of the twelve patch load cases, values of combined windward chord

stress SMINI (MPa) were extracted and plotted for comparison purposes in Figs.

3.76 and 3.77 . The resultant patch load respo n". 7 r, was than calculated using

a square-root-sum-of-squares (SRSS) method from the following equation:

rPL (3.57)

where:

TpL¡ = value of the response in question for the ith patch load case, and,

n = total number of patch load cases.
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Numerical lnvestiqations
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Fig. 3.76 SMlNl, for Patch Load Casel-6 Fig.3.77 SMlNl, for Patch Load Case 7-12

The resultant patch load response from all loading cases ís shown in Figs. 3.78.

Using the conservative formula for simple scaling outlined in Clause H3.1 of

CSA-S37-01 Standard, the dynamic response at any location along the tower

was calculated according to formula given by Eq. 3.53 and is shown in Fig. 3.79.

By analysing the peak response to simple scaling it can be seen that the

maximum stresses (SMlNl) occur at the bottom of the tower and are equal to:

-130.89 MPa (-18984 psi) and 106.94 MPa (15509 psi), as shown in Fig. 3.79.

+Case-7
. Case€

+Case€
+ Case-10

+ Case-11

-:- Case-1z
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These results indicate a significant increase in the magnitude of stress as

compared to the maximum stresses obtained from statíc analysis. The peak

response analysis, using the simple scaling, results in a conservative estimation

of the desired response. Therefore, a more detailed approach prescribed by

Clause H3.1 of the CSA-S37-01 Standard, must be undertaken. using a

background scaling factor Ãu=0.7;a resonant magnification factorA*=0.99; a
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turbulent length scale factor 4r:0.77; and, a peak factor gp=4.00, the design

response of the mast can be evaluated as follows:

rrt* ).u * )"^ * 4r * g, = r+ rptx2.l3

Results based on detailed scaling are plotted along with the results from simple

scaling in Fig. 3.80. The values of peak response for detailed scaling are in the

range of -78.63 MPa (-1 1404 psi) and 54.68 MPa (7930 psi) which are closer to

the values of -70.82 MPa ( -10272 psi) and TS.B2 Mpa (10998 psi) obtained

from static analysis.

On the basis of the results from the dynamic analysis, the tower must be

designed for a maximum combined compressive stress equal to -7B.63 Mpa

(-11404 psi). This value will be compared in Chapter 6 with a compressive

buckling strength of the tower bottom chords.

N umerical lnvestioations

TPL = t'* (3.58)
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Experimental Proqram

4.1 lntroduction

The purpose of the experimental program was to validate the finite element

model developed in the research program. The tower segment chosen for testing

was 8.53 m (28 ft) long and it was representing the bottom portion of a 45 m (147

ft) tower. This segment consisted of four equal parls ínterconnected with sleeve

brackets. The experimental program consisted of both static and dynamic testing

of the tower segment under service and factored wind loadings

4.1,1 Composite Latticed Truss Development

The idea of a fílament wound composite latticed towers was introduced by Dr.

Dimos Polyzois3, as a consequence of his studies in filament wound poles and

filament wound wind turbine towers. The major benefit of this new technology

would be significant reduction of the structure's weight and low maintenance

costs due to their excellent resistance to corrosion. To make it possible, the

filament winding of lattice towers required the manufacturing of a special

collapsible mandrel. Such a mandrel was designed and manufactured by

Cormorant Advanced Composites of Winnipega. Mandrel folding sides ensured

that the latticed tower wound on the outer sudace of the mandrel could be easily

removed after curing. The mandrel cross sectional dimensions were dictated by

size of the tower parts, the mandrel weight, as well as the overall cost of mandrel

3 Professor, Faculty of Engineering University of Manitoba

a Patent is pending through Cormorant Advanced Composites
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Exoerimental Prooram

manufacturing. The mandrel had to be light enough to enable manual, multiple

tread continuous winding.

4.1,2lnitial Selection of Cross Section

lnitially, a significant amount of time was spent to establish the desired tower

section dimensions. The final arrangement of chord and bracing diagonals, was

selected for ease of production and to provide the bending and torsional stiffness

required. One of the leading factors in selecting these properties was the mandrel

cost which dictated the maximum dimensions of the specimen. Also, ease of

winding and de-moulding, together with weight, were the crucial factors

especially since all manufacturing was done manually.

The structural properties of the section, shown in Fig. 3.2, were established

through the Finite Element Analysis. The completed tower section is shown in

Fig. 4.1.

Fig.4.1 Compfeted Tower Section

4.2 Static Testing of FRP Tower Segment Test Set-Up

The tower segment specimen consisted of four identical sections assembled

horizontally, with the loading applied vertically (upwards) as shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Exnerimental Prooram

Strong Wall

Simulated Uniformly Distributed Wind Load

P¡nned Connection

1 Set of guyed cables

Lab concretefloor

Fig. 4.2 Tower segment configuration for testing (units are in mm)

Four, 2.134 m (7 ft) sections were joined by specially designed FRP sleeve

brackets. The right side of the specimen was supported by one set of cables and

the left side was attached to a vertical concrete wall via steel base. A "whiffle

tree" loading arrangement, shown in Figs. 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, was designed to

provide the uniformly distributed lateral load to the tower. The loading was

applied by an overhead crane and was monitored by a calibrated load cell. The

eight distributed forces applied to the tower specÍmen were measured using

calibrated strain gauges, shown in Fig. 4.6. The deflection of the tower was

monitored by three Linear Motion Transducers (LMT's) at spliced locations and

one Linear Variable Displacement Transducer (LVDT) at the end as shown in

Fig. 4.4. The tower segment was tested horizontally, attached to a concrete

strong wall through a knife edge which allowed for free rotation of the tower in the

plane of loading. The base plate holding the tower to concrete strong wall was
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secured by diwidag bars prestressed

any lateral movements.

to 165 MPa (24 kips) tensile force to avoid

Fig. 4.3 Test set-up

Concrete Slrong l/lhll

To overheiìd crane

LOAD CELL

$| r-oaa cell, strain
gðuges

I rr.ar,', lvor

Stroilg Stntctural Floor

Fig. 4-4 schematic drawing of scared test set-up (units are in mm)
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Experimental Proqram

Fig. 4.5 Loading applied to "wiffle tree system,'

To measure stress variation across the specimen a total of 32 strain gauges were

attached to one side of the test segment plus two at the supporting guy cables,

as shown in Fig. 4.6.

W - STRqIN GAUGES

Fig. 4.6 Strain gauges attachments

8D'
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Experimental Proqram

4.2.1 Design and Manufacturing of Tower Base

The tower specimen was designed to be simply supported with a pinned base at

one end and cable supports at the other end. The steel tower base is shown in

Figs.4.7 and 4.8. The base was fabricated from 76.2mm (3 in) O.D. standard

steel pipes, structural steel angles, and a circular 12.T mm (0.5 in) thick steel

base plate (CSA-S-1 6.1-94,1995). All parts were welded together. The base legs

were attached to the FRP tower sections by 12.7 mm (0.5 in) dia. steel bolts

connected with countersink nuts and washers to prevent slip under loading

reversals. The end of the tower base was connected to a wall plate via a pin with

full moment release. The bolts were tightened manually using a calibrated torque

wrench.

Fig. 4.7 Tower base detail
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Experimental Program

Fig. 4.8 Tower base attachment

4.2-2 Design and Manufacturing of rower connections

The tower specimen consisted of four identical sections as described

lndividual sections were interconnected by means of a sleeve bracket

consisting of two identical pieces, shown in Fig. 4.g, and joined together,

as shown in Fig. 4.10.

T-
q

%

Top brace

Fig. 4.9 Bracket for joining

lgl
,i-r ffi]-r_l ,, t t ,, ,, I I

nl 

---T

Bottom brace

segments together (units are in mm)
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Fi1.4.10 Sleeve bracket connection (units are in mm)

The sleeve connection consisted of two pultruded FRP plates, glued together

with resin. They were cut from a 12.7 mm (0.5 in) thick flat sheet fabricated by

Bedford Reinforced Plastics lnc. (Bedford Reinforced Plastic Manual, 2007). This

sheet was reporied to have an ultimate tensile strength of 165 MPa (24 ksi) in the

fiber direction and 69 MPa (10 ksi) perpendicular to the fibers, respectively. Their

ultimate compressive strength was listed as 165 MPa (24 ksi) in longitudinal

direction and 121 MPa (17.5 ksi) in the transverse direction, respectively.

Outside brackets were connected by four g.5 mm ( 3/8" dia.) bolts connected with

countersink nuts and washers. The bolts were also tightened with a calibrated

wrench. The sleeve bracket was inserted from the bottom of the chords and than

resin filled plugs were applied, as shown in Fig. 4.10, to prevent any bracket

movement in horizontal direction during testing. The trial sleeve connection is

shown in Fig. 4.11.
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Fig. 4.11 Strain gauges attachments

4.2.3 Test Procedure

The test set-up for the tower specimen is shown in Fig. 4.3. The test started by

setting the initial readings for all instruments on the data acquisition system equal

to zero' By using the overhead crane, a verticat loading was applied to the top of
the "wiffle tree" roading arrangement shown in Fig. 4.s. The roading was

monitored by a load cell and eight strain gauges attached to load bars and two

strain gauges attached to end brackets, shown in Fig. 4.12. To monitor strain,

strain gauges were attached on both sides of the splice in the connected

segments, as shown in Fig. 4.11.
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Fig. 4.12 Bars with strain gauges

The loading was applied slowly untilthe load cell readings recorded a force equal
to 5'14 kN (1 155'47lbs). This loading was equivarent to a uniformry distributed
factored wind load acting on the bottom segment of the full scale tower. The eight
equal loads applied to the tower specimen approximated this uniform wínd profile
well' Readings from three LMT's located at the joint sections and one LVDT at
the end of segment, ten strain gauges attached to loading bars and 32 strain
gauges attached to the one side of tower itself, were automaticalry recorded by
the data acquisition system. Because of the significant amount of data being
generated, the LabvrEW program was set to record 4 readings per second. A'
data were cotected and stored on a personar computer for further anarysis.
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Experimental program

4.3 Dynamic Testing of FRp rowe¡" segment Test set-up

lnstead of testing the tower segment in the first mode of vibration which is
torsional, as shown in Figure 3.46, we choose to perform dynamic test in the first

flexural mode' This was due to the fact that the utility available was not suitable

for set up ín torsional mode. As the weight distribution play a dominant role for

natural frequencies, the tower specimen was erected in the vertical position for
dynamic testing, as shown in Fig. 4.13.

To overhead crane
Guy cables
3 - Thus

Column Extension

LVDT.4

LVDT-2
Acc.3

Tower Segmenl Supporling Steet
Frame

Pinned base

Fig. 4.13 Tower segment configuration for dynamic testing_elevation
(units are in mm)
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Experimental Program

The tower specimen was connected at the bottom to a steel pinned base and

was supported at the top by 3 guy cables oriented at 12O deg, as shown in Fig.

4.14.

Pulley and qu ick release Concrete Strong \4/all
bra cket

Outrigger with LVDT's
and accelerometers

Steel FRAME

Tower Base

Segment %#M
L- Direction of vibrations

Fig. 4.14 Tower segment configuration for dynamic testing-plan (units are in mm)

The guy cables were hand pretensioned by three turnbuckle bolts and the whole

tower was carefully aligned to a veftical position using a level. The tower

specimen consisted of four, 2.134 m (7 ft) sections joined together by sleeve

connections. This base was shorter than that used for static testing, but provided

the same degree of freedom. The loading at the middle section of the tower was

applied by the overhead crane through a pulley and the readings were recorded

by a calibrated load cell, as shown in Fig. 4.15. All instrumentation was secured

by heavy structural steel frame connected to concrete strong wall by extra steel
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bracket to eliminate frame movement in the perpendicular direction, as shown ín

Fig.4.16.

Fig. 4.15 Test set-up, north _south configuration
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Fig- 4.16 Test set-up, west _east configuration
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The iower's initial deflection and vibrations were measured by Linear Motion
Transducers (LMT's) attached at four locations: three at splice locations and one
near the top âs, shown in Figs. 4.13, 4.15 and 4.16. Additionaily, three
accelerometers were attached at segment splices to monitor the vibrations of the
tower, as shown in Fig. 4.17.

The load was transmitted via a cable attached to a pulley and a quick release
bracket as shown ín Fig. 4-15. Due to clearance restrictions in the lab, the tower
base was redesigned, as described in section 4.3.2.

Fig. 4.17 Test set-up, instrumentation
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4'3'1 lmprovements to Tower sreeve Gonnections

After static testíng, the tower segment was disassembled and the FRp inserts
were grued to the chord members by resin, as shown in Fig. 4.18. Arso, new resin
plugs were praced at the end of each insert. After that, the connection was

Fig' 4.1g sreeve bracket connection for dynamic testingbefore attachment of plates

ground flatted and top and bottom plates were positioned and interconnected by
four g'53 mm (3/8 in) dia bolts with lock nuts and sprit washers as shown in Fig.
4'19' The borts were tightened by a caribrated torque wrench.

Sleeve bracket connection for dynamic testingafter attachment of plates -' -'"v't
Fi1.4.19
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4.3.2 hlew Tower Base

Due to a clearance restriction between the lab floor and the overhead crane

girder, the tower could not be erected vertically with the same base used for

static analysis. Therefore, a rìew, shorler base was fabricated to accommodate

the height restrictions, as shown in Fig. 4.20.

Fig. 4.20 Tower base for dynamic testing

The tower base plate was secured to the concrete floor by two prestressed

diwidag rods (up to 275 MPa (a0 ksi) per rod) and connected with nuts and

washers.

12.7 mm (1l2inl
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4.3.3 Vibration Test procedure

All instruments were calibrated prior to their attachment to the tower specimen.
The LVDT'' were calibrated using a micrometer. The following scale factors were
used: LVDTI- scare factor 37-2g4g mmA/; LVDT2- scare factor 36.8232 mmN;
LVDT3- scare factor 37.g237mmA/; and, LVDT4- scare factor 37.1916 mmA/.

Three- high sensitivity 3 -axis, accererometers, with a precision reading of +r_ 2 n
(series cxL02LF1Z-R-AL) were used. These did not require calibration, although
small DC voltage was applied due the length of the extension wires. The road cell
was calibrated using an MTS machine as shown in Fig. 4.21.

Fi1.4.21 Load cell calibration
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From calibration data, the scale factor for the load cell was found to be 4.4T kNl

mV' After the instruments were atiached to the data acquisition system, all initial

readings were set to zero. Then, the overhead crane was connected through a

cable to the load cell and the quick release bracket. The loading was applied in

small increments. A calibrated load cell was used to monitor the applied load.

Once a predetermined displacement of the tower was reached, the loading was

suddenly released using the quick release bracket and the tower was allowed to

vibrate freely until it came to a complete stop. The deflection limit was set to 55

mm (2'2 in) to match the maximum deflection recorded during static testing of the

tower. The readings were collected on a desktop computer. Altogether, readings

from three accelerometers, four LVDTs and one load cell were collected. The Lab

VIEW program was set to record 128 readings per second in order to obtain

smooth and accurate vibration curyes. Altogether eight tests were conducted for

the tower from which four were selected for further data analysis. The objective

was to get the applied force at the predetermined level of 5.14 kN or, at SSmm

lateral deflections, as used for static segment testing. The vibration test data from

only four tests conducted (tests 16 to 1g) met these criteria.

This was not an easy task since the load was applied manually by increment

using an overhead crane and it sometimes was higher or smaller than required.

After each test, the tower was carefully aligned to a vertical position using a level.

The objective was to get the applied force at the predetermined level of 5.14 kN

or, at 55mm lateral deflections, as used for static segment testing. The vibration

test data from only four tests conducted met these criteria.
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5.1 GENERA.L

The experimentar resurts from the g.53 m (28 ft)tower segment are presented
and discussed in this chapter in the form of road-defrection and defrection versus
distance curves shown in Figs. 5.1,5.2,5.6 and 5.7. The test data are used to
validate the two FEM models discussed in chapter s. one FEM moder is used to
anaryse the fu, 45 m (147 ft) tower as we, as the 8.53 m (28 ft)tower segment.
Results from the sleeve FEM model developed to account for sleeve connections
between tower sections are also discussed. since the data acquisition system
used system lnternational (sl) units, all loadings are shown in kN, and a, rength
units are given in mm- rmperiar units are provided in parenthesis.

5.2 Analysis of Static Test Results

The tower segment, shown in Fig. 4.3, was tested to a maximum road of g x
0'644 kN = 5'14 kN (1155 lbs)' since the objective of the testing was to gather
data for the purpose of evaluating the FEM moders, the tower was not tested to
failure' The same tower segment was later retested to examine its behaviour
under vibration' The load-deflection curves obtained from the LMT,s and the
LVDT are shown in Fig' 5'1' The largest deflections were registered by LMï1 at
the midspan section of the segment- The resurts from the FEA arong the span
and atthe maximum roading of 5.14 kN (1155rbs) are shown in Fig.5.2 arong
with the experimental results' As indicated in Fig. s.2, there is a crose correration
between the two FEM moders discussed in chapter 3. Both FEM moders were
developed with identical boundary condition; i.e. pinned base and the free end
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supported by two guy cables with spring constants equal to the spring constant in

the full scale model (k=97 '82 kN/m (558.671bs/in)). The maximum deflection at

the midspan (LMT-1) was at 51.03 mm (2.01 in) as obtained from the sleeve

model and

Load-Deflection
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û

40 60

Deflections (mm)

Fig. 5.1 Load-deflection

Deflections vs. distance at 5.14 kN (l156 tbs)
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Fig- 5.2 Deflection along the tower segment at the max¡mum load
of 5.14 kN (1156 lbs)
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50'56 mm (1'99 in) as obtained from continuous moder. The experimentar resurt
at the same location was 80'58 mm (3-17 in). The difference may be attributed to
the flexibility of the cables supporting the tower segment and the srip of the
sleeve brackets connecting the tower sections together. The slip which occurred
at/a span, lz span and To span from the support is evident in Figs. 5.3, 5.4 and
5.5.

Slip in top chord at la span

Slip in top chord atlz span

Fig. 5.3

Fig.5.4
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Test data' FEM-sleeve model results and FEM-continuous model results us¡ng
an applied loading equal to 2.62 KN (ss9.92 lbs) are included in Fig. 5.6. The
maximum defrectíon at midspan (LMT-1) during testing was 36.60 mm (1 .44 in),
whire the sreeve F.E. moder gave 26.45 mm (1.04 in) and the continuous F.E.
model gave 26'21 mm (1'03 in). The experimental and predicted load-deflection
curyes at the midspan of the tested tower segment up to a maximum total load of
5.14 kN (1155 lbs), are shown in Fig. 5.7.

obviously' the resutts indicate that the test specimen exhibited much greater
deflections than those predicted by the FEA. The difference in deflections
between test and the FEM moders, as shown in Figs. s.2 and 5.6, at the end of
the tower segment is attributed to the difference in the stiffness of the cables
used for test and the stiffness of the cables used for FEM models. The stiflness
in FEM models was adjusted to the stiffness in full scale tower, while the stiffness
of cabres used for testing was not adjusted in the same way.

Fig. 5.5 Slíp in top chord atyo span
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Discussions of results

The slip of the sleeve brackets which occurred in the static testing was caused by

lack of bond between the insefts and chords as shown in Fig. 5.g.

Fig. 5.8 Sleeve bracket connection for static testing

This problem was eliminated by improvements to tower sleeve connections

described in Section 4.3.1.

5.3 Strain Distribution Analysis

Strains obtained from strain gauges located at various tower locations, shown in

Fig. 5.9 were plotted to analyse the strain variation as a function of the applied

loading. Straíns curyes were also verified by FEA of tower segment loaded with

service loadings. As shown in Fig. 5.10 the tower acts as a beam with the top

chord resisting tension and bottom chords resisting compression.

NOT GLUED TO
CHORD BEAMS
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E&6 - STRAIN GAUGES

Fig. 5.9 strain gauges location arong one side of the tower segment
(units are in mm)

Shear

Bending Moment

Fig. 5.10 shear and bending moment diagrams for tower segment

The maximum magnitude of these forces is at the mid-span and diminishes

towards the supports. The web of this beam, in this case, consists of diagonal

members, resisting the shear. The maximum shear is in the diagonals closer to

8D'
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Discussions of results

the suppo¡1s and diminishes near the mid-span. This observatÍon is evident in the

strain values recorded along various points across the span of the tower. The

results obtained through the FEA are shown in Fig. s.11.

Fig. 5.11 sDlR, direct axiar stress (psi) arong the tower segment

The load strain curves, shown in Fig. 5.j2, indicate that the top and bottom

chords in the members located at the end of the specimen carried very small

loading' This is to be expected since these chords are close to the simply

supported ends provided by the guy cables. The maximum strain in diagonals at

the same location was recorded in member 8D" as shown in Fig. 5.13. This is to

be expected since this diagonat carries a substantial shear force, as shown in

Fig' 5'10' Diagonal member BD is a zero force member, as indicated in Fig.

5.13.
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Fig. 5.12 Strains in chords at the end

Load-strain curve in diagonals at the end
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Fig. 5.13 Strains in diagonals at the end
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The strains in the top and bottom chords at the 7o - spanfrom the tower base are
shown in Fig' 5'14' The results indicate that the strains in the top chord, strain
gauges 6Ï and 7T ' are considerably higher than the strains recorded by strain
gauges 68 and 78 in the bottom chords. The strains in the top chord are atmost
double the strains recorded in the bottom chord. lt should be pointed out, that
there are two chords on the bottom (compression side) sharing the road, whire
there is onry one chord in the top (tension side) of the ratticed tower.

Load-strain curve in chords at St4span from base

Fig. 5.14 Strains in chords atTa span

The strains recorded in the top chord (strain gauges 6T and zr) decrease above
the applied loading of 3.5 kN, indicating that a sleeve connection relaxation

z
Ð
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Strain (milistrain)
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occurred at that point. The strains in the diagonals at the T¿ _

Fig.5.15.

span, are shown in

Load-strain curve at jl4 span from base

0 0.05

Strain (milistrain)

Fig.5.1S Strains in diagonals at % span

strain in diagonal 6D' was not recorded due to malfunctioning of the strain

gauge' The strains in diagonal 6D are significanfly less than the strains in

diagonals 7D and ZD,, as expected.

The strains in the top and bottom chords at the mid-span are shown in Fig. s.16.

strain gauges 5T and 5D did not function properly and no data were recorded. As

explained earlier, there are two chords along the bottom side (compression side)

of the tower, whire there is onry a singre chord arong the top (tension side). As a
result' the strains along the top are considerably higher than the strains along the

bottom side, as shown in Fig. 5.16. ln addition to the direct stresses, shown in

z
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Fi'.5.11, there are bending stresses induced which vary arong the span, as
shown in Fig. S.1T and Fig. S.1g.
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Fig. 5.16

Strain (mitistrain)

Strains in chords at mid_span

Fig' 5'17 sMrNr minimum stress (psi) at joints iof the towersegment
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Fig- 5-18 SMAXI max¡mum stress (psi) at joints i of the tower segment

The maximum strain in the top chord, strain gauge 4T, corresponds to a tensile

stress of 24-B MPa (3.6 ksi). This is, however, not the maximum stress recorded

along tower segment. The maximum stress was recorded at the base of the

tower. The strains in the diagonals at mid-span are shown in Fig.5.19. The

strains in diagonals 4D and 4D' are significantly higher than the strains in

diagonals 5D and 5D', mostly due the increasing shear force towards the

supports. The maximum strain was recorded by strain gauge 4D' which

corresponds to a stress of 1.TB Mpa (253.8 psÍ).
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Load-strain curve in diagonals at the midspan
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Fig. b.1g Strains in diagonals at mid_ span

The straíns in the top and bottom chords at quarter span from the tower base are
shown in Fig' 5'20' The strain recorded in location 2B inthe bottom chord shows
a reversal in directíon from compression to tension when the appried load
reached 4 kN' while the direct stress in this member is compressive, as shown
in Fig' 5'11' the bending stresses become increasingry tensire causing a reversar
of stress at that point' Nevertheless the stress in this member remained small.
The reversal of stress is attributed to the uneven contact area of the connected
vertical braces' The stress in bottom chord 28 is changing sign because the load
bypass the bottom chord being transfer by a braces 2D,AND 3D,. The strains in
the diagonals at the quarter span are shown in Fig. 5.21. The strains in diagonal
follow the path of load transfer between diagonals and chords as verified by the
FEA findings.
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Fig. 5.20 Strains in chords at quafter span

Load-strain curve in diagonars at 1/4 span from base
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Fig. 5.21 Strains in diagonals at quarter span
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The strains in both the top and bottom chords at the tower base are shown in Fig.

5'22' They follow the load path at the end of the segment where presence of high
bending stresses causes the strain in the bottom chord to reach a maximum for
entire segment' while the FEA assumes a linear behaviour, the test results
indicate that the member behaviour become non-linear after the load reached 1.S

kN' The same observation can be made in the behaviour of the diagonal 1D,,

shown in Fíg' 5'23' This behaviour may be attributed to the redistríbution of
forces from the bottom chords (18) to the top chord (1T) and the diagonar (1D,).

The maximum compressive strain recorded in the bottom chord 1B was equal to
-2300 lts (0'23%) as shown in Fig. 5.22. The maximum tensile straín registered

in the top chord lTwas equal to 1440 pS (0.14%), as shown in Fig. 5.22.

The strains in the bottom and top chords correspond to approximately 58.54 Mpa
(B'49 ksi) in compression and 36.61 MPa (5.31 ksi) ín tension using an average
value for the modulus of elasticity in the longitudinal direction equal to

4:25.44GPa (3.69x103 Æsi).These stresses are 1T o/o and 6 % of the

maximum compressive and tensÍle capacity of the material for longitudinal tensile

and compressive strengths taken as Fr,,, :610.2 Mpa (gg.5 frsÐ and

Fr"u :342.7 fuIpa (49.7 ksi) (Burachynsky,2006).
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Load-strain curve in chords at the base
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Fig. 5.22 Strains in chords at the base

Load-strain curve in diagonals at the base
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Fig. 5.23 Strains in diagonals at the base
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The maximum compressive and tensile straÍns in the diagonals were also
recorded at the base, as shown in Fig. 5.23 and were equar to _250 lts
(0'025%) for member 1D and 0.32 ps (0.032%) formember lD,. These strains

correspond, approximatery, to 6.34 Mpa (0.g2 ksi) in compression and g.13 Mpa
(1'18 ksi) in tensíon' lt is evident that the values of maximum stresses at the
support are well below the maximum strength limits.

5.4 Analysis of Experimentar Resurts from Dynamic Tests

The tower segment, shown in Figs. 4.15 and 4.16, was roaded to a maximum
load of 5'14 kN (1155 lbs) applied at the mid height and the load was suddenly
released' The díagram showing the initial deflections along the tower, prior to
load release, is shown in Fig. s.24. The test was repeated four times. The
maximum initial deflections at the point of load application at mid height of the
tower ranged from s5 mm (2.16 in) to sB mm (2.28 in). For the purpose of
validating a single degree of freedom model of the free vibrating tower segment,
the data obtained from all LVDT's are included here. The vibration tests lasted
about 60 sec' Typical time history diagrams for all LVDT's are shown in Fig. s.2s.

For the vibration anarysis, 1 sec intervar of time was used, and typicar
displacements versus time curves for Tests 16 to 1g are presented on Figs. 5.26
to 5'29' respectively' The test results show similar patterns of displacement for all
LVDT readings.
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Fig. 5-24 Deflections along the tower prior the load release

Fig. 5.25 Vibration Test Time History for Test-16

Vibration Test Time History
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Vibration in tower Test-16
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Fig. 5.26 Vibration in tower Test_16

Fig. 5.27 Vibration in tower Test_17
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Vibration in tower Test-19
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Fig. 5.28 Vibration in tower Test_18

Fig. 5.29 Vibration in tower Test-19
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Discussions of results

A schematic drawing showing the displacement versus time for all LVDT's along

the tower height for Test-16 is presented in Fig. S.30.
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Fig. 5.30 Vibration along tower Test-16

For validating the single degree of freedom model for damped vibration, only the

readings from the LVDT-4 located at the top of the tower segment were used.
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Discussions of results

The displacements along the tower height for three full cycles of vibrations for
Test-16 are presented in Fíg. S.31.

Tower Mode Shapes for B Cycles
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The kinetic energy stored in the tower at time t=0 was dissipated by the attached

cables and after three full cycles, the mid height section came to a rest position

from a maximum of 56.63 mm (2.23 in) dispracement to 8.42 mm (0.33 in), as

shown in Fig. 5.31.

5.5 Theoreticar Background of the Dynamic Anarysis

The tested tower segment was allowed to vibrate freely in one plane and was

modelled as a single degree of freedom system. The tower, disturbed from its
equilibrium position, vibrated freely at a natural frequency which was unique for

that single degree of freedom. A 3-D mechanical model of the tested tower

segment is shown on Fig. 5.32.

GUYED STEEL CABLES WITH
EQUIVALENT STFF¡JESS K

k1

FRP TOWER SEGI',IENT \4/TTH
EQUIVALENT ST]FFNESS

PINN ED
BASE

Fig- 5'32 3-D mechanicar moder of tested tower segment

ln this model the FRP tower segment is represented as an elastic beam with

stiffness EI , and cables are being represented as elastic springs with a spring
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Discussions of results

constant k . The tower is connected to the base by a pínned connection and at

the top by set of three cables. Because the applied load and the LVDT's were

directed in the XY plane, the 3-D model was replaced with 2-D model with the

addition of damper with a damping constant c to simulate an energy dissipation

mechanism, as shown in Fig. 5.33.

GUYED STEEL CABLES WITH
EQUIVALEIIT DAI'IPI¡IG c

DEFLECTED POSITIOT{

GUYED STEEL CABLES V/ITH
EQUIVALE¡¡T STIFFNESS ¿

¡-l
fr r ll
[a*;z 

*nJ

ASSUl'lED POSITIOT'I

I
i
I
\

i- ORIGINALEQUILIBRIU¡'I

I nosrrror'r

\
\
\

"l
ETASTIC EI

ANGLE OF ROTATION THETA

PIf.¡NED BASE

Fig. 5.33 2-D mechanícal model of tested tower segment

To further simplify the model, the elastic column was replaced with a rigid one

having a uniformly distributed mass m over the column length i (inclined

position). Wríting the angular momentum equilibrium about the pinned base, the

general equation for natural frequency will be:
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FI*FD**:o

where:

ml2 d'oF, =-- ^ - lnertiaforcet3dt'

FS=klx-> Spring force

dx
FD = ", * 

-+ Damping force

Therefore the equation of motion becomes:

ml2 d'o dx

-- 
. +cl-+klx=0

3 dt' dt

But, x = / x sin 0 andfor smail angres, x = I xá so by eriminating 0 theequation

of motion becomes:

m d'x dx
- " +c-+Ju:0 or3 dt' dt

d'x 3c dx 3lü
-l+ *-=0
dt' mdt m

Equations 5'3 and 5'4 represent second order differential equations of motíon

for the tower segment. Assuming a sorution in the form x(t):ç"st and

substituting it in to Eq. 5.4, the auxiliary equation becomes:

.t 3cs 3kJ'¿+-+_-0mm

The roots of Eq. 6.5 are as follows:

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.1)
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w#l (5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.e)

(5.10)

Taking the quantity under root of Eq. 5.6 equal to zero yields:

2 EEzL ==trt^l---mú)c 3 \m 3 n

Equation 5.7 describes the critical damping constants for a system.

The natural circular frequencys for the system is given by Eq. 5.8 below.

EECù =.l-n ,,1 m

The damping ratio or factor for the system can be expressed as:

,- c 3c 
^l-5"_=-:--'- c"- zJzn--tñ

while the damped frequency of oscillation can be expressed as:

,d ='FZ * rn:

The values of the damping ratro Ç, calculated from the test results, is a major

component for solving the linearized equation of motion (Tedesco, et al. l ggg) for

the system in terms of x. The damping factor is necessary to calculate the

system's natural frequencies.

5 Natural frequency of the tower segment was alternatively calculated using the "Generalized

single degree of freedom system approach". The natural frequency obtained was lower than that

reported in the Thesis because, the top of the tested tower segment was constrained by 3 guy

cables.

3k ( z"\2__t_t
m lz*)
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Discussions of results

5.6 Galculation of Dynamic properfies from Test Data

From the analysis of the data from Test -16, shown ín Fig. 5.26 a one second

interval of the deflection recorded by LVDT4, placed at the top of tower segment

was analysed, as shown in Fig. 5.34. Knowing that the rate of sampling for the

data acquisition system was set to 128 readings per second, the time interval

between four full cycles of vibration was calculated as ATd:0.g2g7 sec, âs

shown in Fig. 5.34.

Test-16

y=50.1580 mm

Free damped vibration 1-sec interval
y=10.8817 mm

1 5
50
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30
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't0
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1.6250 sec

Td=0.9297 sec

E
E
U,

c.o
Eoo
(ç

o-
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õ

* LVDT4

Time {sec)

1.37 1.42 r !z r.æ

Fig. 5.34 1-sec intervalfor LVDT4, Test-16

From this unique property of the vibrating tower segment, several dynamic

properties including the damped period To, the damped natural frequencies;Ç,
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Discussions of results

the logarithmic decrement á, and the damping factor Ç could be calculated.

These properties are as follows:

0.9297lo=- 
4 =0'232425sec

.fo=+=4-302463H2
1d

u = !r,( +l = 1u' I 
so.r sso'l 

= 0.3820n \X,.,,) 4 (tO.SStZ) "'"'

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)

segment

(5.15)

natural

(5.16)

:0.0607<1 = underdamped system

The natural circular frequency and the circular frequency of the tower

can be calculated from the following equation:

,.\ cÙd 2nf¿_T-"__T--tr tlççt tlçç'

After related substitutions, the natural circular frequency and the

frequency of the tower segment was calculated as:

:27.08312 4
S

f,:!= -a' -27'0-83345 =4.3to44lHzrn T 2xn '¿xnT (5.17)

ln the assumed model, the equivalent elastic spring constant k of a¡ cables has

to be known since the lateral stiffness of the tower does not contribute to the

2zf¿ 2xtrx4.302463:-:
t!t-ç2 'lro.oeot2
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equ¡valent stiffness of the system. This is due to the fact that the bottom of the
tower is free to rotate in the direction of applíed load. The mass of the tower m
was estimated from the masses of individual sections to be gB.3B kg (216.39 lb).
ln terms of dynamic units the mass is :

m -9g.3g 
N s2

m

The varue of the equivarent spring constant for the supporting springs can be
calculated from Eq. s.1g, which was direcfly modified from Eq. 5.8, as foilows:

k=Ø1 m 
-27.08332 

x0.0984
= 23.9063 4

m

Therefore, the system criticar damping factor can be obtained from Eq. 5.2 as,

C =ztEI*,-rt@c 3 - 

-=''""k!t

m

The system damping coefficient can be obtained from Eq. s.9 as,

c = Ç * C, = 0.0607 xl.770g : 0.10745 kN s

m

Therefore, the damping naturarfrequency Ís calcutated from Eq. 5.10.

Ød=rl;Çryû)n
= 26.9908 (5.21)

The dynamic properties of the tower are risted in Tabre s.1.

The undamped naturat frequency of the tower segment, computed as 4.31 Hz
was obtained for the cable configuration used in the rab. As discussed earlier, the
natural frequency depends on the cable pretension and the cable axial stiffness.
By increasing the cable pretension, the tower lateral vibration decreased, causing

(5.18)

(5.1e)

(5.20)

rad
S
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s of results

in turn, the natural frequency of vibration to increase. The

frequency obtained from test data is compared to results from

findings included in sections 3.6.6.2 and 3.6.6.4.

value of natural

the FE analysis

Table 5. 1 Dynamic Properties of Tower Segment

*Note: Tower stiffness calculated based on the segment deflection at mid-height
(X=56.6 mm), where the point load was applied.
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Discussio

5.7 coMPARlsoN of FEM Model and rest Deflection under

Service Loads

Comparison of the deflected shape of the 8.53 m (28 ft) tower segment shown in

Fig. 5.35 under service loading obtained from the FEM analysis and test data

from dynamic analysis at time 0, as indícated in Fig. 7.31, atfour locations along

the tower was undertaken. The results from ANSYS are plotted along with the

experimental data in Fig. 5.35. The results show that there is a very close

correlation between test data and FEM findings. This gives validity to the

theoretical model developed.

Max Deflections under
service load

-35 _25 _15 _5

Deflections (mm)

Fig. 5.35 Comparison of FEM model and Test deflection under service loads
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Recommendations for the Design of Gomposite Towers

GI-IAPTER 6

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE DESIGN OF

COMPOSITE TOWERS
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6.1 General

The effect of fibre volume fraction on mechanícal properties of composite
material used for fabrication of latticed tower segment as well as strength failure
evaluation of the FRP tower were investigated and are discussed in this chapter.
Also' a prediction of the maximum compressive loads based on the Euler formula
was undertaken.

6'2 Effect of Fibre vorume Fraction on Mechanicar properties of
FRP Towers

The fabricated FRP tower segments consisted of unidirectional

hence properties of unidirectionar ramina were used in the
properties of ramina constítuencies are províded in Tabre 6.1.

Table 6.1 properties of constituencies for unidirectionar ramina
(Burachynsky, 2006)

fibres lamina;

analysis. The

Tensile Modutus Gpa (psi) 72.4 (1.05 x 10?) 2.81(4.08x105)

Tensile strength Gpa (psi) 2.4 (3.45x 10s) 0.0s4 (7.85 x 103)

Shear Modutus Gpa (psi) 30 (4.35 x 106) 1.38 (2.00 x 10s)

Density g/mm^3 (lb/in^3) 0.002s (0.0e2) 0.0016 (0.05e)
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According to industry standards for unidirectional lamina, the typical content of

fibre volume fraction (Kaw, 1997) ranges between S0 to TO o/o, as shown in Table

6-2' By using the industrial filament winding process, the highest fibre volume

fractions for unidirectional lamina is around T0%.

Table 6.2 Typical fibre volume fractions (Kaw, lggl)

Reinforcement
Form

Possible range of fibre
volume fractions (%)

Typical value for fibre
volume fraction (%)

unidirectional 50-70 65

WOVEN 35-55 45

random mat 10-30 20

Conservatively, the typical value for fibre volume fraction of unidirectional

reinforced composites can be taken as V, = 650/o. Using the rule of mixture, given

by Eq. 3'1 in Chapter-3, the modulus of elasticity in the fibre direction (tensile

modulus) for a range of fibre volume fractions was computed and is shown and

shown in Fig. 6.1.
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Recommendations for the Design of Composite Towers

Fibre Volume Fraction vs Elastic modulus Er {GPa}
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Fig. 6.1 Modulus of elasticíty in fibre direction
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The elastic modulus in the fibre direction is shown in Fig. 6.1 as a function of the

fibre volume fraction. The test tag indicates the value of particular mechanical

properties, in this case, elastic modulus used in fabrication and testing of tower

segment. The test was performed separately by Ungkurapinan (2005) and

Burachynsky (2006).

Using the inverse rule of mixture, given by Eqs' 3'3, 3'4 and 3'5 in Chapter-3' the

tensile modulus in the direction perpendicular to the fibres was calculated and is

shown in Fig. 6.2. The results indicate that the three methods give quite different

results. The test data fit well the rule of mixture curve. The Major Poisson's ratio,

the ln -Plane shear Modulus and composite Density curves shown in Figs' 6'3,

6.4 and 6.5, respectively, as a function of the Fibre Volume Fraction'
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Fibre Volume Fraction vs Elastic modulus E, {Gpa}
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The mechanical properties constants for the recommended maximum fibre

volume fraction of V¡ :65o/o are listed in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3 Mechanical properties for unidirectional lamína

Used in the original
FEM analysis
at Vt=36.9o¡

Values at
v¡=65Y'

Et= GPa(psi) 25.44 (3.69x 10ó) 41.71 (6.92x 106)

Er: GPa (psi) 4.24 (0.615x 106) 7.38 (1.07 x 106)

Dtz 0.3s 0.3

Gt2:GPa@sí) 2.76 (0.4x 106) 4.15 (6.03x10s)

p:glnrrî (tul¡rf> 0.0021 (0.076) 0.0022 (0.08)

The behaviour of the FRP tower was re-evaluated using the new set of

mechanical properlies and the FE ANSYS 8.1 program. The deflections of the

tower with prestressed and not prestressed cables are shown in Fig. 6.6. The

results indicate that the increase in fibre volume fraction to a maximum value of

65% reduces the tip deflection by 15.54 mm (0.612 in) or 7.5% of the towerwhen

the cables are not prestressed and by 14.41 mm (0.567 in) or T.O % in the tower

when the cables are prestressed. At the same time, the mass of the tower

increases by a negligible amount of 19 kg Ø2 lb). Therefore, increasing the

volume of fibres results in an increase in the stiffness of the tower mast and

reduces lateral deflections. The extra cost associated with an increase in volume
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fraction must be taken into consideration in order to make this

economically viable. The current cost of E-glass fibres varies between g

dollars per kg, depending on the manufacturer.
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Therefore the increase of tower mass by 19 kg will increase the cost of these

fibres to $ 38 to $ z0 dollars for a tower segmento. This increase in cost is small,

making the option of increasíng the fibre volume fraction economically sound.

A deflection and cost comparison between a full scale FRp tower and an

6 The cost of tower segment prototype including the design, material and labour was

$2,000.00. This price does not incrude manufacturing of collapsible mandrel.
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equ¡valent steel tower was included in Appendix-B. The conclusion was that the

average cost of materials required for construction of a FRp tower is lower than

the cost for an equivalent steel tower.

6.3 strength Fairure Evaruation of the FRp Tower

Based on the Failure Theories for unidirectional lamina ouflined in Chapter-3,

there are five strength parameters associated with two material axes, one parallel

to fibres and one perpendicular: tension and compression in the axis parallel to

fibres; tension and compression in the axis perpendicular to fibres; and, shear

strength of a unidirectional lamina. The material properties used in the analysis of
the FRP tower were obtained from test data presented by Burachynsky (2006)

and Ungkurapinan (2005) and are listed in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4 Ultimate strength parameters

Material Properties

Longitudinal Tensile ( Frr' ) 610.2 MPa (BB.s ksi)

Longitudinal compressive (.{', ) 324.67 MPa (49.7 ksi)

Transverse tensile ( F;,' ) 12.29 MPa (1.78 ksi)

Transverse compressive ( Ff,) 69.64 MPa (10.1 ksi)

ln-plane shear ( F', ) 37.23 MPa (5.41ksi)
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From the four theories discussed in Chapter-3 only two, the Maximum Stress

Failure theory and the Tsai-Wu interactive failure theory were used in this thesis

to evaluate the strength of the tower composite members. The Maximum Stress

Failure theory does not account for the interaction between the stress

components acting along the principal axis. A failure envelope for this theory,

based on the ultimate strength parameters listed in Table 6.4 is shown in Fig. 6.2.

To be able to account for the interaction between stress components under the

general state of plane stress with unequal tensile and compressive strengths, the

Tsai-Wu criterion, outlined in Sectíon 3.4.8.4 was used. Using the properties

given by Eq. 3.22,the failure envelope was constructed and is shown in Fig.6.7.
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+ Tsai-Wu Theory
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As indicated in Fig. 6.7, the "no fairure zone" shows the area of safe stress
components for FRP tower. Thus , the positive maximum tensile stress is limited
to + 12'29 MPa (+ l.le ksi) in the direction perpendicular to the fibres and the
negative maximum compressive stress is limited to -6g.64 Mpa (-10.1 ksi) ín the
same direction' ln the direction parallel to fibres the maximum positíve stress is

limited to 610'2 MPa (88'5 ksi) and maximum compressive stress is limited to
-342'67 MPa (-49'7 ksi). From the numerical analysis of the full scale tower

outlined ín chapter 3, the maxímum stresses under the most critical load cases
were listed in Table 6.5. lncorporating the values of the most unfavourable

combinations of negative and positive stresses listed in Table 6.5 and

Table 6.5 Maximum tower stresses from the static FEM anarysis underLoad Case_1" and Load Case_2""

Tower Stress component

Maximum longitudinalstress under Load Case_1 (q )

Maximum longitudinal stress under Load Case_ 2 (ot)

-68.22il72.77

-61.42t75.83

-9.89/+10.55

-10.27t+10.99

Maximum transverse stress under Load Case_1 ( o, )

Maximum transverse stress under Load Case_ 2 (oz)

-5.96/+5.96

-4.581+4.99

-0.86/+0.86

-0.641+0.73

ln plane shear stress under Load Case_ 1 (rn)

ln plane shear stress under Load Case_ 2 (T,r)

-4.58/+5.69

-4.88/+S.SZ

-0.66/+0.89

-0.711+0.81* see Fig. 3.M, ** see Fig. 3.7(Ð
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material propert¡es listed in Table 6.4 into the Tsai-Wu equation (Eq.2.22)yielded

the value 0.393- This value is well below unity. Therefore, the FRp tower is safe

from failure with a large margin of safety for static loadings. lt is important to point

out that tower members are carrying the load in the most favourable axial

direction. The transverse and shear stresses which are trying to pull the fibres

apart, are relatively small. Due to high longitudinal loading and small cross

sections of tower mast members, failure may occur due to geometric instability

(buckling) rather than of the material failure. This possible mode of failure is

discussed below.

6.4 Buckling of Unidirect¡onal Lamina

Since the maximum compressive stresses occur in the vertical chords of the

tower, the compressive strength of the unidirectional lamina plays a critical role in

the tower design.

The most important development in the area of predicting the failure mechanism

of composites under compressive stresses is the micromechanical model

formulated by Rosen (1964), who states that the failure mode is one of fibre

microbuckling resisted by the matrix. Fibre microbuckling is defíned as fibre

instability followed by decreased capability of the fibres to carry load, with the

final result being matrix failure by overstressing (Kaw, 1gg7). The model used by

Rosen (1964) to develop his theory assumes that the fibres can be idealized as

2D slabs of thickness h, as shown in Fig. 6.g.
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Fig. 6.8 Fibre-buckling model (Rosen,1964)

The fibres are equally spaced and are separated by a matrix slab of thickness 2c,

where 2c represents the space between fibres taken by matrix, and h indicate the

thickness of single fibre. The compressive load P is applied vertically to initially

straight fibres. Elastic buckling occurs in two distinctive modes:

The first, called extension mode, assumes that the fibres and the matrix exhibit

anti-phase deformations, as shown in Fig. 6.9. The second mode, called shear

buckling mode, assumes that the fibre and the matrix exhibit in-phase

deformation (same deformed shape), as shown in Fig. 6.10.

l,þ*l

1997) Fig.
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using the energy approach, Rosen (1964) calculated the critical buckling force p
of the fibre in extension mode in terms of fibre vorume fractíon as:

p=2h@
\ 3(t _ r/ì , (6.1 )

where:

h= width of the fibre

V, =,fibre volume fraction

E^= malrix elastic modulus

E ¡ =fibre elastic modulus

Associated with this critical buckling load, is the criticar stress for the ramina,
expressed as:

o=2V,@, 
v ¡(l 

_vr) 
rc.2)

According to the shear buckring mode, the criticar buckring road is given by
t-'='L*-2.+g)'l (63)

where:

z = integer

Z = length of fibre

G_ =shear modulus of matrix

The second term in the square brackets is much smaller than the first, and
therefore, can be neglected. Thus,
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l-r
P=hl G^ 

I

Lr,Q-vl l
The critical stress according to the shear buckling mode is given as,

PGÆ- - m

h V.V'J'm

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6 6)

(6.7)

The critical stress according to the two modes of failure, the extension and shear

buckling modes, are as follows:

Extension mode of failure: ac*e : r, - @'r!-v-
Shear mode of faílure or^r:fu

To be able to investigate the relation between fibre volume fraction and critical

buckling stresses in extension and shear modes the critical buckling stresses

given by equations 6.6 and 6.7 were plotted in Fig. 6.11.
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The results shown in Fig. 6.11 indicate that the extension mode of failure is more

critical for higher fibre volume fractions while the shear mode governs the failure

in low fibre volume fractions. For the value of fibre volume fraction of 36.8% the

critical buckling stress, according to the extension mode, is 462.6 Mpa (67.1 ksi)

while according to the shear mode of failure it is 5g2.9 MPa (86 ksi). Both of

these values are much higher than the compressive stress of 58.54 Mpa (g.4g

ksi) observed during testing and reported on page 1g3.

6.5 Prediction of Maximum compressive Load Based on

Euler Formula

Based on the Euler's formula for slender elastic columns, the critical buckling

load of the slender column is equal to:

Pt= tr'EI
(6.8)(kL)'

where, k is the effective length factor which depends on the type of supports.

The failure associated with this force involves sudden lateral deflections without

deformation of the cross section. The effect of the shear deformation on the

buckling load is taken into account by dividing p, by (t.&), where G is the

shear modulus and A is the cross sectional area of the member. Based on the

geometry of the tower chord shown in Fig. 6.12, and assuming pin-pin boundary

conditions (k=1.0) for each the slenderness ratio .î=k*L" was calculated asr
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A=83. z, was assumed to be 4s7 mm(1g in) and r=5.499rmm (0.2165 ín),
based on the dimensions shown in Fig. 6.12,and on the basis of a slenderness
ratio 2 = 93, the criticar Eurer buckring road for the one reg of chord member,
shown in Fig' 6'12' was calculated using Eq. 6.8 . The resurts are shown in Tabre
6'6' A modurus of etasticity in the direction pararer to fibres of
4 =25-44 Gpa :(3.6g1 106 psi) and the moment of rnertia of

Er=7.0974gx700 mmo =(o.ozø+rnr) were used in the carcuratíons. The
criticar stress was obtained by dividing the Eurer buckring road by the cross _
sectional area of a single leg A=363 mm2 ç0.5625 in2) .

Fig- 6.12 Tower chord geometry for Eurer Load carcurations (units are in mm)
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Table 6.6 Euler load and critical stresses for a single leg in the tower chord

Euler buckling load* Critical stress Gritical stress with shear
deformation

1s.18 kN (2.e6 kip) 36.33 MPa (5.27 ksi) 35.50 MPa (5.15 ksi)

* based on fibre volume fraction of 36.g%

The effect of shear was taken into account using a value for in-plane shear

modulus Gn=2.758 GPa (0.4x106 psi) and an area of single leg as

A:363 mm2 10.5625 in2). the critical stress, taking into account shear

deformation is shown in Table 6.6.

Using the maximum value forthe compressive stress of -35.50 Mpa (-5.15 ksi)

for a single leg, the FRP tower chord is 2 x -35.50 Mpa (-5.1s ksi) = -7L 0o Mpa

(-10'30 ksi). This value is higher than the maximum compressive stress of -6g.22

MPa (-9.89 ksi) the chord would be subjected to, under the loading described in

Chapter-3, paragraph 3.6.3.2.3.

However, the value of the critical Euler stress for tower chords equal to -71.00

MPa (-9.89 ksi) is lower that the maximum combined compressive stress -7g.63

MPa (-11.4 ksi) obtained from dynamic analysis in paragraph 3.6.g.1.

Because of that, the tower bottom segment must have its chords cross sectional

areas increased.
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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Summary and conclusions

7.1 Summary and conclusions

A composite guyed lattÍced tower was investigated in this study. Both theoretical

and experimental work was carried out. Latticed tower sections were designed by

a research team and were fabricated by Cormorant Composites of Winnipeg

using the filament winding process and a collapsible mandrel. They were later

tested under static and dynamic loading. Glass fibre (1 100 TEX) and epoxy resin

(10512005) supplied by West System were used to fabricate the tower sections.

The experimental program was carried out in two stages. ln the first stage, an

B'53 m (28 ft) tower segment was tested under static loading using a "Whiffle

Tree" arrangement. The uniformly dÍstributed loading was applied to the tower

specimen through a system of point loads resembling wind loading acting at the

bottom section of a 45 m (147 ft) full scale tower. The data collected consisted of

deflections along the span of the tower in the direction of the applied load; strains

at several critical locations; and, loads at their points of applicatíons. ln the

second stage of the experimental program the tower specimen was tested under

dynamic loading. The vibration data were collected using three accelerometers

and linear motions transducers.

The ANSYS 8.1 finite element program was used to simulate the behaviour of the

tested tower segment as well as the behaviour of the 45 m (14T ft) tower. The

chord members along the three corners of the tower, as well as all bracing

members, were modelled using BEAM4 elements from the ANSYS elements

library. The guy cables were modeiled using coMBlNl4 etements.
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The guy cables in the full scale towerwere modelled using Link10 tension only

elements' All tower members were modelled with material properties obtained

through unidirectional coupons tests conducted by ungkurapinan (2005) and

Burachynsky (2006)' The theoretical models were compared to and verified with

experimental data' Good agreement between numerical findings and test data

was achieved suggesting the accuracy and validity of the theoretical models.

The numerical models verified by experiments were used for the design of the
guyed tower prototype. Maximum tip deflections under service loading with and

without prestress were obtained. Also maximum combined stresses in the vertical

chord members and in the horizontal and vertical braces for two distinctive load

cases were obtained theoretically. The stresses were compared to maximum

strengths obtained from test data. The dynamic analysis using the patch load

method, recommended by the csA-s37-01 standard, was implemented. The

results of the tower response to dynamic wind fluctuation were obtained using

both simple and detailed scaling procedure and then compared to the response

under static wind loading. A comparative analysis involving a full scale 45 m (147
ft) steel tower was atso performed. Based on experimental and numerical results

the following conclusions were drawn:
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Conclusions from the static testing and analysis of the FRp tower segment:

" The theoretical deflections of an g.53 m (28 ft) tower segment and an

equivalent section of a full scale tower compare well, proving the validity of

the developed model.

o Deflections of the tested B.s3 m (28 ft) tower segment are larger than

those obtained from numerical modelling due to observed slip in the

connections.

. The deflection at the midspan of the B.s3 m (28 ft) segment according to

the FE model was 29.s5 mm (1.16 in) undera factored loading of 5.14

kN (1156 lbs) and 10.39 mm (0.41 in) undera service loading of 2.62 kN

(589.92 lbs). These defrections correspond to Ll2Bg and LlB21,

respectively, where L is referred as a length of the tower segment.

" The maximum stresses for tension and compression recorded at the base

of the tower segment are 36.61 Mpa (5.31 ksi) and sB.s4 Mpa (8.49 ksi).

These are 6 o/o ãÍ\d 17 % of the maximum tensile and compressive

capacity of the composite material from which they were made.
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Summarv and conclusions

Gonclusions from the dynamic testing and analysis of the FRp tower

segment:

' The natural víbration of the 8.53 m (2s ft) tower segment tested in the

upright position closely resemble one determined through the FE modal

and harmonic analysís.

" The undamped natural frequency of the vibrating tower segment was

calculated as 4.31 Hz.

. The first flexural natural frequency of vibration of the 45m (147 ft) tower is

0.219 Hz and is lower than the natural frequency of the tested FRP tower

segment 4.3104 Hzby the factor of 20.

o There is a very close correlation between the deflected shape of the tower

segment based on test data and that obtained through the FEA proving

validity of the Gust Factor Method.

' The dynamic analysis of the full scale tower using the patch Load

Method, recommended by csA-s37-01, indicates that by using the

detailed scaling the Patch Load Method gives similar results to the

Gust Factor Method.
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Summary and conclusions

conclusions from the FE static analysis of FRp 4sm (141ft) tower:

o By introducing an equar prestress of 2.76 Mpa (400 psi) to all cables, the

tower tip deflection can be reduced by 1 4.4 % if no antenna is present and

by 11o/oif an antenna is attached.

o The maximum factored guy force with 10% guy prestress equivalent to 1.78

kN (400 lb) is equalto 17.37 kN (3.9 kips), which is just underthe breaking

strength of 1T.78 kN (3.99 kips) of the guy cabtes.

" The highest combined stress from static analysis for both load Cases 1

(load normal to a side) and Case 2 (load parallel to a side) is -68.22 Mpa

(-9894.6 psi) and does not govern the design of tower.

' The maximum compressive buckling strength of tower chords, based on a

fibre volume fraction of 36.g%, is -71.00 Mpa (-10.30 ksi) and is higher than

the experimental maximum compressive stress of -sB.B Mpa (-8.4g ksi).

conclusions from the FEM dynamic anarysis of FRp Asm (147 ft) tower:

On the basis of the results from the dynamic analysis of the tower with fibre

volume fraction of 36.8%, the tower must be designed for a maximum combined

compressive stress equal to -78.63 MPa (-11.4 ksi). This value is higher than

maximum compressive buckling strength of the tower chords of -71.00 Mpa
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Summary and conclusions

(-10.30 ksi) but much lower than the ultimate longitudinal compressive strength of

lamina equal to -324.67 MPa (49.7 ksi). To increase the buckling strength of the

tower bottom chords, it is recommended that the chords of the bottom segment

have its cross seciional area increased.

7.2 Recommendation for future research

The research presented in this thesís for the development of composíte guyed

latticed towers is the first of its kind. The innovative concept of filament winding

using the space truss arrangement and a collapsible mandrel presents another

alternative for lattice technology in the composites industry. The next stage of this

research program will include the fabrication of a 5867 mm (19.25 ft) tower

sections for the construction of an 82 m (269.5 ft) FRP tower. The process of

filament winding will be fully automated using a programmable filament winding

machine. Although several aspects of the composite lattice tower were

investigated, there are still a number of areas of research that must be carried

out in order to produce economically viable guyed composite towers.

These include,

lnvestigation of connections

capable of taking variety of

environmental conditions.

lnvestigation of the guyed

pedormance of the tower.

between tower sections to produce towers

static and dynamic stresses under actual

cables as the affect the overall dynamic
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Summarv and conclusions

o Further testing of tower segments to evaluate the maximum compressive

buckling strength of the tower chords.

. lnvestigation of the effect of environmental conditions, like moisture, UV

light and temperature on the tower performance.

o Study of snow and ice accumulation on tower and cables should be

conducted to verify the CSA-S37-01 provisions.

. Evaluation of the effect of an increased fibre volume fraction on tower

stiffness and compressive strength trough testíng.

" lnvestigation of the FRP tower under cycling loading to assess

the fatigue strength of the connection between tower segments.

. Examination of appropriate tower coatings to prevent moisture and

UV penetration in tower members.

o lnvestigation of composite guy anchors to eliminate galvanic corrosion.

o lnvestigation of structural optimization of the FRP tower from the point of

view of manufacturing, transportation and assembly.
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ANSYS INPUT FILES
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A.1 INPUT FILE FOR 8.53 rn (28 ft) FRP T',OWER EGMENT

ANSYS command file to perform 3D Frame analysis of 4 section tower segment

Cables modelled using LlNK10 elements

126.0000, -6.347000,-10.99100
136.5000, 3172000,-5.495500
't47.0000, 12.69100,0.000000

/PREP7
ff|TLE,ANALYSIS OF 4-SECTION FRP TOWER (28 FEET LONG)-TOWER-CABLES NO

INITIAL PRESTRESS

K, 1, 0.000000, -6.347000 , 10.99100
K, 2, 0.000000, -6.347000 ,-10.99100
K, 3, 0.000000, 12.69100 , 0.000000
K, 4, 21.00000, 12.69100 , 0.000000
K, 5, 31.50000, 3.172000 , 5.495500
K, 6, 21.00000, -6.347000 , 10.99100
K, 7, 10.50000, 3J72AO0, 5.495500
K, 8, 10.50000, -6.347000,0.000000
K, 9, 10.50000, 3j72000, -5.495500
K, 10, 31.50000, -6.347000, 0.000000
K, 11, 21.00000, -6.347000, -10.99100
K, 12, 31.50000, 3.172000, -5.495500
K, 13, 42.00000, 12.69100 , 0.000000
K, 14, 52.50000, 3.172000, 5.495500
K, 15, 42.00000, -6.347000, 10.99100
K, 16, 52.50000, -6.347000, 0.000000
K, 17, 42.00000, -6.347000 , -10.99100
K, 18, 52.50000, 3.172000, -5.495500
K, 19, 63.00000, 12.69100,0.000000
K, 20, 73.50000, 3.172000, 5.495500

K, 21, 63.00000 , -6.347000 ,10.99100
K, 22, 73.50000 , -6.347000,0.000000
K, 23, 63.00000 , -6.347000 ,-10.99100
K, 24, 73.50000 , 3.172000,-5.495500
K, 25, 105.0000 , 12.69100 ,0.000000
K, 26, 115.5000 , 3j72000,5.495500
K, 27, 105.0000 , -6.347000 ,10.99100
K, 28, 115.5000 , -6.347000 ,0.000000
K, 29, 84.00000 , 12.69100 ,0.000000
K, 30, 94.50000 , 3.172000,5.495500
K, 31, 105.0000 , -6.347000 ,-10.99100
K, 32, 84.00000 , -6.347000 , 10.99100
K, 33, 115.5000 , 3j72000 ,-5.495500
K, 34, 94.50000 , -6.347000 ,0.000000
K, 35, 84.00000 , -6.347000,-10.99100
K, 36, 126.0000 , 12.69100 ,0.000000
K, 37, 136.5000 , 3.172000 ,5.495500
K, 38, 94.50000 , 3.172000 ,-5.495500
K, 39, 126.0000 , -6.347000 ,10.99100
K. 40, 136.5000, -6.347000 ,0.000000

K, 41,
K, 42,
K, 43,
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44, 157.5000 ,

45, 147.0000 ,

46, 157.5000 ,

47, 147.0000 ,

48, 157.5000,
49, 189.0000,
50, 199.5000 ,

51, 189.0000,
52, 199.5000,
53, 168.0000 ,

54, 178.5000 ,

55, 189.0000 ,

56, 168.0000 ,

58, 178.5000 ,

59, 168.0000 ,

60, 210.0000 ,

3.172000 ,5.495500
-6.347000 ,10.99100
-6.347000 ,0.000000
-6.347000 ,-10.99100
3.172000 ,-5.495s00
12.69100 ,0.000000
3.172000 ,5.49s500

-6.347000 ,10.99100
-6.347000 ,0.000000
12.69100 ,0.000000
3.172000 ,5.495500

-6.347000 ,-10.99100
3.172000 ,10.99100

-6.347000 ,0.000000
-6.347000, -10.99100
12.69100 ,0.000000

L, 4,5
L, 6,5
L, 6, 10
L, 3,7
L, 11, 10
L, 1, 7
L, 11, 12
L, 1, I
L, 4, 12
L, 2,8
L, 13, 14
L,2,9
L, 15, 14
L, 3,9
L, 15, 16
L, 17, 16
L, 17, 18
L, 13, 18
L, 19, 20
L, 21, 20

L, 21, 22
L, 23, 22
L, 23, 24
L, 19, 24
1,3,4
L, 4, 13
L, 13, 19
L, 1, 6
L, 6, 15
L, 15, 2'l
L, 7, 4
L, 7, 6
L, 5, 13
L, 5, 15
L, 14, 19
L, 14, 21
L, 2, 11

L, 11. 17
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L, 17, 23
L, 10, 17
L, 9, 11
L,9,4
L, 8, 11

1,8,6
L, 12, 17
L, 12, 13
L, 10, 15
L, 18, 23
L, 18, 19
L, 16, 23
L, 16, 21

LGEN,4,ALL,,,84

!ELEVATION=84"
L,23,70
L,19,64
L,21,67
L,24,70
L,24,64
L,20,64
L,20,67
L,22,67
L,22,70

!HORIZONTAL BRACE
L,67,64
L,64,70
L,70,67

!ELEVATION=168"

1,78,88
L,g2,g4
L,80,91
1,79,88
L,79,91
1,83,94
L,83,88
L,8l,94
L,g1,g1

!HORIZONTAL BRACE
L,88,94
L,94,91
1,91,88

!ELEVATION=252"
L,106,118
L,102,112
L,104,115
L,107,118
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L,107,112
L,103,112
L,1 03,1 1 s
1,105,1 18
1,105,1 15

!HORIZONTAL BRACE
L,112,118
L,118,115
L,115,112

!ELEVATION=336"

K, 132, 336,
K, 133, 336,
K, 134, 336,

L,126,134
L,129,132
L,1 30, 1 33
L,131,134
L,127,134
L,127,132
L,131,133
L,129,132

L,129,133

-6.3470, 10.991
-6.3470, -10.991
12.691, 0

!HORIZONTAL BRACE
L,132,133
L,133,134
L,134,132

!BASE
K,137,-24,0,0
L,137,1
L,137,2
L,137,3
L,1,2
L,2,3
L,3,'1

!GUYS
K, 1 35,325,-46.50,g3.25
K, 1 36, 325,-46.50,-83.25
L,132,135
L,133,136

!ELEMENT ryPE

IREAL CONSTANT VARIATION TO ACCOUNT FOR ROTATION OF LOVAL CS TOGLOBAL CS

ET,1,BEAM4

IPROPERTIES OF VERTICAL COLUMNS
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! R, 1,3.0,3.937 4,1 .0,2,3,!AREA=3 tN^2

!R, 1, 1 .5, 1 .9686,0. 1 25,1,3,_120 !THETA=_1 20

R,1,1.12s,i.4766,0.0s27,0.7s,3,-120 ITHETA=-120 !COLUMNN_1,REAL coNSTANT_1

IAREA = 1 -1 25, rzZ =i .47 66, ryy =0.0527, TKZ=0.T s,rKy=3, TH E T A= -1 zo

ËT,I,BEAM4

!PROPERTIES OF VERTICAL COLUMNS

! R,2,3.0,3.9 37 4,1 .0,2,g,!AREA=3 tN^2

R,2,1.125,1.4766,0.0s22,0.2s,3,-60 lTHETA=-60 tcoLUMNN_2,REAL coNSTANT_2

IAREA = 1-12s, rZZ =1.4766, ryy=O.0s27 ,TKZ=O.T5,TKy=3,THETA=-60

ET,1,BEAM4

!PROPERTIES OF VERTICAL COLUMNS

! R,3,3.0,3.937 4,1 .0,2,3,!AREA=3 lN^2

R,3,1.12s,1.4766,0.0s27,0.75,3,-go lTHETA=-90 !coLUMNN_3,REAL coNSTANT_3

IAREA = 1 -1 25, rZZ =1 -4r 66, ryy =0.0 s27,TKZ=O.7 s,TKy=3, TH ETA=-90

!PROPERTIES OF CROSS-BRACINGS

R,4,0.25, 0.0 052,0.0052,0.5,0.5, I REAL CONSTANT_4

!PROPRTIES OF HORIZ BRACINGS

R, 5,0.500,0 .01 04,0.0 417, 1 .0,0.5,90 I REAL CONSTANT_5

!AREA=O.5, IZZ=0.0 1 04,lyy=O.04 1 7,Tl(Z=1,TKy=O.S,TH ETA=90

!PROPRTIES OF GUY CABLES

!ET,2,COMB|N14 ! Etement type 2

!R,6,373.34 ! NO INITIAL PRESTRESS
!SPR|Nc CONSTANT =37 3.54

ET,2,LINK1O,,O,,
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R,6,O.O2B5,O ! NO INITIAL PRESTRESS

!R,6,0.0285,0.00048397 !INITIAL STRAIN FROM 4OOLB PRESTRESS ON 3/16''GUY
CABLE !REAL CONSTANT-o
!R,6,0.035,0,00039406 !INITIAL STRAIN FROM 4OOLB PRESTRESS ON 1/4'' GUY
CABLE
!AREA=0.0285, ISTRN=O FOR NO PRESTRESS

!ORTHOTROPIC MATRIAL PROPERTIES-TOWER

MP,EX,1,3.69e6 !LB/tN^2 !MATER|AL TypE-1
MP,EY,1,0.61 5e6 !LBilN^2
MP,82,1,0.61 5e6 ! LB/tN^2
MP,cXY,1,0.4e6 !LB/|N^2
MP,cYZ,1,0.4e6 !LB/lN^2
MP,GXZ,1,0.4e6 !LB/|N^2
MP,PRXY,1,O.35
MP,PRYZ,1,O.06
MP,PRXZ,1,O.35
MP,DENS, I,O.076 !LB/IN^3

! ISOTROPIC MATRIAL PROPERTIES-GUYS

MP,EX,2,29E6 IMATERIAL TYPE-2
MP,PRXY,2,O.3
MP, DENS,2,O.2B4 ! LB/IN^3

! ISOTROPIC MATRIAL PROPERTIES-BASE

MP,EX,3,29E6 IMATERIAL TYPE-3
MP,PRXY,3,O.3
MP,DENS,3,O.284 ! LB/IN^3

ET,3,P|PEI6 ! EIEMENT TYPE = ptpE 16

KEYOPT,1,6,1 ! changed option to give the extra force and mom output!*
R,7,3,0.1875,! Realconstant=7, Material=3, outside Diameter, wallihickness!*

LSEL,ALL
1ATT,1,4,1 !MAT-1,REAL-4,TYPE-1 !CROSS-BRACING

LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LOC,Y,12.691 !COLUMN-3
LATT,1,3,1

LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LOC,Z,1 0,991 !COLUMN-1
LAÏT,1,1,1

LSEL,ALL
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LSEL,S,LOC,Z,-1 0.991 !COLUMN-2
LATT,1,2,1

LSEL,ALL

!GUY CABLES

LSEL,S,LINE,,259
LATT,2,6,2
LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,260
L{TT,2,6,2
LSEL,ALL

!HORIZ BRACING

LSEL,S,LOC,X,84 !HORIZ-BRACING
LATT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,X,168 !HORIZ-BRACING
L4TT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,X,252 I HORIZ-BRACING
LATT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,X,336 !HORIZ-BRACING
LATT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,X,-24,0
LSEL, R,1IN|.,,253,255,1
LATT,3,7,3
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,X,O,O
LS EL, R, LI N 8,,256,258,1
14TT,3,7,3
LSEL,ALL

LESIZE,ALL,,,1
LMESH,ALL
!

!

FINISH !FINISH PREPROCESSOR
!

/SOLU !ENTER SOLUTION PHASE
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!APPLY CONSTRAINS

!"BOUNDARY CNDITIONS

DK,137,UX,O
DK,137,UY,O
DK,137,U2,0

DK,135,UX,O
DK,135,UY,O
DK,135,UZ,O

DK,136,UX,O
DK,136,UY,O
DK,136,UZ,O

IDEFINE FORCES ON KEYPOINTS

! POINT LOADINGS ON PANELS

!CASE-1

A=73.74!DISTANCE 21"
B=73.74!DISTANCE 03"
C=73.74!DISTANCE 10S'
D=73.74!DISTANCE 147"
E=73.74!DISTANCE l89"
F=73.74!DISTANCE 231'
G=73.74ID|STANCE 273"
H=73.74!DISTANCE 315"

ICASE-1

FK,4,FY,A,/3
FK,6,FY,A,/3
FK,11,FY,N3

FK,19,FY,A/3
FK,21,FY,A/3
FK,23,FY,A/3

FK,57,FY,A/3
FK,62,FY,N3
FK,66,FY,A/3

FK,78,FY,A/3
FK,80,FY,A/3
FK,82,FY,A/3

FK,84,FY,A/3
FK,86,FY,A/3
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FK,9O,FY,AJ3

FK,102,FY,A/3
FK,104,FY,AJ3
FK,106,FY,A/3

FK,11O,FY,AJ3
FK,1O8,FY,A/3
FK,1 14,FY,AJ3

FK,126,FY,A/3
FK,128,FY,AJ3
FK,130,FY,A/3

!EXTRA FORCE ON THE END

!FK,132,FY,117.226
!FK,133,FY,117 .226
!FK,134,FY,117 .226

/PBC,U,,1

LPLOT,ALL

ACEL,,1 IGRAVITY IN Y-DIRECTION

!/OUTPUT,'MASS','txt','C:\May92005\STATIC G RAVIT\',, 0

/PBC,F,,1
!!!
!!!
!!!

/SOLU
ANTYPE,STATIC
NLGEOM,ON !NON LINEAR GEOMETRY ANALYSIS ACTIVATED
AUTOTS,ON IAUTO TIME STEPPING
NSUBST,1O,1OOO,1 ISETS SIZE OF FIRST SUBSTEP TO 1I1O OF TOTAL LOAD, MAX
SUBST.lOOO
OUTRES,ALL,ALL

SOLVE
FINISH

/POST1
PRRSOL,F

!AXIAL,STRESS
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ETABLE,SAXL,LS,l
ETABLE,ROTATION, ROT,Y

ETABLE,SMAXI,NMISC,l
ETABLE,SMAXJ,NMISC,3
ETABLE,SMINI,NMISC,2
ETABLE,SMINJ,NMISC,4

ETABLE,MMOMXI,SMISC,4 !MAX MOMENI AT ''NODE I''

ETABLE, MMOMXJ,SM ISC, 1 O

ETABLE,MMOMYI,SMISC,5
ETABLE,MMOMYJ,SM ISC, 1 1

ETABLE,MMOMZI,SMISC,6
ETABLE,MMOMZJ,SMISC, 1 2

ETABLE,MFRXI,SMISC,l !MAX FORCE AT ''NODE I''

ETABLE,MFRXJ,SMISC,T

ETABLE,MFRYI,SMISC,2
ETABLE,MFRYJ,SMISC,S

ETABLE,MFRZI,SMISC,3
ETABLE,MFRZJ,SMISC,9

ETABLE,SDIR,LS,l ,6
ETABLE,SBYT,LS,2,7
ETABLE,SBYB,LS,3,B
ETABLE,SBZT,L5,4,9
ETABLE,SBZB,LS,5,1O

ETABLE, EPI NAXL, LEPTH, 3

PLDISP,2 IPLOT DEFORMED SHAPE
PLNSOL,U,SUM,O,1 !PLOT CONTOUROF DEFLECTIONS

/PBC,U,,1
/PBC,F,,1

A/|EW, 1 ,1,1,1
/ANG, 1

/REP,FAST
/UDOC,l,CNTR,RIGHT
PLNSOL,U,Y

! LSEL,S, LO C,2;6.346,-7 20
!ESLL,S
!EPLOT
!LSEL,R,LOC,Y,0,336
!ESLL,R
IEPLOT

!LSEL,R,LOC,X,1 0.991,1247 .08
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!ESLL,R

I ESEL, R, E1F.M,,28,1 254
!/AUTO, 1

!iPBC,ALL,,O
!/REP
!iPSYMB,CS,1

!iPBC,ALL,,O
!/REP
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4.2 INPUT F¡LE FOR 45 m (14T fr ) FRp TOWER

!!

IANSYS command file to perform 3D Frame analysis of full (4s M LONG) tower
I

!CASE-1 - TOWER-CABLES NO PRESTRESS
!

ÆITLE,ANALYSIS OF 45 M LONG FRP - TOWER-CABLES NO PRESTRESS - CASE-1
SERVICE

/PREP7

K, 1, 10.99100,
K, 2, -10.99100 ,

K, 3, 0.000000 ,

K, 4, 0.000000 ,

K, 5, 5.495500 ,

K, 6, 10.99100 ,

K, 7, 5.495500 ,

K, 8, 0.000000 ,

K, 9, -5.495500 ,

K, 10, 0.000000 ,

K, 11, -10.99100,
K, 12, -5.495500 ,

K, 13, 0.000000 ,

K, 14, 5.495500 ,

K, 15, 10.99100,
K, 16, 0.000000,
K, 17, -10.99100,
K, 18, -5.495500 ,

K, 19, 0.000000 ,

K, 20, 5.495500 ,

K, 21, 10.99100,
K, 22, 0.000000 ,

K, 23, -10.99100 ,

K, 24, -5.495500 ,

K, 25, 0.000000 ,

K, 26, 5.495500 ,

K, 27, 10.99100,
K, 28, 0.000000 ,

K, 29, 0.000000 ,

K, 30, 5.495500 ,

K, 31, -10.99100,
K, 32, 10.99100,
K, 33, -5.495500 ,

K, 34, 0.000000 ,

K, 35, -10.99100 ,

K, 36, 0.000000 ,

K, 37, 5.495500 ,

K, 38, -5.495500,

0.000000,
0.000000,
0.000000,
21.00000,
31.s0000,
21.00000,
10.50000,
10.50000,
10.50000,
31.50000,
21.00000,
31.50000,
42.00000,
52.50000,
42.00000,
52.50000,
42.00000,
52.50000,
63.00000,
73.50000,

63.00000 ,

73.50000 ,

63.00000 ,

73.50000 ,

105.0000 ,

115.5000 ,

105.0000,
1 15.5000 ,

84.00000 ,

94.50000 ,

105.0000 ,

84.00000 ,

1 15.5000 ,

94.50000 ,

84.00000 ,

126.0000 ,

136.5000,
94.50000,

-6.347000
-6.347000
12.69100
12.69100
3.172000

-6.347000
3.172000

-6.347000
3.172000
-6.347000
-6.347000
3.172000
12.69100
3.172000

-6.347000
-6.347000
-6.347000
3.172000
12.69100
3.172000

-6.347000
-6.347000
-6.347000
3.172000
12.69100
3.172000

-6.347000
-6.347000
12.69100
3.172000
-6.347000
-6.347000
3.172000

-6.347000
-6.347000
12.69100
3.172000
3.172000
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K, 39,
K, 40,

10.99100, 126.0000, -6.347000
0.000000, 136.5000, -6.347000

126.0000 ,

136.5000 ,

147.0000 ,

157.5000,
, 147.0000 ,

157.5000,
147.0000,
157.5000 ,

189.0000 ,

199.5000,
189.0000,
199.5000 ,

168.0000,
178.5000 ,

189.0000,
'168.0000 

,

178.5000 ,

168.0000 ,

210.0000,

-6.347000
3.172000
12.69100
3.172000

-6.347000
-6.347000
-6.347000
3.172000
12.69100
3.172000

-6.347000
-6.347000
12.69100
3.172000
-6.347000
3.172000

-6.347000
-6.347000
12.69100

L, 4,5
L, 6,5
L, 6, 10
L, 3,7
L, 11, 10
L, 1, 7
L, 11, 12
L, 1, B

L, 4, 12
L, 2, B

L, 13, 14
L, 2,9
L, 15, 14
L, 3,9
L, 15, 16
L, 17, 16
L, 17, 18
L, 13, 18
L, 19, 20
L, 21, 20

L, 21, 22
L, 23, 22
L, 23, 24
L, 19, 24
L,3,4
L, 4, 13
L, 13, 19
L, 1, 6
L, 6, 15
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L, 15,
L, 7,
L, 7,
L, 5,
L, 5,
L, 14,
L, 14,
L, 2,
L, 11,
L, 17,
L, 10,
L, I,
L, 9,
L, I,
L, 8,
L, 12,
L, 12,
L, 10,
L, 18,
L, 18,
L, 16,
L, 16,

21
4
6
13
15
19
21

11

17
23
17

11

4
11

6
17
13
15
23
19
23
21

LGEN,4,ALL,,,,84

!ELEVATION=84"
L,23,70
L,19,64
L,21,67
L,24,70
L,24,64
L,20,64
L,20,67
L,22,67
L,22,70

!ELEVATION=168"

L,78,88
L,82,94
L,80,91
L,79,88
L,79,91
1,83,94
L,83,88
L,81,94
1,81,91

!ELEVATION=252"
L,1 06,1 1 g

L,102,112
L,104,115
L,107,119
L,107,112
L,103,112
L,103,1 15
L,1 05,1 1 8
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1,105,115
!HORIZONTAL BRACES

L,64,67
L,67,70
L,70,64
L,88,91
L,91,94
1,94,88
L,112,11s
1,1 15,118
L,118,112

LGEN,5,ALL,,,,336
LGEN,2,1 ,51,,,1680

!ELEVATION=336"
L,130,142
L,126,136
L,128,139
L,131,'t42
L,131,136
L,127,136
L,127,139
L,129,139
L,129,142

!ELEVATION=672"
L,226,238
L,222,232
L,224,235
L,227,238
L,227,232
L,223,232
L,223,235
L,225,235
L,225,238

!ELEVATION=1008"
L,322,334
1,318,328
L,320,331
L,323,334
L,323,329
L,319,329
L,319,331
L,321,331
L,321,334

!ELEVATION=1344"
L,416,427
L,414,424
L,418,430
L,415,427
L,415,424
L,417,427
L,417,430
L,419,430
L,419,424

!ELEVATION=1680"
L,514,526
L,510,520
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L,512,523
1,515,526
L,515,s20
1,513,523
L,513,526
L,511,520
L,511,523

K, 550, -10.991 ,1764.0,-6.347
K,544, O, 1764.0,12.691
K, 547, 10.991,1764.0,-6.347
!ELEVATION=1740"

1,538,550
L,534,544
L,536,547
L,539,550
1,539,544
1,535,544
L,535,547
L,537,547
1,537,550

!CROWN
L,544,547
L,547,550
L,550,544
K,0,0,1764
L,544,540
L,547,540
1,550,540

!BASE
K,551,0,-24,0
L,551,1
L,551,2
1,551,3
L,1,2
L,2,3
L,3,1

!GUYS SUPPORTS
K,5 52, 1 247 .O B,-24,-7 20
K,5 53,-1 247 .0 8,-24, -7 20
K,554,0,-24,1440

!BRACES AT GUY WIRE ELEVATIONS
1,139,136
L,136,142
L,142,139
L,235,232
L,232,239
L,238,235
L,331,329
L,328,334
L,334,331

L,427,424
L,424,430
L,430,427

L.523.520
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L,520,526
L,526,523

!GUYWIRES
1EL.336"
L,552,139
L,553,142
L,554,136
!F'L.672"
L,554,232
L,552,235
L,553,238
!E1.1008"
L,552,331
L,554,328
L,553,334
tEL.1344"
L,552,427
L,554,424
L,553,430
!E1.1680"
L,552,523
L,554,520
1,553,526

!ELEMENT TYPE

IREAL CONSTANT VARIATION TO ACCOUNT FOR ROTATION OF LOVAL CS TO
GLOBAL CS

ET,1,BEAM4

!PROPERTIES OF VERTICAL COLUMNS

I R, 1,3.0,3.937 4,1 .0,2,3,!AREA=3 lN^2

! R, 1, 1 .5, 1 .9686,0. 1 25,1,3,-1 20 lTHETA=_1 20

R,1,1.125,1.4766,0.0527,0.7s,3,-120 lTHETA=-120 !COLUMNN-1,REAL coNSTANT-1

IAREA = 1 .1 25, IZZ =1 .47 66, lyy=O. 0527, T l(Z=0.7 5,TKy=3,TH E T A=_i 20

ET,1,BEAM4

!PROPERTIES OF VERTICAL COLUMNS

! R,2,3.0,3.937 4,1 .0,2,3,!AREA=3 lN^2

R,2,1.125,1.4766,0.0s27,0.75,9,-60 lTHETA=-60 !coLUMNN-2,REAL CONSTANT-2
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IAREA = 1 .1 25, IZZ =1 .47 66, tyy=0.0522, TKZ=O.2 5,TKy=3,THETA=_60

ET,1,BEAM4

!PROPERTIES OF VERTICAL COLUMNS

!R,3,3.0,3.937 4,1 .0,2,3,!AREA=3 tN^2

R,3,1-12s,1.4766,0.0522,0.Ts,3,-90 TTHETA=-90 tcoLUMNN-3,REAL CONSTANT-3

IAREA = 1 .125,122 =1.4266, tyy=0.0527 ,IKZ=O.7S,TKy=3,THETA=_90

! PROPERTIES OF CROSS-BRACINGS

R,4,0.25,0.0052,0.0052,0.5,0.5, !REAL CONSTANT_4

!PROPRTIES OF HORIZ BRACINGS

R,5,0.500,0.0 1 04,0.041 7, 1 .0,0.5,90 I REAL CONSTANT_5

!AREA=O.5, IZZ=0.01 04,tyy=O.041 T,T|(Z=1,TKy=O.S,TH ETA=90

!PROPRTIES OF GUY CABLES

ET,2,LINK1O,,O,,

R,6,0.0285,0 !NO INITIAL PRESTRESS ON 3/I6''GUY CABLE !REAL CONSTANT-o
!

!

!R,6,0.0285,0.00048397 !INITIAL STRAIN FROM 4OOLB PRESTRESS ON 3/16,'GUY
CABLE !REAL CONSTANT-o
!R,6,0.035,0.00039406 !INITIAL STRAIN FROM 4OOLB PRESTRESS ON I/4,,GUY
CABLE

I ORTHOTROPIC MATRIAL PROPERTI ES-TOWER

MP,EX,'1,3.69e6 !LB/lN^2 !MATERIAL TypE-1
MP,EY,l,0.61 5e6 !LB/tN^2
MP,E2,1,0.61 5e6 ! LB/tN^2
MP,GXY,1,0.4e6 !LB/|N^2
MP,GYZ,1,0.4e6 !LB/tN^2
MP,cXZ,1,0.4e6 !LB/tN^2
MP,PRXY,1,O.35
MP,PRYZ,1,O.06
MP,PRXZ,1,O.35
MP,DENS, 1,0.076 I LB/IN^3
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! ISOTROPIC MATRIAL PROPERTI ES-GUYS

MP,EX,2,29E6 !MATERIAL TYPE-Z
MP,PRXY,2,O.3
MP,DENS,2,O.284 ! LB/IN^3

! ISOTROPIC MATRIAL PROPERTIES-BASE

MP,EX,3,29E6 !MATERIAL TYPE-3
MP,PRXY,3,O.3
MP,DENS,3,O.284 ! LB/IN^3

ET,3,P|PE16 ! EIEMENT TYPE = PIPE 16

KEYOPT,1,6,1 ! changed option to give the extra force and mom output!*
R,7,3,0.1875,! Real Constant=7, Material=3, Outside Diameter, Wallthickness!.

LSEL,ALL
14TT,1,4,1 !MAT-1,REAL-4,TYPE-1 !CROSS-BRACING

LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LOC,Z,12.691 !COLUMN-3
14TT,1,3,1

LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LOC,X,1O,991 !COLUMN-1
14TT,1,1,1

LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LOC,X,-1 0.991 !COLUMN-2
LHIT,1,2,1

LSEL,ALL !HORIZ-BRACING
LSEL,S,LOC,Y,336
L4TT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

!GUY CABLES

LSEL,S,LINE,,1345
LNÍT,2,6,2
LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,1342
L{TT,2,6,2
LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,1339
L41T,2,6,2
LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,1337
L{TT,2,6,2
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LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,I333
LATT,2,6,2
LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE.,,1346
L4T1,2,6,2
LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,1343
LATT,2,6,2
LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,134O
LATT,2,6,2
LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,1336
LATT,2,6,2
LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,1335
LATT,2,6,2
LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,1347
LA-|T,2,6,2
LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,1344
LATT,2,6,2
LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,1341
LATT,2,6,2
LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,1338
LATT,2,6,2
LSEL,ALL
LSEL,S,LINE,,1334
LATT,2,6,2
LSEL,ALL

!HORIZ BRACING

LSEL,S,LOC,Y,672
14TT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,Y,1OO8
LATT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,Y,1344
LSEL, R, LIN 8,,1 327,1 329,1,
14TT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,Y,1680
LSEL, R, LIN 8,,1 330,1 332,1,
LATT,1,5,1
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LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,Y,84
1ATT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,Y,168
1ATT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC ,Y,252
LATT,1,5,I
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC ,Y,420
1ATT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,Y,5O4
14TT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,Y,588
LATT,1,5,I
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,Y,756
14TT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,Y,84O
1ATT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,Y,924
L4TT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,Y,1O92
LSEL,R, LIN E,,952,954,1
1ATT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,Y,1176
LSEL, R, 1INE,,955,957, 1

LATT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC ,Y,1260
LSEL,R,LINE,,958,960, 1

14TT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,Y,1428
LSEL, R, LIN E,,1 192,1 194,1
LATT,1,5,I
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LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC ,Y,1512
LSEL, R, LINE,,1 1 95,1 197,1
1ATT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,Y,1596
LSEL, R, LINE,,1 1 98,1200,1
1ATT,1,5,1
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC ,Y,1764
LSEL,R,LINE,,1 306,1 308, 1

LATT,1,5,,I
LSEL,ALL

LSEL,S,LOC,Y,-24,0
LS EL, R, LI N 8,,1 31 2,1 31 4,1
14TT,3,7,3
LSEL,ALL

LESIZE,ALL,,,1
LMESH,ALL
!

!

FINISH IFINISH PREPROCESSOR
!

/SOLU !ENTER SOLUTION PHASE

IAPPLY CONSTRAINS

!-BOUNDARY CNDITIONS
DK,552,UX,O
DK,552,UY,O
DK,552,UZ,O
DK,553,UX,O
DK,553,UY,O
DK,553,UZ,O
DK,554,UX,O
DK,554,UY,O
DK,554,UZ,O
DK,551,UX,O
DK,551,UY,O
DK,551,UZ,O

/PBC,U,,1

LPLOT,ALL

IDEFINE FORCES ON KEYPOINTS
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I POINT LOADINGS ON PANELS

!CASE-1 SERVTCE _ (95 KM/HOUR___ W|ND ONLY)

A=15.64 !ELEV.0"-84"
B=17.97 !ELEV.84"-168"
C=1 9.49 ! ELEV. 1 68" -252"
D=20.64 ! ELEV.2S2"-336"
E=21.58 ! ELEV.336"-420"
F=22.38 !E1EV.420"-S06,'
G=23.09 !ELEV.S06"-S88"
H=23.7 1 !ELEV.588"-672"
l=24.28 ! ELEV.6Z2"-2S6"
J=24.79 !ELEV.756"-840"
K1 =25.27 ! ELEV.840"-924"
L1 =25.7 1 ! ELEV.924"-1 008,'
M=26.13 !ELEV.1008"-1 092,'
N=26.52 !ELEV.l092"-1176"
0=26.89 !ELEV.1 176"-1260"
P=27.24 ! ELEV.1 260"-1344"
Q=27 .57 ! ELEV.1 344" -1 428"
R=27.88 IELEV.1 428"-1 51 Z"
S=28.1 8 !ELEV.1 5 12"-1586"
T=28.48 | ELEV.1 596"-1 680"
U=28.76 I ELEV.1 680"-1764"

!CASE-2 FACTORED _ (1.5-(9s KM/HOUR___ WIND ONLY))

lA=23.46 !ELEV.O"-84"
!8=26.95 !ELEV.84"-'1 68"
lC=29.23 ! ELEV.1 68"-252"
!D=30.96 ! ELEV.252"-336"
lE=32.37 ! ELEV.336"-420"
lF=33.58 !ELEV.42O"-S06"
!G=34.63 ! ELEV.506"-588"
!H=35.57 !ELEV.588"-622',
!l=36.41 !ELEV.672"-756"
lJ=37.19 !ELEV.756"-840"
!K1 =37.90 !ELEV.840"-924"
! Ll =38.57 ! ELEV.924"-1 0OB,'
!M=39.1 9 ! ELEV.1 008"-1092"
!N=39.78 ! ELEV.l 092"-1 176,,
!0=40.33 !ELEV.1 126" -1260"
lP=40.85 !ELEV.1 200"-1344"
lQ=41 .35 !ELEV.1 344"-1 428"
lR=41.83 !ELEV.1 428"-1 S1Z"
!5=42.28 !ELEV.1 S1 2"-1 586"
lT=42.72 !ELEV.1 sg6"-l 680"
!U=43.1 4 !ELEV.1 680"-1764"

!CASE-3 SERVTCE - (25 MM tCE AND 9s KM/HOUR W|ND )
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lA=29.35 !ELEV.0"-84"
!B=33.72 ! ELEV.84"-1 68"
!C=36.57 !ELEV.168"-252"
!D=38.73 !ELEV.252"-936"
! E=40.50 ! ELEV.336"-420"
lF =42.00 ! ELEV.420"-S06"
!G=43.32 ! ELEV.506"-588"
!H=44.49 ! ELEV.538'-622"
! I=45.55 !ÊLEV.672" -t 56"
I J=46.52 | ELEV. 756"-840"
lK1 =47 .42 ! ELEV.840"-924"
lLl =48.25 ! ELEV.g24"-1 008"
!M=49.03 !ELEV.l 008"-1092"
!N=49.76 !ELEV.l 092"-1 176"
!0=50.45 lELEV.l 116"-1260"
!P=51.1 1 |ELEV.1260"-1344"
!Q=51 .73 IELÊV .1 344" -1 428"
! R=52.32 IELEV .1 428" -1 512"
!5=52.89 IELEV.l 51 Z"-1 586"
lT=53.44 !ELEV.1 596"-1 680"
!U=53.96 !ELEV.1680"-1764"

!CASE-4 FACTORED- 1.5.(25 MM

!A=44.03 !ELEV.0"-84"
!B=50.58 !ELEV.84"-168"
lC=54.85 !ELEV.1 68"-252"
!D=58.'l 0 !E1EV.252"-336"
!E=60.75 ! ELEV.336"-420"
!F=63.00 !ELEV.420"-SOO"
!G=64.98 !ELEV.506"-588"
!H=66.7 4 ! ELEV.588"-022"
I l=68.33 !E1EV.672"-750"
lJ=69.78 !ELEV.756"-840"
!K1 =7 1. 1 2 ! ELEV.8 40" -924"
lL1 =7 2.37 IELEV .924"-1 008"
!M=73.54 !ELEV.1 008"-1092"
!N=74.64 !ELEV.1 092"-1 176"
!0=75.68 !ELEV.1 176"-1260"
!P=76.66 !ELEV.1 260"-1344"
!Q=77.59 !ELEV.1 344"-1428"
!R=78.49 !E18V.1428"-1 Si2"
!5=79.34 !ELEV.1 512"-1 586"
!T=80.1 6 !ELEV.1 596"-1 680"
!U=80.94 ! ELEV.1 680"-1764"

!ELEV.0"-94" -"A"

FK,1,FZ,A
FK,2,FZ,A
FK,6,FZ,A
FK,11,FZ,A

lcE AND 95 KM/HOUR W|ND)
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FK,15,FZ,A
FK,17,FZ,A
FK,21,FZ,A
FK,23,FZ,A

!ELEV.g4,'-168" _"8"

FK,7O,FZ,B
FK,67,FZ,B
FK,66,FZ,B
FK,62,FZ,B
FK,76,FZ,B
FK,74,FZ,B
FK,82,FZ,B
FK,8O,FZ,B

!ELEV.16g,'-252" _"C"

FK,91,FZ,C
FK,94,FZ,C
FK,86,FZ,C
FK,gO,FZ,C
FK,98,FZ,C
FK,1OO,FZ,C
FK,104,FZ,C
FK,106,FZ,C

IELEV.252"_336"_"D"

FK,115,FZ,D
FK,118,FZ,D
FK,11O,FZ,D
FK,114,FZ,D
FK,122,FZ,D
FK,124,FZ,D
FK,128,FZ,D
FK,|30,FZ,D

!ELEV.336"

FK,139,FZ,E
FK,142,FZ,E
FK,134,FZ,E
FK,138,FZ,E
FK,146,FZ,E
FK,148,FZ,E
FK,152,FZ,E
FK,154,FZ,E

TELEV.420"-506"_"F"

FK,163,FZ,F
FK,166,FZ,F
FK,158,FZ,F
FK,162,FZ,F
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FK,17O,FZ,F
FK,172,FZ,F
FK,176,FZ,F
FK,178,FZ,F

!ELEV.506"_588"_"c,,

FK,187,FZ,G
FK,190,FZ,G
FK,182,FZ,G
FK,186,FZ,G
FK,194,FZ,G
FK,196,FZ,G
FK,2OO,FZ,G
FK,2O2,FZ,G

!E1EV.588"_672"_"H

FK,211,FZ,H
FK,214,FZ,H
FK,2O6,FZ,H
FK,21O,FZ,H
FK,218,FZ,H
FK,22O,FZ,H
FK,224,FZ,H
FK,226,FZ,H

|ELEV.672"

FK,235,FZ,t
FK,238,FZ,t
FK,230,FZ,l
FK,234,FZ,I
FK,242,FZ,I
FK,244,FZ,t
FK,248,FZ,t
FK,250,FZ,t

!ELEV.756"_g40"_,'J"

FK,259,FZ,J
FK,262,FZ,J
FK,254,FZ,J
FK,25B,FZ,J
FK,266,FZ,J
FK,268,FZ,J
FK,272,FZ,J
FK,274,FZ,J

IELEV.g40"_924"_"K1"

FK,283,FZ,K1
FK,286,FZ,K1
FK,278,FZ,K1
FR,282,FZ,K1
FK,29O,FZ,K1
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FK,2S2,FZ,K1
FK,296,FZ,K1
FK,298,FZ,K1

! ELEV.g24"_1 008"_"L1 "

FK,3O7,FZ,L1
FK,31O,FZ,L1
FK,3O2,FZ,L1
FK,3O6,FZ,L1
FK,314,FZ,LI
FK,316,FZ,L1
FK,32O,FZ,L1
FK,322,FZ,L1

! ELEV. 1 00gr_1 092,'_"Mr

FK,331,FZ,M
FK,334,FZ,M
FK,326,FZ,M
FK,33O,FZ,M
FK,338,FZ,M
FK,34O,FZ,M
FK,344,FZ,M
FK,346,FZ,M

!ELEV.1O92

FK,355,FZ,N
FK,358,FZ,N
FK,35O,FZ,N
FK,354,FZ,N
FK,362,FZ,N
FK,364,FZ,N
FK,368,FZ,N
FK,370,FZ,N

!ELEV.1

FK,37g,FZ,O
FK,3g2,FZ,O
FK,374,FZ,O
FK,37B,FZ,O
FK,386,FZ,O
FK,388,FZ,O
FK,392,FZ,O
FK,394,FZ,O

! ELEV. I 260 " _1 344" _" P"

FK,4O3,FZ,P
FK,4O6,FZ,P
FK,398,FZ,P
FK,4O2,FZ,P
FK,41O,FZ,P
FK,412,FZ.P
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FK,416,FZ,P
FK,418,FZ,P

! E LEV. 1 344" _ 1 429" _" Q"

FK,427,FZ,Q
FK,43O,FZ,Q
FK,422,FZ,Q
FK,426,FZ,Q
FK,434,FZ,Q
FK,436,FZ,Q
FK,44O,FZ,Q
FK,442,FZ,Q

IELEV .1 429"-1 51 2" _"R"

FK,451,FZ,R
FK,454,FZ,R
FK,446,FZ,R
FK,45O,FZ,R
FK,458,FZ,R
FK,46O,FZ,R
FK,464,FZ,R
FK,466,FZ,R

! ELEV.1 51 2"_1 596"_,'5"

FR,475,FZ,S
FK,478,FZ,S
FK,470,FZ,S
FK,474,FZ,S
FK,4B2,FZ,S
FK,484,FZ,S
FK,488,FZ,S
FK,49O,FZ,S

!E1EV.1596

FK,499,FZ,T
FK,5O2,FZ,T
FK,494,FZ,T
FK,498,FZ,T
FK,506,FZ,T
FK,508,FZ,T
FK,512,FZ,T
FK,514,FZ,T

!ELEV.1680

FK,523,FZ,U
FK,526,FZ,U
FK,51B,FZ,U
FK,522,FZ,U
FK,53O,FZ,U
FK,532,FZ,U
FK,536,FZ,U
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FK,538,FZ,U
FK,547,FZ,t)
FK,55O,FZ,U

ACEL,,1 IGRAVITY IN Y-DIRECTION

!/OUTpUT,'MASS',,txt',,C:\May9200S\STATtC 
c RAV|ï\1,,, O

/PBC,F,,1
!t!
!!!
!t!

/SOLU
ANTYPE,STATIC
NLGEOM,ON INON LINEAR GEOMETRY ANALYSIS ACTIVATEDAUTOTS,oN tAUTo ln¡e sreÞÞirrrc

suBsl?0u080sr,10,1000,1 
rsETS srzf oF F|RST suBSïEp ro 1r1o oF ToTAL LOAD, MAX

OUTRES,ALL,ALL

SOLVE
FINISH

/POST1
PRRSOL,F

!AXIAL,STRESS
ETABLE,SAXL,LS,l
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APPENDIX.B

FEM MODELING OF STEEL TOWER
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8.3 Finite Element Modeiling of a steer rower

ln order to evaluate the cost associated with the construction of an FRp tower, a

comparison between an FRP and a Steel tower was undertaken. A new FE

model of 45 m (147 ft ) tower was assembled based on the cross sectional

properties shown ín Fig. 8.3.1. the same member arrangement as for FRp tower

was used' Schifflerízed angles (90" hot-rolled equal leg angles bent to 60") L76 x

76 x 4'B were chosen for the main chord members of the steel tower. The vertical

and diagonal bracing members were assumed to be 25 x 2s x 3.2 standard

angles' The procedure for wind loading calculation was ouflined in Section 3.s.2.

However, the tributary areas of the typical panel configuration were revised, as

shown in Fig. 8.3-2. the resurts are shown in Tabre A.3.1.

Fig. 8.3 1 steer tower cross section (ail dimensions in mm)

L-25 x25 x3.Z
Diagonal X bracing typ

Chord members
L-76 X 76x 4.8
Schifflerized Angle
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Fig. 8.3 2 Steel tower typical panel (all dimensions in mm)

The síze of the chord members was based on the minimum angle size available

in the industry which can be bent to 60 deg. For horízontal and veftical bracing

members, the minimum size available was also selected.
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Table 8.3 1 Typical loading per node for steel tower

Steel tower wind loadings

Distance above the
base (mm)

P per
panel
(N)

1314.67

UNFACTORED *
P per node

(N)

164.32

P per node
(N)

246.5242672-44806

40538-42672 1301 .91 162.76 244.12
38405-40538 1288.61 161.07 241.63
36271-38405 1274.77 159.34 239.00
34138-36271 1260.27 157.56 236.29
32004-34138 1245.10 155.64 233.44
29870-32004 1229.13 153.64 230.46
27737-29870 1212.27 151 .55 227.30
25603-27737 1194.44 145.33 223.97
23470-25603 1175.49 146.92 220.41
21336-23470 1155.20 144.39 216.58
19202-21336 1 133.36 141.68 212.49
17069-15202 1109.74 138.74 208.09
I 4935-1 7069 1083.90 135.49 203.24
12802-14935 1055.34 131.93 197.86
10668-12802 1023.31 127.93 191 .85
8534-10668 986.66 123.35 185.00
6401 -8534 943.60 117.97 176.91
4267-6401 890.85 111.34 r67.03
2134-4267 821.45 102.66 154.04

o - 2134 715.10 89.41 134.07

Using ANSYS 8.1 (ANSYS, 2004) the deflections forthe 45 m (14T ft) steettower

were obtained and are shown in Fig. 8.3.3. The deflections for an FRP tower of

the same height are shown in Fig. 8.3.4.
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The deflections of both the steel and FRP tower under the same loading

condit¡ons along the height are shown in in Fig. 8.3.5.
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DEFELCTION COMPARISON
FRP vs STEEL TOWER

25602

17068

L

o

O)

tt)

0
ftt

g)
o)
:E

0 75 150 225

Deflections (mm)

Fig. 8.3 5 Deflection comparison between steel and FRp towers

The maximum deflection at the tip of FRP tower uz is equal to 206.g8 mm (8.14

in) and is smaller than the tip deflection of steel tower, which is 243.61 mm (9.5g

in). Although the modulus of elasticity of the FRP material is 113 of the modulus

of elasticity of the steel, the steel tower exhibited larger deflections.

The difference in deflections may be attributed to the difference in the eflective

drag area c*xar, where coris the drag factorof flat members and A, is the
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area of flat members. For the steel tower C*xAr:1.1g, while for FRp tower,

c* x A, = 0.84 . The masses of the two towers are risted in Table 8.3.2.

The total mass of the tower depends on the tower length as shown in Fig. 8.3.6.

Table 8.3 2 Mass comparison FRP vs steel tower

ITEM FRP-Tower SïEEL Tower

Tower 36r.58 (ks) 123e.54 (ks)

Mast TotalMass (kg)

1239.54 kg

e
E)
c)

í,
o
G'

¡t¡
(l,
T

0 350 700 10501400

Mass (kg)

Fig. 8.3 6 Total tower mass

These results showed that the steel tower made from

sections, having the same geometry as an FRp tower is

the smallest available

343 % heavier than an
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FRP tower. Furthermore, the FRP tower performs better under wind loading due

to smaller drag profile. ln determining the total mass, the mass of the connections

was not included. The average cost of glass fibre ranges between $2 and $4

dollars per kg, the average cost of epoxy ranges between $6 to $B dollars

per kg and the average cost of structural steel is between $1.s and g2 dollars per

kg. Table 8.3.3 shows the comparison of the cost of the materials only required

to produce the prototype tower. lt can be seen that the FRP tower cost is lower

than the steel tower. This FRP cost advantage can be further increased by

increasing the fibre volume fraction.

Taking into account the need for corrosion protection and maintenance as well

as the cost of transportation and erection, steel towers seem to be more

expensive than the FRP towers.

Table 8.3 3 Cost comparison FRp vs steeltower

"Note : based on 36.9% fibre volume fraction

ITEM FRP-Tower* STEEL Tower

Tower $1638 - $2361 $ 1859 - $2479
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